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What do refrains contribute to ancient Greek poetry?  Modern scholarship

has usually limited its treatment of ancient Greek refrains to considerations of

their external associations.  The tendency has been to explain refrains, both

individually and as a formal type, by reference to assumed origins for the refrain

form and its use in primitive song, for which we have little or no evidence.  By

contrast, I have attempted to explain the refrain form as an established feature

within the ancient Greek poetic tradition.  I am interested in two questions.

First, what do individual refrains contribute to the individual poems in which they

appear?  Second, what literary refrain tradition is indicated by the surviving

examples?  Obviously the answering of one question involves the answering of the

other.

Before an examination can be made of individual refrains in context, there

are some general questions that must be asked.  In CHAPTER 2, I  examine the

treatment of refrains by ancient Greek scholarship.  This involves examining the

scholarly terminology associated with refrains, especially the term †c·jkflk.  In

CHAPTER 3 I test the commonly held hypothesis that refrains are sung by a chorus

in response to stanzas provided by a soloist.  In CHAPTER 4 I address the question

of the often assumed relationship between sub-literary song and the refrains in

surviving Greek poetry.  I do this by investigating ritual cries and their use both

within and outside the context of formal refrains.



Once these general questions have been addressed, we may consider

individual refrains in context.  Since, as I shall argue, refrains find their most

natural “home” in the monostrophic and triadic structures of non-dramatic lyric, I

begin there in CHAPTER 5.  Then I examine refrains in the antistrophic context of

dramatic lyric in CHAPTER 6.  I conclude my examination with the refrains of

bucolic hexameters in CHAPTER 7.  As it happens, this order coincides (very

broadly speaking) with chronological order and thus reflects what I shall argue is

the development of a continuous refrain tradition in ancient Greek poetry.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In his book on repetitive forms in modern poetry, Laury Magnus almost

despairs at offering a definition for the term “refrain”:

So self-evident a device as the refrain turns out to be difficult to define...
The obvious definition that might describe the refrain simply as the set of
a poem’s repeated lines or parts of lines neglects important semantic
characteristics of the device.  The most compelling of these is that of
intrusion: the refrain disrupts or retards the development of the poem.
Such intrusion results from the refrain’s segmentation of the poem, from
the way in which it “slices through” poetic utterance while maintaining its
own distinct identity — a consistency of personality which renders it
distinct from the stanza or strophe and which, despite possible material
alterations, does not essentially change.1

Magnus’ point is that refrains are identified and classified as such because of

the impression made upon the sense of the audience, rather than because of any

particular formal characteristic.  The refrain is “self-evident”; it “[maintains] its

own distinct identity”; it has a “consistency of personality”.  True, this effect is

brought about by means of repetition, but the repetition may not be strictly

verbatim: there may be “material alterations” from one instance to the next.  The

unit of verse to which the refrain is attached is not necessarily fixed: it may be

either “stanza or strophe”.  To what degree do these units of non-refrain verse

have an independent existence?  “Strophe” would imply (at least in the context of

Greek lyric poetry) a unit of verse with a life of its own, one to which any refrain

could justly be considered additive; “stanza” has no such connotation, and

conceivably could apply to any group of lines “[resulting] from the refrain’s

segmentation of the poem”.  We have, then, two obstacles to any attempt to

define the term “refrain”: the apparent ability for refrains to depart from strictly

                                                  
1 Magnus (1989) 46.
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verbatim repetition, and the variety of metrical contexts in which they may be

found.

Magnus is interested, of course, in the refrains of modern poetry, which are

often much more variable in content and more sophisticated in formal and

thematic functionality than the refrains of ancient Greek poetry.  But his basic

complaint is applicable to our subject.  Greek refrains tend not to exhibit

variation within individual poems, but there are several such cases with which we

shall have to deal.  More important is the difficulty of metrical context.  One

cannot, for example, offer a definition for Greek refrains such as “lines or parts of

lines repeated within each strophe”.  What would be done with the refrains of

Pindar Paean 2 and 4, both of which are repeated with each triad?  What of the

refrains of antistrophic lyric in drama?  And what of the refrains of astrophic and

stichic verse, such as we find in the continuous hexameters of bucolic?2  That

these are refrains is, as Magnus says of refrains in general, self-evident, and any

definition of “refrain” for the purposes of this study must include them.

§1 Definition and corpus

I propose the following as a working definition of “refrain” for ancient Greek

poetry.  “Refrains” are lines or portions of lines that are repeated regularly in a

poem, and which are separated by and distinct from intervening material.

At this point it is desirable to distinguish what we are calling “refrains” from

two other formal types: Homeric repetitions and what I shall call “appended

                                                  
2 Wilamowitz (1925) 265 denies the name “refrain” for Thyrsis’ song in Theocritus
1, but his reasons for so doing seem to be (1) the dissimilarity between Thyrsis’
refrain and those of German and Roman folk song, and (2) the lack of a strophic
structure for the song.  This second reason stems, no doubt, from Wilamowitz’
earlier efforts to correct a 19th century fad of looking for “strophic responsion” in
Greek bucolic and using this as a basis for textual criticism.  Cf. Wilamowitz
(1906) 137.
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cries”.  Besides limiting the corpus to be examined for this study, the distinction

will occasion some useful discussion concerning the qualities of the refrain form.

Repeated phrases and lines are common enough in Homer that they may be

regarded as a distinctive aspect of his style.3  Indeed, if we are correct in taking

the Iliad and Odyssey as products (ultimately) of an oral poetic tradition, repetition

would seem to have been indispensable to their composition and performance.4

The evident adaptation of inherited oral compositional methods, including

formulaic repetition, to what would otherwise be called high literary ends, stands

as a singular achievement of the Homeric poems.5  Thus we may say with

confidence that repetitions of phrase and line are essential to Homeric poetry.

This is not the case with the refrains of lyric and bucolic, in whose

composition formulaic methods do not seem to have played a part.  Whereas we

cannot imagine an Iliad or an Odyssey without frequent repetitions of whole lines,

we can point to the overwhelming majority of lyric and bucolic poems that do not

feature refrains.6  All this does not of itself prove that Homeric repetitions — no

matter their determination by the requirements of composition — are never

meant to produce an effect similar to that produced by the refrains of lyric and

bucolic.  But their infrequency (in terms of occurrences per line) relative to

refrains in lyric and bucolic; their placement according to the needs of narrative

rather than to a set scheme; their syntactic continuity with their context,

                                                  
3 Cf. Camps (1980) 46-49.
4 See Kirk (1962) 59ff for a readable overview of formulaic method in Homeric
poetry.
5 Cf. Kirk (1976) 4ff.
6 Fehling (1969) 101 points out that the use of formal repetition is relatively
infrequent in melic and dramatic lyric.  The several occurrences of repetition in
the fragments of Sappho suggest to him that repetition may have been
characteristic of the wedding song genre.  My own discussion of hymeneus in
CHAPTER 5 will deal with the use of the refrain form specifically rather than of
repetition in general.
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contrasting with the typical discontinuity of syntax associated with refrains —

these qualities suggest that the intended effect of repetitions in Homer is not the

same as the intended effect of refrains in lyric and bucolic.

But what of the “refrain-composition” identified in Homer by Keith Stanley?

According to him, this sub-category of ring-composition is the use of “fixed or

similar phrases [to] emphasize the serial relationship between the elements of a

catalogue or description”, and “the poet may also organize ordinary narrative in

this way.”7  While this “serial organization” functionality may be present in

bucolic passages with refrains (one thinks immediately of Theocritus 1 and 2, and

ps.-Moschus Epitaph of Bion), it does not seem to be an important function for the

refrains of lyric.  This makes sense, given the commonality of continuous

hexameter verse in Homer and bucolic: without the repetitions, there would be

no self-evident demarcations of theme between successive segments of

hexameters.  But even here, the parallel is not too strong, at least in Theocritus 1

and 2, where the number, closeness and regularity (especially in Theocritus 2) of

refrains repeated verbatim produce an effect incomparable to that of the relatively

infrequent and verbally variable repetitions of sense in Homer which Stanley is

describing.  In the end, this kind of repetition is best understood with reference

to the “origin in an accretive parataxis” of ring-composition in general.8  This is a

compositional style not common, it seems, to the poems with which we will be

dealing.9

                                                  
7 Stanley (1993) 8.  Stanley is following van Otterlo (1944) 195f, who found evidence
of “Ritournellkomposition” in the description of the construction of Achilles’
shield in Iliad 18: 483 ®n m¢n...¶teuje; 490 (=573, 587) ®n d¢...po¤hse; 541 (=550, 561,
607) ®n d’ §t¤yei; 590 ®n d¢...po¤kille.
8 Stanley (1993) 7.
9 The clear use of refrains in Greek epic is found, though far removed from the
compositional context of Homer, at Nonnus 15.309ff.  The distinction between
Nonnus’ use of the refrain form and his use of other kinds of repetition is made
(though briefly) by Schmiel (1998) 326.
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Refrains should also be distinguished from cries that are appended to songs

but are not periodically repeated.  These cries are often associated with cult, e.g.

paiãn or êjie taËre below, and their appearance even in obviously literary contexts

seems to point to sub-literary performances.  I will discuss in CHAPTER 4 what I

see as the relationship between this type of cry and the refrain form; here I am

interested only in making a formal distinction.  An example of the appended cry is

found in the cult song to Dionysus sung by the women of Elis, reported by

Plutarch at Quaest. Graec. 36:

diå t¤ tÚn DiÒnuson afl t«n ÉHle¤vn guna›kew ÍmnoËsai parakaloËsi “bo°ƒ pod‹”
parag¤nesyai prÚw aÈtãw; ¶xei d’ oÏtvw ı Ïmnow:

§lye›n ¥rv DiÒnuse
ÉAle¤vn §w naÚn
ègnÚn sÁn Xar¤tessin
§w naÚn
t“ bo°ƒ pod‹ yÊvn,

e‰ta d‹w §pñdousin

êjie taËre,
êjie taËre.

The similarities between this example of appended cry and many examples of

refrain are potentially misleading.10  The doubling of the cry êjie taËre resembles

                                                  
10 Campbell translates Plutarch’s d‹w §pñdousin “they add the double refrain.”
Similarly, van der Weiden (1991) 11: “the form [of the song] makes it plausible to
assume that the last two lines were a refrain sung by a chorus, while the first lines
were sung by a soloist.”  It is not clear whether Campbell and van der Weiden
believe that the song continues beyond Plutarch’s quotation with êjie taËre, êjie
taËre repeated as a true refrain; they may simply be using the term “refrain” in the
imprecise manner often used by scholars (cf. my discussion above).  In any event,
van der Weiden’s hypothesis of a performance divided between soloist and chorus
is at odds with the context provided by Plutarch, who describes “the women of
the Eleans”, not a soloist, as hymning Dionysus: tÚn DiÒnuson afl t«n ÉHle¤vn
guna›kew ÍmnoËsai.  The natural reading of the passage is that the Elean women sing
both the song and its accompanying cries.  Van der Weiden’s hypothesis reflects a
common assumption among modern scholars concerning the default performance
mode of what they call “refrains” (cf. my discussion of performance of refrains in
CHAPTER 3).
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the close repetitions that frequently occur in refrains.11  The doubled cry follows,

and is distinct from, the rest of the song; this may remind us of a terminal refrain

following its stanza.  Nevertheless, there is no indication in Plutarch’s context

that the song continues beyond the quotation and that the doubled cry is repeated

as a refrain.

When we apply our definition of “refrain” to surviving ancient Greek poetry

up through the first century A.D., we arrive at the following corpus:

Aeschylus 
Persae 1057=1064
Septem 975-977=986-989
Suppliants 117-122=128-133
Suppliants 141-143=151-153
Suppliants 889-892=899-902
Agamemnon 121=138=159
Agamemnon 1072-1073=1076-1077
Agamemnon 1081f=1085f
Agamemnon 1489-1496=1513-1520
Eumenides 328-333=341-346
Eumenides 778-792=808-822
Eumenides 1043=1047

Anonymous 
Frag. Erythraean Paean 2 (Käppel Pai. 36b)
Erythraean Paean (Käppel Pai. 37)
Hymnus Curetum (CA 160) 1-6=11-16=21-26=31-36=41-46=51-56=61-66
Campbell 931L (SLG 460, 461, 462, 465)

Aristonous 
Paean in Apollinem (Käppel Pai. 42)

Aristophanes 
Peace 1332=1335=1336=1344=1345=1349=1350=1355=1356
Birds 1736=1742=1754
Frogs 404=410=416
Ecclesiazousae 952=960
Ecclesiazousae 958f=967f
Ecclesiazousae 971f=974f

Bacchylides 

                                                  
11 E.g. Pindar, Paean 2.35f; Aeschylus, Agamemnon 121; Persae 1057.  For repeated cry
as a distinct and independent formal type, and its use in refrain, see my discussion
in CHAPTER 4.
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fr.*18 S-M:
fr. *19. 1-2=8-9:

Euripides 
Bacchae 877-881=897-901
Bacchae 992-996=1011-1016
Ion 125ff.=141ff.

Macedonius 
Paean in Apollinem et Aesclulapium (Käppel Pai. 41)

[       Moschus] 
3.8=13=19=25=36=45=50=57=64=69a=85=98=108=113

Philodamus   Scarpheus  
Paean in Dionysum

Pindar  
Paean 2. 35-36=71-72=107-108
Paean 4. 31=62
Paean 5. 1=19=37=43
Paean 21
Threnus 5 (fr. 128e) (a)2-4=(b)6-8

Sappho   
fr. 111 Voigt/LP

Theocritus 
1.64=70=73=76=79=84=89
1.94=99=104=108=111=114=119=122
1.127=131=137=142
2.17=22=27=32=37=42=47=52=57=63
2.87=93=99=105=111=117=123=129=135

§2 Some useful terms and the variety of Greek refrains

It will be convenient at this point to introduce some terms descriptive of the

formal relationship between refrains and the poems in which they appear.  This

will also serve to introduce some important points concerning the variety of

metrical structures in which refrains appear.  The segments of intervening

material between refrains we may call “stanzas”.12  As we shall see, the placement

                                                  
12 I occasionally use the terms “stanza” and “strophe” with reference to the same
passage, depending on whether my focus is on distinguishing the refrain from its
context (“stanza”), or on speaking of a periodic unit of strophic lyric as such.  For
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of refrains with respect to their stanzas is quite varied in Greek poetry.  This

arrangement we call “scheme”.  The most common scheme for refrain in Greek

poetry is the “terminal refrain”.13  This is when the refrain follows its stanza, as in

Aristonous, Paean to Apollo 1-4 (Käppel):

Puy¤an flerÒktiton
na¤vn Delf¤d’ émf‹ p°tran
ée‹ yespiÒmantin ß-
dran, fiØ fi¢ Paiãn

We call “initial refrains” those which come at the beginning of their stanza,

e.g. Pindar, Paean 5.43-48 (Snell-Maehler):

fiÆÛe Dãli’ ÖApollon:
LatÒow ¶nya me pa›dew
eÈmene› d°jasye nÒƒ yerãponta
Ím°teron keladennò
sÁn meligãruÛ pai-
çnow égakl°ow Ùmfò.

Another scheme has the refrain occur within the body of the stanza; these we

may call “medial refrains”.  Sappho fr. 111 (Lobel-Page) will serve as an example:

‡coi dØ tÚ m°layron,
ÈmÆnaon,
é°rrete, t°ktonew êndrew:
ÈmÆnaon.
gãmbrow ~efis°rxetai ‡sow~ ÖAreui,
êndrow megãlv pÒlu m°zvn.

When refrains occur more than once for a single stanza, we call it a “complex

refrain”.  The Sappho fragment above is an example of this in that it features two

medial refrains in one stanza.14  More commonly, a complex refrain consists of a
                                                                                                                                                 
example, the refrain of Aristonous’ Paean is included in its strophe; it is excluded
from its corresponding stanza.
13 The terms “terminal refrain”, “initial refrain” and “medial refrain” are taken
from Magnus (1989) 47ff.
14 This depends, of course, on one’s text.  Page in his Sappho and Alcaeus (1955) 124
offers a text in which the fragment is construed as two short strophes, each with a
single medial refrain.  This arrangement into two strophes is at odds with all other
editions of the fragment with which I am familiar, including Page’s own in LGS
(1968).  See my discussion of this fragment’s text in CHAPTER 5.
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combination of a medial refrain and a terminal refrain, as in Philodamus, Paean to

Dionysus 1-13 (Käppel):

[deËr’ êna] DiyÊrambe, Bãkx’,
e[Îie, TaËr k]issoxa›-
ta, BrÒmi’, ±rina[›w flkoË
ta›sd’] flera›w §n Àraiw:
eÈo› Œ fiÚ [Bãkx’, Œ fi¢ Paiã]n:
˘n YÆbaiw pot’ §n eÈ¤aiw
Zh[n‹] ge¤nat[o] kall¤paiw Yu≈na
pãntew d’ [éyã]natoi [x]Òreu-
san, pãntew d¢ broto‹ x[ãren
sa›w, Œ B]ãxxie, g°nnaiw.
fi¢ Paiãn, ‡ti svtÆ]r,
eÎfrvn tãnde] pÒlin fÊlass’
eÈa¤vni sÁn [ˆlbvi].

Besides the variety of schemes, there is a variety in the kinds of larger metrical

structures in which refrains may be found in Greek poetry.  So far we have looked

at examples of refrain taken from monostrophic lyric.  Refrains also occur in

triadic structures, as in Pindar’s Paean 2 and 4, where the refrain occurs at the

close of each triad.  (In our terms, these triads are stanzas with terminal refrains.)

We frequently find refrains in the antistrophic lyric structures of Athenian drama,

as at Aeschylus, Eumenides 1040-1047 (Page):

·laoi d¢ ka‹ eÈyÊfronew gçi
deËr’ ‡te semna‹ <     > puridãptvi
lampãdi terpÒmenai kay’ ıdÒn.
ÙlolÊjate nËn §p‹ molpa›w.

sponda‹ d’ ~§w tÚ pçn ¶ndaidew o‡kvn~
Pallãdow ésto›w: ZeÁw pantÒptaw
oÏtv Mo›rã te sugkat°ba.
ÙlolÊjate nËn §p‹ molpa›w.

We sometimes find refrains in metrical contexts that are not strophic at all, as

in Theocritus 1.64-73:

êrxete boukolikçw, Mo›sai f¤lai, êrxet’ éoidçw.
YÊrsiw ˜d’ …j A‡tnaw, ka‹ YÊrsidow èd°a fvnã.
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pò pok’ êr’ ∑sy’, ˜ka Dãfniw §tãketo, pò poka, NÊmfai;
∑ katå Phnei« kalå p°mpea, µ katå P¤ndv;
oÈ går dØ potamo›o m°gan =Òon e‡xet’ ÉAnãpv,
oÈd’ A‡tnaw skopiãn, oÈd’ ÖAkidow flerÚn Ïdvr.
êrxete boukolikçw, Mo›sai f¤lai, êrxet’ éoidçw.
t∞non mån y«ew, t∞non lÊkoi »rÊsanto,
t∞non x»k drumo›o l°vn ¶klause yanÒnta.
êrxete boukolikçw, Mo›sai f¤lai, êrxet’ éoidçw.

In this situation, the refrain lends to continuous verse a sense of structure

which it would lack otherwise, whereas in strophic lyric the refrain serves to

reinforce a structure that is already there.  In this context it is difficult to say

whether the refrain goes with what follows or what goes before, and so terms like

“initial refrain” and “terminal refrain” are usually not useful.

§3 Questions and method

Once we have an idea of what refrains look like and where they occur, we

come to the basic question of this study.  What do refrains contribute to ancient

Greek poetry?  More precisely, we are interested in two questions.  First, what do

individual refrains contribute to the individual poems in which they appear?

Second, what literary refrain tradition is indicated by the surviving examples?

Obviously the answering of one question involves the answering of the other.  A

reasonably complete interpretation of an individual refrain in context cannot be

made in a vacuum, while an appreciation of any refrain tradition relies on the

study of specific examples.  In this study I will necessarily be continually

negotiating between these two aspects of the basic question, though my main

concern in the early chapters must be with general issues more than with specific

poems.

There is another way of dividing our basic question, a way that will shape the

remainder of this section and much of this study as a whole.  On the one hand, we
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may speak of external associations that refrains bring with them to surviving

Greek poetry, either by the nature of the refrain form per se, or by the content of

individual refrains.  On the other hand, we may speak of the formal and thematic

functionality of refrains within their poems.  As the questions of individual refrain

contribution and of refrain tradition are inseparable, so are the issues of external

associations and internal functionality.  For example, the interpretation of the

second occurrence of the refrain in Pindar, Paean 2 (71f) as “quasi-dramatic” relies

upon the recognition of the external military associations brought by the paean

cry featured in that refrain.

While attention has been paid on occasion to how refrains function

thematically and formally in context15, modern scholarship has usually limited its

treatment of ancient Greek refrains to considerations of their external

associations.  The tendency has been to explain refrains, both individually and as a

formal type, by reference to assumed origins for the refrain form and its use in

primitive song, for which we have little or no evidence.  Generally speaking, we

may say that scholarship has suffered from the lack of a comprehensive view of

refrains as they are used throughout surviving Greek poetry.16  Nevertheless, the

external associations assumed by modern scholars suggest important questions.

In addressing them, however, it will be necessary to avoid becoming too entangled

in unanswerable questions concerning the origins and primitive use of refrains.  In

this study, the purpose of examining possible external associations is not to

                                                  
15 Cf. Moritz (1979), Rutherford (2001).
16 To date no comprehensive study has been made.  The title of Peiper’s series of
articles (1863-1865), Der Refrain bei griechischen und lateinischen Dichtern, is
misleading: of the Greeks only the bucolics are treated.  Perhaps the best attempt
at a survey (if not a comprehensive treatment) of the distribution of refrains in
ancient Greek poetry is given by Cannatà Fera (1990) 124ff.
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reconstruct the pre-history of the Greek refrain; it is to inform our understanding

of surviving Greek poetry.

Before an examination can be made of individual refrains in context, there are

some general questions that must be asked.

To what extent does our definition of “refrain” correspond to ancient

understanding?  Did ancient Greek poets and their audience recognize a formal

category apart from individual examples and apart from generic types, e.g. the

refrains of hymenaeus?  In general, did they distinguish between the content of

refrains and the refrain form per se?  To answer these questions, I propose to

examine the treatment of refrains by ancient Greek scholarship.  This will involve

examining the scholarly terminology associated with refrains, especially the term

§fÊmnion.  This will be the matter of CHAPTER 2.

How were refrains performed?  If an answer should be arrived at, it would have

very important implications for the interpretation of individual refrains in

context.  Scholars have almost universally assumed a default performance model

whereby refrains are sung by a chorus in response to stanzas provided by a soloist.

An investigation of the performance of refrains must begin with the testing of this

hypothesis.  This will be the matter of CHAPTER 3.

What external associations do refrains bring to their poems?  In a way, this

question cannot be separated from consideration of refrain functionality in

context, since a generic association, which is external to any particular poem, is

created by the sum of other examples within the genre.  Consideration of such an

association is not really preliminary to consideration of specific refrain texts, and

must wait till more general questions have been considered.  But their remains the

general question of the often assumed relationship between sub-literary song and

the refrains in surviving Greek poetry.  This is not an unreasonable assumption
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given the near ubiquity of refrains in documented (non-Greek) sub-literary song

cultures, but it has not yet been tested.  Since refrains containing “ritual cries”

(e.g. fiØ paiãn) are most typically offered as examples of the influence of sub-

literary song upon the refrains of surviving Greek poetry, it seems best to begin

with an investigation of  these cries and their use both within and outside the

context of formal refrains.  This will be the matter of CHAPTER 4.

Once these general questions have been addressed, we may consider individual

refrains in context.  Given that the formal functionality of refrains depends so

much upon their metrical context, it makes sense to organize our examination

along metrical lines.  Since, as I shall argue, refrains find their most natural

“home” in the monostrophic and triadic structures of non-dramatic lyric, I will

begin there in CHAPTER 5.  Then I will examine refrains in the antistrophic

context of dramatic lyric in CHAPTER 6.  I conclude my examination with the

refrains of bucolic hexameters in CHAPTER 7.  As it happens, this order coincides

(very broadly speaking) with chronological order and thus reflects what I shall

argue is the development of a continuous refrain tradition in ancient Greek

poetry.
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CHAPTER 2

ANCIENT SCHOLARSHIP ON THE REFRAIN FORM

In this chapter I intend to evaluate how well the definition of “refrain” offered

in CHAPTER 1 matches ancient understanding.  Two questions must be asked.

First, was the refrain form distinguished from the content of individual refrains?

Second, was the refrain form conceived separately from its appearance in

individual examples and in certain genres?  I am also interested to see how well

the corpus of refrain texts offered in CHAPTER 1 conforms to the generic

associations indicated in ancient scholarship.  My selected method is to examine

the terminology applied to the refrain form in ancient scholarship.  Practically

speaking, this consists mainly of examining the usage of §fÊmnion, which I will

argue is the standard term for the refrain form.  I will also have occasion to

contrast the usage of §fÊmnion with that of other terms, most especially §p¤fyegma.

Our sources for the ancient scholarly treatment of the refrain form fall into

two main groups. The first of these consists of the surviving works of the

Hellenistic scholars themselves, both their scholarship and their poetry.  The

second group of sources consists of later sources of the post-Hellenistic period,

such as metrical handbooks, scholia to archaic and classical poetry, and

lexicographers.  I shall argue that these owe their treatment of the refrain form to

the work of scholars of the Hellenistic period.  Because the evidence from the

later period is more abundant, and often clearer in its formal treatment of

refrains, it is there that I will begin my study.  I proceed under the assumption

that, unless indicated otherwise, the later sources are derivative of Hellenistic

scholarship proper, and thus can be used to reconstruct that scholarship.  I believe

the following pages will justify that assumption.
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In the case of each of these groups I will be interested in the usage of the

relevant scholarly terminology, i.e. the working definition of terms applied to the

refrain form.  I will also be interested in the application of that terminology by

ancient scholarship to specific poems and genres.

Before I turn to the primary evidence, I will briefly consider the ancient

etymology of the term §fÊmnion, and what this and modern linguistics can tell us

about the original context for the term’s use.  The form of the word itself offers us

a clue as to its earliest use.  Certainly later writers analyzed the term so that the

prefix §p‹- referred to the formal relationship of the refrain to the strophe, or

more generally to the song, to which it was attached.  This analysis is made

explicitly in, for example, the Suda: §fÊmnion: tÚ §p‹ t“ Ïmnƒ üsma.  This analysis is

less explicit, but is still clearly implied in Hephaestion per‹ Poihmãtvn 7.1 (p. 70

Consbruch): taÊthw t∞w proshgor¤aw tetÊxhken, §peidØ ka‹ §fÊmniÒn ti efi≈yasin

§pãgein ofl poihta‹ ta›w strofa›w.  Likewise Origen, Selecta in psalmos v.12, p.1656.14

tÚ d¢ ˜ti “efiw tÚn afi«na tÚ ¶leow aÈtoË” §fumn¤aw trÒpƒ §pil°getai.  This ancient

etymology would seem to be more or less correct.  Prepositions are frequently

joined to substantives in Greek, resulting in adjectival forms ending in - ow or - iow.1

The term §fÊmnion seems then to be a neuter substantive derived from a standard

adjectival form, with an original meaning of “the thing upon or in addition to the

Ïmnow”.  If this analysis is correct, then from the time of its coining the term

§fÊmnion referred to the formal relationship between certain lines and the poems

to which they were attached.2

                                                  
1 Schwyzer bd. 1, 436.  This phenomenon is known as hypostasis.  Cf. ¶ktopow, - iow;
¶nupnow, -iow; §pixyÒniow.  My thanks to Prof. Alan Nussbaum for his help on this
point.
2 §fumn°v should not be taken as the corresponding verb to the noun §fÊmnion.
Whereas the prefix §pi- of §fÊmnion describes the relationship between refrain and
song, the prefix §pi- of §fumn°v describes the relationship between the singer and
the person or thing over which or in response to which the singing is directed.
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In order to establish the precise nature of this formal relationship, I turn now

to the primary evidence.

§1.1 Hephaestion

 Our fullest ancient source for the critical terminology of refrains is found in

the work per‹ Poihmãtvn (hereafter p. P.) appended to the metrical handbook

commonly ascribed to 2nd century A.D. metrist Hephaestion.3  p. P. 7.1 (p.70

Consbruch) opens with a definiton of the term §fÊmnion:

¶sti d° tina §n to›w poiÆmasi ka‹ tå kaloÊmena §fÊmnia, ëper taÊthw t∞w
proshgor¤aw tetÊxhken, §peidØ ka‹ §fÊmniÒn ti efi≈yasin §pãgein ofl poihta‹ ta›w
strofa›w, oÂã §sti ka‹ tå toiaËta “fiÆÛe paiãn” ka‹ “Œ diyÊrambe.”

(There are certain things in poems called “§fÊmnia”, which have received
this designation because the poets are in the habit of appending some sort
of “refrain” to their strophes.4  And of this sort are such things as “Ieïe

                                                                                                                                                 
This meaning is most obvious when a dative object is supplied: Aesch. Eum. 902 t‹
oÔn m’ ênvgaw tªd’ §fumn∞sai xyon¤.  (Cf. X. Mem. 2.6.11 ì m¢n afl Seir∞new §pªdon t“
ÉOdusse›.)  It is also found where the dative object is implied: Soph. OT 1275
toiaÈt’ §fÊmnvn [implied dative object Jocasta].  §fumn°v is also used to describe
singing in response to events, as when the Athenians reacted to the Persians’
apparent loss of heart during the battle of Salamis: Aesch. Pers. 393 oÈ går …w fugª
paiçn’ §fÊmnoun.  The accusative object of §fumn°v typically refers to the entirety
of the reported singing, as seen in the examples above and at Pl. Leg. 947c tÚ
pãtrion m°low §fumne›n.  Rutherford (2001) 71 is probably correct to conclude that
the frequent use of verbs with the prefix §pi- in connection with paean may reflect
a sub-literary practice whereby a paean cry “[followed] a ritual event or speech as
an endorsement (rather like ‘Amen’)”, but the use of such a verb to describe a
performance does not, as Rutherford seems to imply, require us to assume the
presence of a formal refrain.
3 While it is commonly agreed that the main part of the handbook is in fact an
abridgement taken directly from a 48 book treatise of the same name by
Hephaestion himself, it is not clear whether or not the p.P. derives from
Hephaestion’s own work.  Nevertheless, this document is important in that the
definitions it gives for §fÊmnion and related terms has provided the terminology
used by later scholars in discussing refrains in ancient Greek poetry.  Moreover,
comparison of these definitions in the p. P. with the usage of the same terms in
scholia will show a great affinity between the two, and therefore suggests that in
its essentials the p. P provides a good picture of refrain terminology in antiquity.
4 Of the examples of refrain (both §fÊmnion and §pifyegmatikÒn) given by p.P., we
have the stanzaic contexts for two: the refrains of Sappho fr. 111 L-P (the stanzaic
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paian” and “O dithyramb”.)

For Hephaestion the normal placement of the refrain is after the strophe.5

This is made clear by what follows in the p.P.  The writer goes on to introduce

another refrain term, this one being used to describe a particular subcategory

within the broader category of §fÊmnion:

˜tan d¢ tÚ §fÊmnion mØ metå strofØn éllå metå st¤xon k°htai
perilambanÒmenon êllƒ st¤xƒ, mesÊmnion kale›tai [tÚ po¤hma], oÂÒn §sti tÚ
parå Sapfo›

“‡coi dØ tÚ m°layron ée¤rete t°ktonew êndrew,
ÈmÆnaon,

gambrÚw ¶rxetai ‰sow ÖAreui.”6

(But when the §fÊmnion lies not after a strophe but rather after a line and is
enclosed by another line, it is called a mesÊmnion.  And of this sort is the
passage from Sappho:

“Raise high the roof, ye builders,
  hymenaon   ,

The bridegroom, equal to Ares, is coming.”)

A few general remarks are in order at this point.  Two of the three examples

given by Hephaestion to illustrate “refrain” (fiÆÛe paiãn, ÈmÆnaon) belong to genres

that not only frequently feature refrains, but that also seem to have taken their

names from the cry commonly used within a formal refrain in those genres.7

Indeed, as we shall see, Callimachus and Apollonius of Rhodes both offer

etymologies for the paean cry that clearly suggest that the genre took its name

from the cry.  It is only reasonable to expect that this kind of etymology made

sense because of the high expectation of the presence of the cry (and perhaps of
                                                                                                                                                 
context is provided by p.P.) and of Bacch. fr. *19 (the stanzaic context is provided
in part in POxy 23, 2361).  Both these refrains occur in monostrophic contexts, and
it may be that the author of p.P. specifically has monostrophic lyric in mind when
he speaks of refrains in relationship to a strofÆ.
5 Hephaestion’s use of §pãgein with §fÊmnion probably indicates that he analyzes
the latter form’s prefix §pi- to mean “after”.
6 I provide Consbruch’s text for the purposes of discussing the refrain terminology
of the p.P.  I shall argue for a different text for the Sappho fragment when
discussing the function of its refrain in context in CHAPTER 5.
7 For ÍmØn and related cries being the source for both the name of the song and
the name of the later deity, see Paul Maas, “ÍmØn ÍmÆn”, Philologus 66 (1907) 594.
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the refrain as well) in the paean genre.

We also note that while only mesÊmnion is illustrated by means of an example

quoted in its formal context, nevertheless a lot of formal information is implied

about §fÊmnia through this action.  Since mesÊmnia are distinguished from §fÊmnia

in that they  do not occur after a strophe, it follows that the writer assumes the

natural place for an §fÊmnion is after a strophe.  Moreover there is implied a

familiarity with the form of paeans and dithyrambs that makes it unnecessary to

illustrate the scheme of those genres’ refrains by actually quoting them in

context.8  It may be that the writer of p. P. assumed that hymenaeus refrains

were less familiar to his readers.  A simpler explanation is that Sappho’s refrain is

quoted in context because the mesÊmnion form is less common than normal

terminal refrain.  While Hephaestion does use two terms (§fÊmnion, mesÊmnion) to

describe refrains according to whether they fall after or within the body of the

strophe to which they are attached, it seems clear that §fÊmnion is the original,

general term that, broadly speaking, applies to all such refrains regardless of their

location relative to the strophe.  The term mesÊmnion, then, merely identifies a

particular sub-category within the larger category §fÊmnion.

p. P. offers a third category of refrain form in section 7.3 (p. 71f., Consbruch):

¶sti d° tina ka‹ tå kaloÊmena §pifyegmatikã, ì diaf°rei taÊt˙ t«n §fumn¤vn, ˜ti
tå m¢n [§fÊmnia] ka‹ prÚw noËn suntele› ti, tå d¢ [§pifyegmatikå] §k perittoË …w
prÚw tÚ legÒmenon tª strofª prÒskeitai: oÂon tÚ Bakxul¤dou “∑ kalÚw
YeÒkritow, oÈ mÒnow ényr≈pvn ıròw”, ka‹ “sÁ d¢ sÁn xit«ni moÊnƒ parå tØn
f¤lhn guna›ka feÊgeiw.”9

                                                  
8 There is, in fact, so surviving example of a dithyramb with a refrain containing
the cry Œ diyÊrambe, and no clear examples of dithyramb that feature a refrain of
any kind.  Nevertheless we must conclude that the writer of p. P. thought such
cries, set in the form of refrains, were common in dithyramb.  Cf. APPENDIX 1.
9 The sense of the passage and its context militates against the received reading of
tå m¢n §fÊmnia... tå d¢ §pifyegmatikå.  Of the editors of p.P., Westphal (1866) ad
loc. first and most explicitly made the case against the received text: §k perittoË...
prÒskeitai applies to the examples of §f≈mnia given above (fiÆie paiãn, ktl), not to
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(There are certain things called §pifyegmatikã, which differ from §fÊmnia in
this way, that the former contribute something to the sense, while the
latter is superfluously attached to the strophe as far as concerns what is
being said.)

Although Hephaestion literally treats §pifyegmatikÒn as completely separate

from §fÊmnion, we are most likely meant to understand that, like mesÊmnion,

§pifyegmatikÒn is a sub-category of §fÊmnion, in this case distinctive for its content

rather than its form.10  Formally speaking, §pifyegmatikÒn is identical to §fÊmnion,

both of them being attached to strophes.  The definition for §fÊmnion given by

Hephaestion at 7.1 would describe §pifyegmatikÒn just as well.

Hephaestion's distinction between §fÊmnia and §pifyegmatikã reflects a

recognition by him that the refrain form was particularly associated with certain

genres.  Nevertheless, p. P. 7.1-3 stands as evidence that the basic refrain form

was seen as a legitimate feature in a wide variety of lyric genres.

Finally, the multiplicity of terms used by Hephaestion for “refrain” is

explained by the fact that his is a prescriptive metrical handbook, and that he is

interested in separating and classifying all the sub-categories that elsewhere fall

under the single heading of §fÊmnion. 11  As we shall see, the Alexandrian scholars

                                                                                                                                                 
the fragment of Bacchylides provided; and to this fragment prÚw noËn suntele› ti
clearly applies.  A correction is clearly warranted, though it is difficult to choose
between Westphal’s solution of transposing ka‹ prÚw noËn suntele› and §k perittoË
…w prÚw tÚ legÒmenon tª strofª prÒskeitai, and Caesar’s simpler omission of §fÊmnia
after tå m¢n and §pifyegmatikå after tå d¢.  I have followed the latter course in my
own translation.  Cf. n.11 below in this chapter.
10 Hephaestion’s term §pifyegmatikÒn appears to be derived from §p¤fyegma.  Cf.
my discussion of the latter term below in this chapter.
11 Hephaestion appears to represent a common practice among metrical
handbooks in the way he begins with §fÊmnion, the general term for "refrain", and
then sub-divides that into specific sub-categories on the basis of location relative
to the strophe.  Cf. the 4th century A. D. grammatarian Marcus Victorinus in his
Artes Grammaticae I, p. 59 Keil; cf. my Appendix 1: Refrains in Dithyramb.
Hephaestion’s use of the term §pifyegmatikÒn and his corresponding distinction
made between refrains based on their relative semantic value is never picked up by
other commentators.  this explains, in part, the misunderstanding that led to the
apparent textual error at p.P. 7.3 discussed above.
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and the scholiasts who took up their terminology had different interests when it

came to identifying instances of the refrain form, interests that did not require

them to make the kinds of distinctions made by Hephaestion.  Nevertheless,

Hephaestion’s use of the term §fÊmnion as the general term for “refrain” most

likely derives from Hellenistic scholarly practice.

§1.2 Aeschylean scholia

Another source of evidence for the post-Hellenistic terminology relating to

refrains is the earlier poetic scholia.  Scholia that comment on instances of

refrains, when they do treat the form of these refrains as opposed to treating only

their content, usually use the term §fÊmnion to identify the refrain form.  Likewise,

whenever the scholia use the term §fÊmnion in the absence of any actual refrain

form in the text being commented upon, the term is applied to content that we

have good reason to believe was often cast in the form of a refrain.  Before I begin

I must acknowledge that the number of examples I shall present is small.  One

explanation for this is the fact that I have excluded from my investigation all

scholia not identified as “vetera” by editors.12  Despite the scantiness of the

examples, they are sufficient to indicate a pattern of use for the term §fÊmnion by

scholiasts in antiquity.

The examples I deal with are drawn from a single manuscript, the venerable M

(Mediceus Laurentianus 32, 9) dated to the tenth century and containing all seven

of the surviving plays of Aeschylus save for Ag. 311-1066 and 1160-1673.13  As we

shall see, the examples drawn from M point not only to the common use of the

                                                  
12 It should be noted that later scholia by and large follow the practice of the
scholia vetera when it comes to the use of the term §fÊmnion.
13 For a description of M see O. L. Smith, Scholia in Aeschylum, Leipzig 1976, v.1,
pp. viif.  I use Smith’s text throughout for scholia to Aeschylus.
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term §fÊmnion in late antiquity, but also to the likely original context in which

“refrain criticism” of the Aeschylean corpus came into being.

There is a single instance of of refrain in the Septem (975-7=986-8, occurring

near the high point of Antigone and Ismene’s lament):

Xo. fi∆ Mo›ra barudÒteira mogerã,
pÒtniã t' Ofid¤pou skiã:
m°lain' ÉErinÊw, ∑ megasyenÆw tiw e‰.

The lines are identified as a refrain in the corresponding scholia:

S M Sept. 975-7a §fÊmnion.

S M Sept. 986-8a tÚ §fÊmnion.  taËta d¢ l°gei …w bar°vw f°rvn.

We note that the use by the scholiast here of the term §fÊmnion is not quite

identical to that suggested by Hephaestion above: while the placement of the

refrain qualifies it as an §fÊmnion (p. P. 7.1), its length and fully developed sense

would seem to recommend it as an §pifyegmatikÒn (p. P. 7.3).  Already we begin to

see that the scholia do not usually make the kind of detailed formal distinctions

regarding refrains that are made by Hephaestion.  Another point of interest is the

fact that each of the two instances of the refrain in the text is identified as an

§fÊmnion; this is, so far as I can tell, the only place in scholia to Greek poetry

where the scholiast felt compelled to point out more than one instance of a given

refrain.  His motive may be revealed in the extended comment that follows the

second use of §fÊmnion in the scholion to 986-8a.  Here the scholiast says, “[The

poet] says these things as if heavily burdened.”  Now, this comment could be

understood simply as trying to explain the content of the passage in the text, but

in that case we might have expected the comment to have been made at the first

instance of the refrain at 975ff.  An alternate explanation is that the scholiast

reserves his extended comment for the second instance of the refrain precisely

because it is the form of the refrain that he is attempting to explain, i.e. it is the
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very repetition of the refrain that has suggested the notion “heavily burdened” to

the scholiast. 14  In this case, the repeated identification of the refrain as an

§fÊmnion emphasizes the scholiast’s interest in the use of the refrain form per se.

There are three places where refrains are used in the Eumenides, but only one

of these (328-33=341-6) is identified as a refrain in the M scholia.  Aeschylus’ text is

as follows:

§p‹ d¢ t“ teyum°nƒ
tÒde m°low, parakopã,
paraforå frenodalÆw,
Ïmnow §j ÉErinÊvn,
d°smiow fren«n, éfÒr-
miktow, aÍonå broto›w.

The corresponding scholion:

 S M Eum. 341 §fumn¤ƒ aÈt“ xr∞tai.  l°getai d¢ ka‹ mesÒfyegma.

Three points are of interest here.  First, the scholiast is not content merely to

identify the refrain; he emphasizes that the content of lines 341ff. is being “used as

a refrain”.  This indicates a clear division within the mind of the scholiast (or of

his source) between the content of the refrain and its form, and it is the latter that

is identified as an §fÊmnion.15  Second, the scholiast has identified only the second

instance of the refrain, which again would seem to indicate a special interest in

explaining the repetition found in the passage being commented upon.  This

emphasis on the form of the refrain is explained by the third point of interest in
                                                  
14 But cf. S I1 Sept. 986-8a taËta l°gei …w bar°vw f°rvn.  Smith, v.2, pp. viif dates I
(Athous Iberorum codex 209) to the end of the 13th century and stresses the
importance of its scholia (in this he follows Turyn and Dawe), since the MS
provides a good witness to the same ancient recension of scholia for which M had
long been believed the only witness.  While not conclusive, it must be admitted
that the omission by the primary hand of I of any notice of an §fÊmnion is
consistent with the hypothesis that taËta, ktl arose as a comment on the content,
not the form, of the lines in question.
15 We find the same distinction made at S Ar. Ra. 209.1 with a very similar phrase:
k°xrhtai d¢ aÈt“ …w §fumn¤ƒ ı t«n batrãxvn xorÒw.  Cf. my discussion of the term
§p¤fyegma later in this chapter.
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the scholion, namely the offer of an alternate term mesÒfyegma for the form of the

passage in question.  A brief consideration of the context in the text will preclude

our understanding mesÒfyegma to have been offered as an equivalent of §fÊmnion.

The song (321-96) of which our refrain is a part contains four strophic pairs.  Only

the first of these features a refrain; the second and third feature non-repeating

mesodes between strophe and antistrophe; the fourth strophe and antistrophe

stand alone.16  The term mesÒfyegma is more appropriate to the mesodes of the

second and third strophic pairs than to the refrain of the first, and so it seems that

its appearance at S M 341 may imply an alternate tradition for the Aeschylean

text in which lines 341-5 do not occur at all.17  The decision made by the scholiast

(or his source) to identify these lines as an §fÊmnion may, therefore, be motivated

by a desire to justify the repetition of these lines in the text.

When we consider these examples drawn from the M scholia, a pattern

emerges.  To begin with, the term §fÊmnion is never applied to short refrains but

only to those consisting of more than one line.  This may in part be explained by a

familiarity with short refrains on the part of scholiasts (or their sources), and thus

a reduced need to remark upon the appearance of short refrains in the text.18

Excluding, then, what we may call “short” refrains, all remaining refrains in the

surviving Aeschylean corpus are identified as such in the M scholia by means of

                                                  
16 See West (1982) 79 for the term “mesode”.  Sommerstein(1989) ad loc., calls the
refrains of the first strophic pair as well as the mesodes of the second and third
pairs “ephymnia”.  In doing this he follows a not uncommon practice of modern
editors (cf. West’s own marginal labeling of these mesodes as §fumn. in his
edition), a practice to be avoided on two grounds: it neither reflects ancient usage,
nor does it make the useful formal distinction between refrain and mesode.
17 This is not to suggest that alternate terms were never used for the refrain form.
We find them, for example, at schol. vet. Theocritus 1.64b êrxete: toËto l°getai
§pƒdÚw ka‹ prÒ&sma ka‹ §pimel–dhma.  But §fÊmnion is more frequently used by far
than any alternate term.
18 That a basic familiarity with short refrain types associated with certain genres or
individually famous songs was, indeed, expected is apparent from p.P. 7.1.
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the term §fÊmnion except for those occuring in two places.  The first of these

consists of those portions of the Agamemnon already noted above to be missing

from M; about their corresponding scholia we may say nothing.  The second place

where “long” refrains in Aeschylus occur and yet are not identified in the M

scholia is the Supplices.  This omission should surprise us, since there are at least

three separate “long” refrains found in that play (117ff, 162ff, 890ff), more than in

any other surviving tragedy.  Explanations for this omission must, of course,

remain tentative, but try to explain it we must.  One possible explanation is that

identification of the occurrence of the refrain form may have been made only in

those places where ancient commentators used such identifications to defend a

particular reading for the text.  A more likely explanation is that “refrain

criticism” was to be found only in some of the Hellenistic commentaries on

Aeschylus’ tragedies, and that these commentaries were not among those used in

the compilation of the M scholia to the Supplices.

§1.2 Philo of Alexandria

Before we move from post-Hellenistic sources on to the Alexandrian scholars

themselves, there is one intermediary source whose special nature demands a brief

look.  Philo of Alexandria, writing in the early 1st century A.D., describes in his De

vita contemplativa a banquet as held by the Therapeutae, a Jewish mystical sect

located in Egypt.  Singing was a part of such a banquet, and some of their songs

would seem to have contained refrains (80.7):

ka‹ ¶peita ı m¢n énaståw Ïmnon õdei pepoihm°non efiw tÚn yeÒn, µ kainÚn aÈtÚw
pepoihk∆w µ érxa›Òn tina t«n pãlai poiht«n -- m°tra går ka‹ m°lh
katalelo¤pasi pollå §p«n trim°trvn, prosod¤vn Ïmnvn, parasponde¤vn,
parabvm¤vn, stas¤mvn xorik«n strofa›w polustrÒfoiw eÔ diamemetrhm°nvn --,
meyÉ ˘n ka‹ ofl êlloi katå tãjeiw §n kÒsmƒ prosÆkonti, pãntvn katå pollØn
≤sux¤an ékrovm°nvn, plØn ıpÒte tå ékroteleÊtia ka‹ §fÊmnia õdein d°oi: tÒte
går §jhxoËsi pãntew te ka‹ pçsai.
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Philo’s description is of special interest for two reasons.  First is his close

proximity both geographically and chronologically to the Alexandrian scholars: his

use of §fÊmnion is very likely to reflect their use of the term.19 The second reason is

that most likely Philo is here applying the term §fÊmnion to Hebrew poetry.20  His

use of the term in this non-Greek context indicates that §fÊmnion was appropriate

even at this early date for refrains in a relatively broad range of poetry, and that

the term was not associated solely with refrains typical of certain specified Greek

lyric genres.  Philo’s interest, attested elsewhere, in analyzing Hebrew poetry in

terms of Greek quantitative metrics argues for taking his use of §fÊmnion here to

accord more or less with what he understood to be the normal formal analysis

applied to Greek poetry.21

We may note here that the refrain form and performance mode found in

Hebrew song (particularly psalmody) as described by Philo, and not any native

Greek refrain tradition, is the ultimate source for the refrains found in later

Byzantine Christian song such as the kontakion.22

                                                  
19 The term ékroteleÊtion would seem to refer to verse endings, other than
refrains, that are meant for responsive singing.  The term has a general meaning of
“cap” or “line ending”; cf. LSJ s.v.
20 This seems most likely in view of the fact that the songs sung at the banquet
include those “of the old poets” (érxa›Òn tina t«n pãlai poiht«n).  Even if these
had been translated into Greek, we can expect their basic form to have been
determined by the original Hebrew versions.  This seems especially likely in the
case of the refrain form, which is not uncommon in Hebrew poetry.  (See S. E.
Gillingham, The Poems and Psalms of the Hebrew Bible, Oxford 1994, pp. 195f. for a
resumè of refrains found in the Psalms.  See M. O’Connor, Hebrew Verse Structures,
Winona Lake 1997, pp. 466ff. for a treatment of refrain-like repetitions found in
biblical Hebrew poetry outside the Psalms.)
21 See Donald R. Vance, The Question of Meter in Biblical Hebrew Poetry, Lewiston-
Queenston-Lampeter 2001, pp. 47-9.  Philo pushed his quantitative approach to
Hebrew poetry to the extent that he imputed quantitative metrical training to
Moses in his De vita Mosis 1.23.  It is in this light that we should view Philo’s use of
Greek generic terms in De vita contemplativa 80, e.g. prosod¤vn Ïmnvn,
parasponde¤vn, etc.
22 Cf. R. J. Schork, Sacred Song from the Byzantine Pulpit: Romanus the Melodist, 1995:
18f.  Cf. also Maas-Trypanis (1963) xiif.
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All this, taken together with what we have already seen in the p.P. and Greek

poetic scholia, suggests that later antiquity inherited a common tradition in which

the term §fÊmnion was used to mean “refrain” in a wide variety of contexts, and in

a broad formal sense that more or less corresponds to the formal definition

offered in Chapter 1.  It now remains to be seen to what degree the same may be

said of how the Alexandrian scholars treated the refrain form themselves.

§2 Use of §fÊmnion in Alexandrian scholarship

Now I turn to the use of the term §fÊmnion by the Alexandrian scholars of the

Hellenistic period themselves.  Rather than attempt a history of the usage of the

term in Hellenistic Alexandria, my aim is simply to arrive at a synchronic view of

Hellenistic usage.  It will be shown that their use of the term, and their treatment

of the refrain form as shown by the use of §fÊmnion, is consistent with the use of

the term by the later writers already discussed above.  In this section I deal with

four texts that serve as witnesses for the practice of three scholars: S Pi. O.9.1k;

Call. fr. 384.39; Call. h.Ap. 98; Apoll. Rh. Arg. 2.713.

§2.1 Eratosthenes and schol. vet. Pi. O.9.1k

Our first text is a comment attributed to Eratosthenes, reported at S Pindar

O.9.1k.  This scholium, along with most of the scholia to the first three lines of

O.9, seeks to explain a reference in those lines to what has come to be known as

“the Archilochus song”.  O.9.1-4 (S-M):

tÚ m¢n ÉArxilÒxou m°low
fvnçen ÉOlump¤&,
kall¤nikow ı triplÒow kexlad≈w
ê rkese KrÒnion par' ˆxyon ègemoneËsai
kvmãzonti f¤loiw ÉEfarmÒstƒ sÁn •ta¤roiw:
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The scholiasts seek as a rule to accomplish three things with regard to this

passage.  First, they seek to identify the specific ÉArxilÒxou m°low Pindar is

referring to, and to quote enough of it or describe it to the extent that the reader

will have a notion what Pindar is talking about.  This is what is going on in, for

example, schol. 1a-c.  From these quotations we get Archilochus fr. 324:

tÆnella kall¤nike
xa›re ênaj ÑHrãkleiw,
aÈtÒw te kafiÒlaow, afixmhtå dÊv.23

The second thing the scholiasts are keen to accomplish is to explain the form

of the Archilochus song, specifically to account for the cry tÆnella with which it

opens.  They do this by means of a story (S 1f) according to which Archilochus

wished to lead a chorus in singing his song, but found himself short a lyre player.

To compensate, he imitated the sound of a lyre being strummed (tÆnella) and

thus began the performance.  “From that time on, those lacking a citharode used

this phrase, voicing it three times.”  (tÚ loipÚn ofl époroËntew kiyarƒdoË toÊtƒ t“

kÒmmati §xr«nto, tr‹w aÈtÚ §pifvnoËntew.  Dr. v.1, p. 267.9-12)

The third thing the scholiasts seek to accomplish with regard to the Pindar

passage is to explain why Archilochus’ song is called triplÒow.  It is at this point

we meet our first example of an Alexandrian scholar applying the term §fÊmnion in

the sense of “formal refrain”, i.e. the sense in which it is used by critics of late

antiquity.  The scholiast at O.9.1k reports that Eratosthenes, besides identifying

the Archilochus song as a hymn to Heracles and not an epinician, says that it is

called triplÒow by Pindar “not because it is composed of three strophes, but

because the kall¤nike is thriced refrained.”  (triplÒon d¢ oÈ diå tÚ §k tri«n strof«n

sugke›syai, éllå diå tÚ tr‹w §fumniãzesyai tÚ kall¤nike.)  The verb §fumniãzv is

                                                  
23 I use West’s text.  For the purposes of this study I am not interested in the
question whether the song Pindar calls ÉArxilÒxou m°low is really by Archilochus.
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clearly a denominative form derived from §fÊmnion, cf. the Hellenistic sumposiãzv

< sumpÒsion.24  While it  is impossible to be certain that Eratosthenes himself used

the verb §fumniãzein in the original context from which the scholiast draws, this

does seem likely, since this is a unique occurrence of the verb, and the scholia

elsewhere regularly use xr∞syai §fumn¤ƒ or similar for the same meaning.25  Even if

§fumniãzesyai is here the scholiast’s own coinage, we cannot doubt but that it is a

paraphrase of Eratosthenes’ use of §fÊmnion in the original context.

Eratosthenes’ explanation for Pindar’s characterization of the Archilochus

song as triplÒow is not the only one reported in the scholia.  At S O.9.3g the

scholiast says that the song is triplÒow “having a triple refrain (tr‹w §p&dÒmenow26) or

being composed of three strophes according to Aristarchus (µ tr¤strofow Ãn katå

ÉAr¤starxon).”  Aristarchus’ explanation as reported here has caused some

confusion in modern scholars, who have taken the controversy between the

“Eratosthenis doctrina” and the “Aristarchi doctrina” to be that the former

believes the Archilochus song has three refrains and but not three strophes, while

the latter believes it has three strophes but not three refrains.27  Given this view,

one might almost believe that Eratosthenes and Aristarchus are not in fact

speaking of the same song, or that one or both are ignorant of the song’s most

basic formal aspects.  Both these explanations for the dispute are highly unlikely,

however, in light of the fact that the famous ÉArxilÒxou m°low still enjoyed a

                                                  
24 Schwyzer bd. 1, p. 735.
25 See above.
26 This is one of the very few places where §pae¤dv and related forms are used to
describe a formal refrain.  It is more usually used to describe “singing over”
something or someone, e.g. a victor.  Cf. schol. O.9.1i tÚ m¢n ÉArxilÒxou m°low, ˘
to›w nik«si tå ÉOlÊmpia §pπdeto.
27 For example, Fuhrer (1992) 187.
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widespread use as a victory song in the Hellenistic period.28  It must be concluded

that both Eratosthenes and Aristarchus had accurate knowledge of the form of

the Archilochus song, i.e. that they had the text of it at hand, and that the dispute

recorded in the scholia to O.9.1-3 is not over the form of the Archilochus song.

The dispute recorded in the scholia is limited to the question why Pindar chose to

call the Archilochus song triplÒow, an adjective which obviously can reasonably be

taken to refer to either of two distinct, but not mutually exclusive formal

characteristics of the song in question.  Indeed, if Eratosthenes has applied

§fÊmnion to the Archilochus song in a way consistent with the usage of later

commentators — and we have no reason to doubt that this is the case — then it is

implied that he recognizes that the Archilochus song is made up of three

strophes, to each of which is appended a refrain.  We see an explicit form of this

analysis at Z O.9.1i: tÚ m¢n ÉArxilÒxou m°low, ˘ to›w nik«si tå ÉOlÊmpia §pπdeto, ∑n

tr¤strofon... §fumn¤ƒ d¢ katexr«nto toÊtv: tÆnella kall¤nike.  It follows that

West’s suggestion that tÆnella kall¤nike are formally separate from the song

itself, and shouted out three times together in much the same way as the English

“hip-hip: hooray”, must be ruled out.29

Two important points can be made concerning Eratosthenes’ use of §fÊmnion.

First, while his use of the term does not strictly correspond to that found in the p.

P. (the refrain of the Archilochus song comes at the beginning, not the end, of

the strophe), it is consistent with the broad usage found in later writers, of which

                                                  
28 This much is assured by the appearance of ÉArxilÒxou nika›on §fÊmnion in
Callimachus fr. 384.39 in reference to Sosibius’ victory at the Panathenaea in the
early 3rd century B.C.  See below.
29 West (1974) 138.  There is nothing in the terms kÒmma or tr‹w §pifvnoËntew that
requires us to understand the tÆnella to be sung three times together and apart
from the rest of the song.  Indeed, the “hip-hip:hooray” hypothesis is at odds with
the account of S1f itself: tÆnella appears at the beginning of the first strophe, and
presumably in the second and third.
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the p. P. is but a part.30  Second, we see that the application of the term §fÊmnion

by Eratosthenes to the refrain of the Archilochus song arose not in a comment

directed primarily to the Archilochus song itself, but rather in a commetn

directed at Pindar’s use of the adjective triplÒow at O.9.3.  This follows the pattern

suggested by the usage of §fÊmnion in later writers examined above, namely that

the term is not routinely used merely to identify the refrain form, but to make

such identification when it bears upon a larger textual or interpretational

quesiton.

§2.2 Callimachus fr. 384.39

Another place where a scholar of Alexandria uses the term §fÊmnion in

reference to the refrain of the Archilochus song may be found in the elegiac

epinician written by Callimachus for Sosibius.  The relevant lines come at the

beginning of the third of the surviving fragments of the poem.  They introduce

the theme of a prior victory by Sosibius at the Panathenaea, and are generally

taken to be spoken in the person of the laudandus himself:

—ka‹ parÉ ÉAyhna¤oiw går §p‹ st°gow flerÚn ∏ntai
kãlpidew, oÈ kÒsmou sÊmbolon, éllå pãlhw—
êndraw ˜tÉ oÈ de¤santew §d≈kamen ≤dÁ bo∞sai
nhÚn ¶pi Glauk∞w k«mon êgonti xor“
ÉArxilÒxou nika›on §fÊmnion:

It has been pointed out by Fuhrer that Callimachus in this passage is making

two separate allusions to passages in Pindar.31  The first is the oil jars (kãlpidew, 35)

dedicated to the temple of Athena, which allude to the prize of oil described at Pi.

N.10.35-6: ga¤& d¢ kauye¤s& pur‹ karpÚw §la¤aw / ¶molen ÜHraw tÚn eÈãnora laÚn §n

                                                  
30 S O.1.f §n m°sƒ means “in the middle of the chorus”, not “in the middle of the
strophe”.  Cf. S 1c aÈtÚw m¢n tÚ m°low t∞w kiyãraw §n m°sƒ t“ xor“ ¶lege, tÚ tÆnella, ı
d¢ xorÚw tå §p¤loipa.
31 Fuhrer (1992) 186ff.
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égg<°v>n ßrkesin pampoik¤loiw.  The second allusion is, of course, ÉArxilÒxou nika›on

§fÊmnion, which points to Pi. O.9.1-3, discussed above.  In describing the

dedication of the oil jars and the performance of the Archilochus song,

Callimachus is following normal epinician practice: an artful way is found to

mention prior victories of the laudandus, which would otherwise be a very prosaic

theme.32  Fuhrer rightly sees these allusions by Callimachus to be a product not

only of his careful reading of Pindar as a poetic model, but also of his formal study

of Pi. O.9.33  I will have more to say concerning the likely context of that study

later in this section.  Finally, we may note that we can go farther with our analysis

of Callimachus’ allusion to Pi. O.9.  Callimachus here not only borrows from

Pindar the performance of the Archilochus song as a symbol representing a prior

victory; he also follows Pindar by making the Archilochus song an implicit foil for

his own song.  The fact that it is Sosibius, the laudandus, who is speaking when

mention is made of the Archilochus song only makes that much stronger the

implicit contrast between the Archilochus song, sung to Sosibius in his youth, and

Callimachus’ more artful poem, composed for Sosibius in his maturity.

We may assume that Callimachus is using the term §fÊmnion in the same sense

in which Eratosthenes uses it, i.e. to mean “formal refrain”.  There is nothing in fr.

384 to suggest otherwise.  What is more, we have independent knowledge that the

Archilochus song did feature a refrain, probably one which occured once at the

beginning of each of three strophes, and therefore it makes sense to assume that it

is this refrain form to which Callimachus is referring.  Callimachus is not, strictly

                                                  
32 Fuhrer (1992) 184f.
33 Fuhrer (1992) 187f.
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speaking, identifying §fÊmnion with the Archilochus song as a whole34; this is

rather an instance of synecdoche.

§2.3 Callimachus Hymn to Apollo

We find another instance of §fÊmnion being used used by Callimachus to

describe a formal refrain in his Hymn to Apollo.  In lines 97-104 of that poem we

are offered an aetiology for the paean cry (in this case flØ flØ pai∞on) and, as I shall

argue, for the refrain form frequently used in the paean genre.

flØ flØ pai∞on ékoÊomen, oÏneka toËto
DelfÒw toi pr≈tiston §fÊmnion eÏreto laÒw,
∑mow •khbol¤hn xrus°vn §pede¤knuso tÒjvn.
Puy≈ toi katiÒnti sunÆnteto daimÒniow yÆr,
afinÚw ˆfiw.  tÚn m¢n sÁ katÆnarew êllon §pÉ êllƒ
bãllvn »kÁn ÙÛstÒn, §ph@thse d¢ laÒw:
flØ flØ pai∞on, ·ei b°low.  eÈyÊ se mÆthr
ge¤natÉ éossht∞ra.  tÚ dÉ §j°ti ke›yen ée¤d˙.

That the cry flØ flØ is meant to be taken as the equivalent of the imperative ·ei

·ei, and that Callimachus is suggesting this as an etymology for the cry, has long

been recognised.35  What has not been recognised thus far is that Callimachus is

not merely offering an etymology of the typical content of the paean refrain, i.e.

the paean cry; he is also offering an account of the origins of the refrain form

itself.  To see how this is so, we will need to turn our attention to the sentence

occupying lines 101f.: tÚn m¢n sÁ katÆnarew êllon §pÉ êllƒ / bãllvn »kÁn ÙÛstÒn,

§ph@thse d¢ laÒw.  First I wish to focus on the m¢n clause, which relates the actions

of Apollo.  The tense of the verb katÆnarew (“you killed”) is aorist, and thus at first

                                                  
34 Fuhrer (1992) 187.  The fact that portions of the Archilochus song besides the
refrain are preserved in the scholia to Pindar and Aristophanes, and the reports in
the Pindar scholia of Eratosthenes’ and Aristarchus’ commentary on the song,
suggest that it is unlikely that Callimachus would consider the §fÊmnion to be the
only element of the song surviving in his day.
35 See, for example, Radermacher, Philologus 60 (1901) 500f.  See Rutherford, ZPE
88 (1991) 1, n.2 for a resumè of various ancient etymologies for the paean cry.
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glance would seem to refer to the moment at which Apollo achieved the death of

the serpent, Python.  The accompanying participle bãllvn, however, is in the

present tense and thus clearly speaks to a repeated action rather than a single,

momentary act (as we would have with the aorist participle bal≈n).  The phrase

êllon §pÉ êllƒ... ÙÛstÒn renders the meaning inescapable: Apollo is repeatedly

shooting Python with arrows, and it is this repeated action that, when taken as a

whole, is covered by the aorist finite verb katÆnarew.  What we have here is an

example of the “factive” aorist as described by Schwyzer.36

Now I turn to the second clause of the sentence.  Here again we find an aorist

finite verb: “the people shouted in response (§ph@thse)”.  This verb, like katÆnarew

above, I also take as an example of the “factive” aorist, i.e. I understand it to refer

not to one shout voiced by the Delphians, but many.  My reasons are as follows.

To begin with, the verb §ph@thse occurs in the d° clause that is coordinate with

the m°n clause that contains katÆnarew: it makes sense that, if the m°n clause is

describing a repeated action — and it clearly does — the d° clause does also.  To

this we may add that the §p- prefix of §ph@thse indicates that the action of the

verb is in reaction to what precedes (hence my translation, “shouted in response”);

since what precedes is the many shots made by Apollo, we expect many shouts in

reaction.  Finally, we may point out that, if indeed §ph@thse refered to a single

shout by the Delphians made in response to the completed act of Apollo’s killing

the serpent, then the content of that shout would make no sense: why shout out,

“shoot an arrow,” if Python is already dead?37

                                                  
36 This is a use of the aorist “der nicht so sehr den Moment des Abschlusses
betont als den Vollzug einer Handlung oder eines Geschehnisses schlechthin.”
Cf. Iliad 1.2f. êlgeÉ ¶yhke... cuxåw ÖAidi pro˝acen, Schwyzer vol. 2, 261.  (Schwyzer’s
example, Van Thiel’s text.)  This use of the aorist is called “complexive” at Smyth
§1927.
37 It makes no difference to my point whether we take the quotation of the
Delphians’ shout to stop after b°low (Williams), or to continue on to éossht∞ra:
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If I am correct in taking §ph@thse at line 102 to refer to repeated shouts, then

what we have here is a quite ingenious aetiology that Callimachus has devised for

the form of the paean refrain.  According to this aetiology, the Delphians

“discovered” (eÏreto) the refrain form (§fÊmnion) by shouting out their prototypical

paean cry (flØ flØ pai∞on) in response to each arrow shot by Apollo.  Each of these

shots corresponds to a stanza (strophe or triad) in a lyric paean, just as each

instance of the Delphians’ cry corresponds to the refrain of a lyric paean.  The

correspondence of shout in the narrative of the aetiology and refrain in lyric paean

is underscored by the use of the prefix §p- in both §ph@thse and §fÊmnion.  As we

shall see, Callimachus’ treatment in this aetiology of the paean refrain as a

reaction to events in the narrative is in keeping with a similar practice found in

literary paean (as well as in other genres) by which individual instances of refrain

are presented as spontaneous reactions to events narrated in the non-refrain

context.38

Callimachus would seem, then, to offer us an account of the origins of the

paean refrain, both its content and its form.  But we may go further, for he says

that the refrain found by the Delphians is the “first”: toËto / DelfÒw toi pr≈tiston

§fÊmnion eÏreto laÒw (97f).39  We must understand that Callimachus is not offering

us the beginnings of the refrain for one genre; his aetiology is an account of the

origin of the refrain form itself, a form that may be found in many genres of which

paean is but the first.  While we cannot assume that Callimachus’ basic assertion
                                                                                                                                                 
either would work just as well as a shout of encouragement (or as the refrain of an
actual paean).  I myself take the quote to stop after b°low: the asyndeton that
immediately follows seems to indicate a change in speaker, and the second person
(se) at line 103 seems parallel with that at line 101 (katÆnarew).
38 See CHAPTER 5, especially my discussion of Sappho fr. 111 and Philodamus Paean
in Dionysum.
39 If Callimachus had meant merely that the Delphians were the first to discover
the paean refrain, and not that this refrain was the first refrain ever discovered, we
would expect pr≈tistow, predicate to laÒw.
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that the refrain form originates in the paean genre is correct40, this assertion does

point to two conclusions.  First, Callimachus must have seen the link between the

refrain form and the paean genre as especially, perhaps uniquely, strong.  Since he

was dealing with what for him would have been literary pre-history, a second

conclusion follows: he must have acquired this impression for the simple reason

that, among all the poetry he had available to him, the refrain form was especially

well represented in poems he judged to be paeans.  This tends to confirm the

predominance of the paean genre among the non-dramatic portion of my refrain

corpus laid out in CHAPTER 1.

Before we turn to the last example of ancient scholarly treatment of the

refrain form, I wish to draw attention to an aspect of Callimachus Hymn to Apollo

for which his aetiology of the §fÊmnion has important implications.  I am referring

to the use by Callimachus throughout the Hymn of what we may call “quasi-

refrains.”41  These consist of the repeated cries of flØ flÆ that appear at the

beginning of lines 25 (flØ flØ fy°ggesye), 80 (flØ flØ Karne›e polÊllite) and, of course,

                                                  
40 I will argue in CHAPTER 5 that the refrain form enters Greek poetry through the
iambic-aeolic lyric tradition rather than through any particular genre.
41 I borrow the term “quasi-refrain” from Reed (1997) 47, who uses it to describe
afiãzv tÚn ÖAdvnin, ép≈leto kalÚw ÖAdvniw et sim. that periodically recur
throughout Bion Adonis.  This usage must be distinguished from that of
Rutherford (1991) 4 and (2001) 70f, who applies “quasi-refrain” to any “refrain-like
expression that does not occur regularly in [a] song”, e.g. a singleton paean-cry.
Rutherford sees these non-recurring cries as a secondary development from
formal refrains, at least in the genre of paean; in CHAPTER 4 I will argue for a
different understanding of the relationship between formal refrains and appended
ritual cries.  Reed also uses “quasi-refrain” to refer to what he sees as a secondary
development of the refrain form; but unlike Rutherford he applies the term to
repetitive forms that resemble refrains in their very repetition.  (I will argue in
chapter 7 that these repetitions in Bion Adonis resemble true refrains in other
ways as well.)  To put it another way, Rutherford’s interest is in the similarity in
content between his “quasi-refrains” and true refrains; Reed’s interest is in
similarity with respect to form, and it is with this interest that I use the term
here.  It is unfortunate that the same term should be used by both scholars to
refer to separate phenomena; it does not appear that either was aware of the
other’s coining of the term.
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line 97 (flØ flØ pai∞on ékoÊomen).  These are clearly meant to call to mind the paean

cry etymologized at lines 97ff, and their repetition likewise calls to mind the

refrain form commonly used in paean.42  Given the strong association made

between the refrain form and the paean genre in the aetiology in lines 97ff, we

must conclude that Callimachus is characterising his Hymn, or at least a part of it,

as a sort of paean.  We may compare this “extra-generic” use of the refrain form

to the refrains found in Theocritus 1 and the quasi-refrains of Bion Adonis.

Finally, it may be that, in making this “formal allusion” to the typical lyric paean

and its refrain, Callimachus is following Pindar.  That poet’s Paean 6.120f offers

what has been called a “quasi-refrain” (<fiØ> fi∞te nËn, m°tra paihÒ[n]vn fi∞te n°oi) that

occurs at the end of a triad, i.e. exactly where we find refrains in those paeans by

Pindar that do feature refrains.43

§2.4 Apollonius Rhodius Argonautica 2.701-13

One final example of Alexandrian scholarly treatment of the refrain form is

found at Apollonius Rhod. Arg. 2.701-13.  After landing on the isle of Thynias, the

argonauts see a vision of Apollo (2.674ff.).  Orpheus declares that the island will be

dedicated to the god and that sacrifices are to be made immediately (685ff.).  As

the offerings burn, the Argonauts form a chorus and sing the paean cry (2.701ff.):

émf‹ d¢ daiom°noiw eÈrÁn xorÚn §stÆsanto,
kalÚn ÉIhpaiÆonÉ ÉIhpaiÆiona Fo›bon
melpÒmenoi.

                                                  
42 The same can be said for the repeated flØ pai∞on flØ pai∞on at line 21.  Another
instance of the cry may be hinted at by fihtro¤ at the beginning line 46, which
seems to point to an alternative etymology for flÆ.  See Rutherford (1991) 1, n.2 on
ancient etymologies of fiÆ from fiatrÒw.
43 Rutherford (1991) 4.  Rutherford’s point concerning the paean-cry here is more
convincing than his general point that non-repeating paean-cries function as
“quasi-refrains”.  This is because the paean-cry falls precisely where we find a true
refrain in Pae 2 and 4.  Cf. n. 42 above.
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While the Argonauts sing the paean cry, Orpheus sings a narrative of the

slaying of the serpent , here named DelfÊnh, by Apollo at Pythia.  The narrative

ends with an aetiology for the paean cry which is very similar to that offered by

Callimachus in his Hymn to Apollo:

pollå d¢ KvrÊkiai NÊmfai Pleisto›o yÊgatrew
yarsÊneskon ¶pessin, <<·h ·e>> keklhgu›ai:
¶ nyen d¢ tÒde kalÚn §fÊmnion ¶pleto Fo¤bƒ.

The basic scenario is the same here as in the Callimachus passage discussed

above: arrows shot by Apollo alternate with the shouts of encourage offered by

the spectators.  In this case the repetitious nature of those shouts is made explicit

by pollã (711) and the iterative yarsÊneskon (712).  It seems, therefore, that

Apollonius is, like Callimachus, offering an account of the origins of the refrain

form in the paean genre.  Unlike Callimachus, Apollonius does not make use of

the refrain form itself in his own poem — no formal allusions here — and he

makes no claim that the paean refrain is the first §fÊmnion (it is merely kalÒn, 713).

One way in which Apollonius goes further than Callimachus in his treatment

of the refrain form is his representation of a refrain performance outside the

aetiology.  The performance represented by Apollonius is “divided”: the chorus of

Argonauts sing a refrain consisting of the paean cry (701ff.), while the soloist,

Orpheus, “leads” the performance “with” them (sÁn d° sfin... ∑rxen, 703f.).  We

can be sure that the singing of the Argonauts and the singing of Orpheus

constitute a single performance because, once the singing is done, Apollonius

refers to the whole by the single phrase xore¤˙ m°lcan éoidª (714).  Apollonius

treats the mythological episode as a triple aetiology accounting for (1) the

etymology of the paean cry, (2) the refrain form in which that cry is typically set

within the paean genre, and (3) a certain mode of performance for paeans.
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Given the strong similarities between this passage in the Argonautica and the

Callimachus passage discussed above, it is natural to ask how they are related.  It

is impossible to be certain which passage is drawing upon the other; most likely

the relationship between the two is more complex than mere imitation.44

Pfeiffer, for example, has suggested that Apollonius is here drawing upon an

alternate version of the Pythian myth related by Callimachus in Book 4 of his

Aetia.45  I suggest that it is possible that the treatments of the paean refrain by

Callimachus in his Hymn to Apollo and by Apollonius in Arg. 2 arise from an

original scholarly context in which a refrain appearing in a paean was identified as

an §fÊmnion, etymologised, and perhaps given an account for its repetitive form.

To this we may compare the likely original scholarly context that gave rise to the

treatments of the §fÊmnion in Archilochus fr. 324 we find in Callimachus fr. 384

and the scholia to Pi. O. 9.1ff, discussed above.

§3 §p¤fyegma

Our understanding of ancient refrain scholarship will be significantly enhanced

by consideration of the term §p¤fyegma and its use as contrasted with that of the

term §fÊmnion.  §p¤fyegma has been taken to refer to the refrain form, or at least to

instances of formal refrains, as such.  This understanding has been encouraged by

the resemblance of the term to §pifyegmatikÒn, a term which, as we have seen, is

used in p.P. to refer to a type of formal refrain.46

In ancient scholarly contexts §p¤fyegma has the basic meaning “expression”.

This is most clearly seen in contexts apart from refrains.  One particularly

                                                  
44 Williams (1978) 82.
45 Pfeiffer ad Callimachus fr. 88 = schol. Ap. Rh. Arg. 2.705-11b, where Callimachus
is said to have called the serpent DelfÊnh.
46 Cf. Rutherford (2001) 71 with n. 10.
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unmusical example is found at S Aesch. Suppl. 827c1 fiÒf: ¶sti époptusmoË m¤mhma:

épÚ d¢ toË époptÊein §p¤fyegma §po¤hsen.47  The term is used, to be sure, in the

context of refrains; but it there refers to the content of the refrain, not to the

refrain form itself.  To explain the chorus’ repeated, refrain-like cry of

brekekekek¢j koåj koãj at Ar. Ra. 209ff, the scholiast writes §p¤fyegma d¢ poiÚn

toËto: k°xrhtai d¢ aÈt“ …w §fumn¤ƒ ı t«n batrãxvn xorÒw.  Clearly a distinction is

being made between content and form, and §p¤fyegma is applied to the former.48

With this in mind, we may clear up a potential misunderstanding concerning

the Hellenistic criteria for the classification of paeans.  Let us consider the

commentary to Bacchylides 23 preserved, in part, in POxy 2368:

taÊthn t]Øn »idØn ÉAr¤starx(ow) [diy]urambikØn e‰[na¤ fhsi]n diå tÚ pareil∞[fyai
§n a]Èt∞i tå per‹ Kas[sandraw,] §pigrãfei d’ aÈtØn [Kass]ãndran, planh[y°nta d’
a]ÈtØn katatãjai [§n to›w P]aiçsi Kall¤maxon [diå tÚ fiÆ,] oÈ sun°nta ˜ti [tÚ
§p¤fy]eg{g}ma koinÒn §[sti ka‹ d]iyurãmbou. 49

                                                  
47 Cf. Herodian Per‹ Pay«n 3.2, p.182 Lentz tÚ cÒ §n Poim°si Sofokl°ouw: §pifyegma
gãr; De prosodia catholica 3.1, p.506 Lentz êrru §p¤fyegma t«n §ret«n; Origen In
canticum canticorum (fragmenta) p.141 Baehrens tÚ poluyrÊlhton d¢ par’ ÜEllhsin
§p¤fyegma proe¤lhptai paradoy¢n t“ sof“ Solom«ni, tÚ “gn«yi sautÒn”; S Ar. Av.
1303.1 êge: §p¤fyegma parakeleustikÒn.
48 It is in this light that we are to understand S Aesch. PV 877a §leleleleleË:
§p¤fyegma yrhn«dew and S Pers. 1057.5 êprigda: toËto §pif≈nhma ka‹ §p¤fyegma §p‹
t«n metå sfodrÒthtow tillÒntvn tåw tr¤xaw.  (Cf. S Ar. Ra. 1073.1 for this
synonymous use of §pif≈nhma and §p¤fyegma.)  the use of §p¤fyegma by the
scholiasts is occasioned by their interest in the meaning of individual expressions,
not in the formal structure in which they occur.
49 I present Lobel’s text, with his suggested restorations.  Käppel and Kannicht
(1988) offer very convincing answers to the objections of Luppe (1987) made
against Lobel’s text on papyrological grounds.  Luppe’s emphasis on the
conjectural nature of Lobel’s restoration of tÚ fiÆ is appropriate, but the
restoration is certainly plausible in the context, and it was reasonable for Lobel to
suggest the restoration, as he did, in his commentary.  In any event, the
restoration and interpretation of [§pify]eg{g}ma does not rely upon the restoration
of tÚ fiÆ.  Luppe’s specific objection, given by him at (1987) 10 and repeated at
(1989) 26, that the papyrologically impossible restoration of [toËto tÚ §pifye]ggma,
with its added demonstrative, would be necessary for the sense desired by Lobel,
cannot stand.  In the context of a discussion of the paean genre, there cannot have
been any ambiguity as to what kind of expression tÚ §pÄfyegma would refer.
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The commentator reports that Aristarchus classifies the poem as a dithyramb

on the basis that a narrative of Cassandra is dealt with therein (9-13); that hegives

the title “Cassandra” to the poem (13f); and that he says that Callimachus

mistakenly classifies the song among the paeans because he did not understand

that the §p¤fyegma (tÚ fiÆ in Lobel’s restored text) was common to dithyramb as

well as paean (14-19).  §p¤fyegma here has been taken, as it has been elsewhere, to

mean “refrain”.  Consequently it has been thought that the criterion by which

Callimachus is said by Aristarchus to have classified poems as paeans is the

presence of a formal refrain.50  This interpretation is on its face difficult to accept.

The surviving examples of paeans with no formal refrain are too numerous to

allow that any ancient editor may have been supposed to use this as a necessary

criterion for inclusion in the genre.  It is here that our study of the usage of the

term §p¤fyegma by ancient scholarship proves its worth.  The criterion for

paeaninc classification being spoken of in the commentary is the presence of

some form of the paean-cry, i.e. the expression “fiÆ” or the like.51  The formal

arrangement of the cry, in or out of a refrain, is of no concern in the commentary.

We find a similar case at Athenaeus 696e-697a.  In this passage, Democritus

rejects the classification as paean of the Hermias song by Aristotle: it does not

have tÚ paianikÚn §p¤rrhma.  To prove that such a thing is a required feature of

paeans, he catalogues a series of poems which he does admit as paeans.  He

                                                  
50 Cf. Rutherford (2001) 97.
51 Luppe (1989) 23 is right to follow Lobel ad loc. in doubting that Callimachus
would have relied upon the presence of fiÆ as the criterion for classifying a poem as
a paean.  As Lobel points out, the presence of the cry outside the genre is simply
too common.  But Luppe does not seem to allow for the possibility that
Aristarchus is simply mistaken in imputing this criterion to Callimachus.  While it
is doubtful that Callimachus would automatically classify any poem as a paean
based on the presence of the paean-cry, there remains the possibility that his
criteria may have varied from author to author or period to period: the presence
of the cry in the work of a known choral lyricist may have been sufficient for him
to make a default classification of that work as paean.
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specifies that the Corinthian paean sung in honor of Agemon has tÚ paianikÚn

§p¤fyegma.  In the case of the Rhodian paean sung in honor of Ptolemy I he even

quotes what he is talking about: tÚ fiØ paiån §p¤fyegma.  That the terms §p¤rrhma

and §p¤fyegma are here used as synonyms is clear;52 just as clear is the fact that they

do not mean “refrain”.53  To begin with, there is the usage of §pifyegma to refer to

the content, not the form, of refrain established above for ancient scholarship

elsewhere.  But consideration of the context is sufficient.  Democritus’ proof that

the Rhodian song is a genuine paean involves no demonstration of the recurrence

of a refrain; he does not allude to form at all.  His only concern is with the

presence of some version of the paean-cry, and to demonstrate that presence he

need only quote the version of the cry used in the song.  True, the fiØ paiãn quoted

by Democritus may, in fact, have been used in a formal refrain in the Rhodian

song; but this is not Democritus’ point, and it cannot be deduced from the

passage.

This examination of the term §p¤fyegma should caution us against being too

quick to find evidence for refrains in secondary descriptions of poetry: the

presence of an §pi- compound is not enough.  It should also serve to emphasize

that ancient scholarship had available to it a terminology suitable for

distinguishing between individual instances of refrain, the content of refrains, and

the refrain form abstracted from individual examples.

                                                  
52 Lobel ad loc. is too cautious when he treats “the absence of the paianikÚn
§p¤rrhma” and “the presence of the paianikÚn §p¤fyegma” as separate criteria used
by Democritus for a poem’s exclusion or inclusion.
53 Pace Rutherford (2001) 94 and 71, n.10; also Gulick, who translates §p¤fyegma as
“refrain” in his Loeb edition.
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§4 Conclusion

The consistent usage of §fÊmnion, especially as it is contrasted with that of

other terms such as §p¤fyegma, demonstrates clearly that ancient Greek

scholarship did recognize a distinct formal type “refrain”.  It is also clear that the

conception of the refrain form was sufficiently abstracted from its individual

examples so that it was not exclusively identified with any particular genre.  This

is indicated, for example, by the use of the term §fÊmnion by Hellenistic scholars

in the context of the Archilochus song as well as of paeans.  Nevertheless, a strong

association between the refrain form and the paean genre is implied in the works

of Callimachus and Apollonius of Rhodes.  This in turn corresponds reasonably

well to the corpus arrived at in CHAPTER 1, in which paeans play an important

part.

Seeing as our definition and corpus appear satisfactory, we may procede.
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CHAPTER 3

THE PERFORMANCE OF REFRAINS

A commonly accepted hypothesis holds that the default performance mode

for ancient Greek poetry with refrains is as follows: a soloist sings the stanzas of

the poem, while the refrain is provided by a chorus.  Jebb relies on this hypothesis

when he suggests a divided performance for Bacchylides fr. 18 — this when

nothing but the poem’s refrain has survived, quoted with no context at p.P. 7.3.1

It is even used by Maehler (who cites Jebb) to disprove any ancient distinction

between poets who composed monody and those who composed choral lyric.2

More usually the hypothesis is simply applied in passing and without argument to

refrains in genres seen as derived from sub-literary models.3  The most common

version of the hypothesis involves the verb §jãrxv and the related nouns §jãrxvn

and ¶jarxow.  Its most famous exponent is Pickard-Cambridge, who applies it to

Archilochus fr. 120 West:

…w DivnÊsou ênaktow kalÚn §jãrjai m°low
o‰da diyÊrambon o‡nƒ sugkeraunvye‹w fr°naw.

Besides being our earliest attestation of a song called “dithyramb”, Pickard-

Cambridge sees the fragment as our earliest witness of a refrain in dithyramb.4

                                                  
1 Jebb (1905) 43.  For Hephaestion’s use of the fragment, see CHAPTER 2.
2 Maehler (1982) 1.  Maehler is followed, though less determinedly, by Davies
(1988) 62f, who briefly suggests divided performance in his “Appendix 1: The Spirit
of Compromise”.  Davies also cites Jebb.
3 E.g., Wilamowitz (1925) 309, who assumes a solo-chorus division, corresponding
to stanza and refrain, for the singing that accompanied the yearly procession from
Athens to Eleusis.  This he relates to the song of the initiates at Ar. Ra. 395ff.  the
presence of refrains is sometimes interpreted in light of the hypothesis even when
contrary to what is otherwise believed of a genre’s performance mode.
Rutherford (2001) 66 sees the refrains in some of Pindar’s Paeans as perhaps
indicating a “special form of choral performance”, although he considers unison
singing by the chorus to be the default for paeans.
4 Pickard-Cambridge (1962) 9.  For refrain in dithyramb, see APPENDIX 1.
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The specific model he has in mind is one whereby an §jãrxvn improvises the

stanzas of a song and is answered by a chorus’ refrain; this or something like it has

been the common interpretation.5

As early as 1921 Radermacher had warned against assuming that refrains in

Greek poetry are sung in response to soloists who sing stanzas.  In doing so he

cited three examples of refrain poetry where the common performance hypothesis

clearly do not apply: the “love duet” of Ar. Eccl. 952ff; Ion’s solo paean with refrain

at Eur. Ion 112ff; and Simaetha’s refrains in Theocritus 2.6  It will be the first task

of this chapter to bring more primary evidence to bear in the testing of the

received performance hypothesis.  The second task will be to extend

Radermacher’s caution to the interpretation of secondary descriptions of

performance, specifically those which feature §jãrxv and related terms.  The

scantiness of the evidence requires that our examination of refrain performance

be brief, but even this brief treatment will be sufficient to vindicate

Radermacher’s judgment that our determination of the performance mode for

refrains must be made on a case by case basis.7

§1 Primary evidence for the performance of refrain poetry

Our knowledge of the performance mode of surviving refrain poems is mixed.

In the case of bucolic, it seems safe to assume that the only “performance”

                                                  
5 E.g., Hauvette (1905) 168; Dornseiff (1921) 6; Garvie (1969) 100; Van der Weiden
(1991) 11.  Cf. also Rutherford (2001) 45, who modifies Pickard-Cambridge’s model
by supposing that the surviving lines of the Spartan “marching paean” (PMG 856)
“represent part of the section sung by the §jãrxvn, and that they were followed by
a communal paiãn-cry sung by the army as a whole, which is not represented in
the text.”
6 Radermacher (1921) 199f.
7 Radermacher (1921) 200.
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involved was the reading of the poem from a book8; discussion of refrain

performance in this case must be restricted to the use of the secondary

descriptions of performances found in the poems.  Surviving refrains in drama

come to us, in most cases, with sufficient context to ascertain performance mode;

it is with these that the bulk of this section will deal.  By contrast, our evidence

for the performance mode of lyric refrain poems outside drama is scanty, to say

the least.  Even in those cases where a refrain poem survives in an inscription

placed it a cultic context, e.g. the Dictaean Hymn, we are not given information

concerning how the songs were to be sung.  What we would like are songs with

accompanying instructions for performance, such as those that introduce

Erythraean Paean fr. 1: “paeanize first around Apollo’s altar the following paean

three times.” What we have, however, are general assumptions concerning the

performance of whole lyric genres, or assumptions deduced from the form of the

poems themselves.  It is these very assumptions that we are attempting to test in

this chapter; consequently our examination must be limited to the surviving

refrains of drama.

Survival in the context of a play does not, of course, guarantee that the

determining of a refrain’s performance mode will never be problematic.  A

particularly difficult case is the refrain found beginning at line 1334 in

Aristophanes Peace.  The textual problems of the end of the play, where the

chorus and Trygaeus share a final hymenaeus song, are so great that sure

attribution of the refrain is impossible.  All that can be said is that the refrain ÍmØn

Ím°nai’ Œ appears to have been sung mostly by the chorus and may have been sung

                                                  
8 Cf. Hunter (1996) 3ff, especially 7ff where he uses a comparison of the Grenfell
Fragment with Theocritus’ “mimes” (including Idyll 2) to argue that the latter
“suggest rather the centrality of the written text.”
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at one point at least (1334f) by Trygaeus.9  There are also cases where the

attribution of the refrain is admittedly only probable, as in the refrains of Aesch.

Pers. 1057 ff and Sept. 975ff, both of which occur in kommoi and seem to be

performed by the chorus in response to the soloist.10  Under this heading also

comes the attribution for the refrains of the “love duet” at Ar. Eccl. 952ff.11

Fortunately most of the extant refrains of drama (16 out of 21) occur in formal

and dramatic contexts which make attribution almost certain.  If we limit our

examination to these examples, we arrive at the following results: choral stanzas

and refrains, 9 cases12; solo stanzas, choral refrains, 3 cases13; choral stanzas, solo

                                                  
9 Olson (1998) 315: “This is a profoundly troubled section of the text.”  Olson 319
assigns the first instance of the refrain to the chorus rather than to Trygaeus on
the basis that “a variant of the refrain ÍmØn Ím°nai’ Œ was sung by the wedding party
and other onlookers as the groom escorted the bride home.”  Oddly, Olson cites
as one of his examples Cassandra’s solo refrain at Eur. Tro. 310ff.  Clearly Olson is
operating in accordance with the divided performance hypothesis for refrain.  It
does not help that he uses “refrain” to refer to cries not in a formal refrain, e.g. his
citation of Eur. Phaeth. 227 and Theoc. 18.58 as “refrains”.  In any event, the
association of the hymenaeus cry or even formal refrains with choral performances
would not warrant the disqualification of its solo performance here.
10 For Pers. 1057ff, see Broadhead ad loc.  For Sept. 975ff, see my discussion of the
passage in CHAPTER 6.
11 Vetta (2000) ad loc. rejects an alternating performance whereby each of the two
strophes is assigned to the girl and each of the antistrophes to the youth.
Following Wilamowitz (1927) 216, he finds it too incredible, even given the
reversal of normal roles throughout the play, that the girl should take up the
“masculine theme” of ênoijon (971).  He goes on to reject the idea that we are
dealing here with a “love duet”, because that would assume a “real model” for the
song, as suggested by Bowra (1970) 155; but this cannot apply here because of the
unreal situation obtaining between the youth and the girl.  Besides being self-
defeating (a girl’s use of ênoijon is too unrealistic for the play, but the unrealism of
the play rules out Aristophanes’ use of a real folk model for the song), Vetta’s
second objection fails to take into account that this is, after all, a play.  As Parker
(1997) 546 points out, “Women’s love-songs and male-female duets, whether
literary or traditional, are forms of musical drama.”  Vetta cannot, therefore,
dismiss a duet performance here on the basis that it is not true to life, just as
Bowra cannot count on this duet’s representing actual courting procedure.
12 In odes: Aesch. Pers. 664ff; Suppl. 117ff and 141ff; Ag. 121ff; Eum. 328ff; Eur. Ba.
877ff and 992ff.  In comic parabasis: Ar. Ra. 404ff.  In song with protagonist’s
recitative: Ar. Av. 1736ff.
13 In epirrhematic passages: Aesch. Suppl. 889ff; Ag. 1489; Eum. 778ff.
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refrains, 2 cases14; solo stanzas and refrains, 1 case15; “mixed” performance, 1 case16.

This clearly does not support the common “divided performance” hypothesis; if

anything, it indicates that by far the most common performance mode for refrain

poetry is one in which stanza and refrain are performed by the same speaker.  But

we should hesitate before applying the result of our examination to refrain poetry

outside of drama.  It is the nature of the case that questions of attribution will be

greatest in those passages where more than one speaker share a song, and

consequently choral odes sung in unison must make up the majority of refrains

with clear attribution.  Nevertheless, the weight of the numbers makes it clear

that the “divided performance” hypothesis must be rejected as the default

performance mode for refrains in Greek poetry.  We may go further by saying

that our examination indicates that, at least in the case of drama, that the

performance mode of a refrain tends to be determined by the formal requirements

of the genre, not the mere presence of a refrain in a passage.

§2 ¶jarxoi in secondary descriptions of performance

I have already pointed out in CHAPTER 2 that caution is necessary when

dealing with secondary descriptions of performance.  There I demonstrated that

the meaning of “refrain” often assumed by modern scholars for §p¤fyegma was not

borne out by the ancient usage of the term.  Here I am concerned with §jãrxv

and related terms, since they have been assumed to indicate a specific

performance mode for refrain poetry.  It does seem that §jãrxv commonly refers

to the performance relationship between a chorus or similar musical body and its

                                                  
14 In “reversed” epirrhematic passage: Aesch. Ag. 1072ff and 1081ff.
15 In solo ode prior to entrance of chorus: Eur. Ion 125ff.
16 Chorus and protagonist exchange refrain: Ar. Ra. 209ff.
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leader.17  But how well does the literature bear out the specific scenario of an

¶jarxow who leads off a song with non-refrain material and a chorus that answers

with a refrain?  Relevant passages are those which give some indication of the

content sung by both parties of the performance, chorus and leader.18

What at first glance could be seen as a support for Pickard-Cambridge’s model

may be found in the description of the Persian king’s dinner, according to

Heracleides of Cumae, as given at Athenaeus 4.145d: ka‹ parå tÚ de›pnon õdous¤ te

ka‹ cãllousin afl pallaka‹ aÈt“, ka‹ m¤a m¢n §jãrxei, afl d¢ êllai èyrÒvw õdousi.  But it

is difficult to say whether the main body of concubines (afl êllai) are singing

something like a refrain, or are simply singing the song in its entirety.  It comes

down to the question of just what the ¶jarxow is doing.  We are told that the
                                                  
17For examples, see Zimmermann (1992) 19, n.3.  Zimmermann draws a distinction
between §jãrxv + accusative and §jãrxv + genitive, which he insists can be used of
solo singing.  The examples he gives for this solo singing, namely the individual
and extended lamentations sung by Andromache, Hecuba and Helen at Iliad
24.722ff, 746ff and 761ff, are not particularly convincing, since these are sung in a
context that clearly includes responsorial singing.  We find examples of §jãrxv +
genitive used of singing that involves responsorial singing at ps.-Hesiod Scutum
201ff:

§n dÉ ∑n éyanãtvn flerÚw xorÒw: §n dÉ êra m°ssƒ
flmerÒen kiyãrize DiÚw ka‹ LhtoËw uflÚw
xruse¤˙ fÒrmiggi: [ye«n dÉ ßdow ègnÚw ÖOlumpow:
§n dÉ égorÆ, per‹ dÉ ˆlbow épe¤ritow §stefãnvto
éyanãtvn §n ég«ni:] yea‹ dÉ §j∞rxon éoid∞w
MoËsai Pier¤dew, ligÁ melpom°n˙w §iku›ai.

And at Odyssey 6.100ff:
sfa¤r˙ ta‹ dÉ ír ¶paizon, épÚ krÆdemna baloËsai:
tªsi d¢ Nausikãa leuk≈lenow ≥rxeto molp∞w.

The distinction seems to be not between group singing and solo singing, but
rather between the relationship of group leader to group in the case of §jãrxv +
accusative, and the relationship of singer to song in the case of §jãrxv + genitive.
In both cases the subject of §jãrxv is an §jãrxvn or ¶jarxow.  And so, while §jãrxv
may be used in the context of both solo and group singing, those two performance
modes do not correspond to the use of the genitive and accusative case after the
verb.
18Examples such as the kubistht∞re... molp∞w §jãrxontew at Il. 18.605f are not
relevant, since they do not clearly represent performances of singing leaders and
singing choruses.  Examples such as Nausicaä ≥rxeto molp∞w at Od. 6.101 do not
give any indication of who is singing what.
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concubines both sing and play on stringed instruments, but when the division of

labor is laid out only the main body of concubines is said to be singing: perhaps,

then, it is only the ¶jarxow who is playing.  It would seem that the role of the

¶jarxow here is to initiate and regulate the singing of the chorus, and not to

provide the lion’s share of singing.

We find another example of an ¶jarxow who does not seem to follow Pickard-

Cambridge’s model in h.Hom. 27 to Artemis.  The goddess arrives at Delphi and

sets up a chorus of Muses and Graces (15), then hangs up her bow and leads them

in song, 17ff:

≤ge›tai xar¤enta per‹ xro˛ kÒsmon ¶xousa,
§jãrxousa xoroÊw: afl dÉ émbros¤hn ˆpÉ fie›sai
ÍmneËsin Lht∆ kall¤sfuron …w t°ke pa›daw
éyanãtvn boulª te ka‹ ¶rgmasin ¶joxÉ ér¤stouw.

In this case it is made clear that the chorus sings not a refrain but instead a

mythical narrative concerning the birth of Leto’s children (apparently something

like the first half of h.Ap.).  Artemis may be sharing in this narrative singing, but it

is just as likely that she is not.  The physical distance between her and the chorus

implied by ≤ge›tai, along with the emphasis placed upon her physical beauty, may

indicate that she is dancing in a way distinct from that of the chorus, in which

case her singing may be distinctive as well.19

We have examples of ¶jarxoi who themselves supply refrains during

performance.  The first is S Pi. O.9.1k, discussed in CHAPTER 2.  Our interest

there was with the use of the term §fÊmnion in connection with tÆnella kall¤nike,

the refrain of the “Archilochus Song”.  Here we are interested with the

performance mode described in the scholion:

                                                  
19Cf. the description of Nausicaä as she leads the musical ball game at Od. 6.101ff,
where she is compared to Artemis, again with an emphasis upon her physical
distinctiveness.
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per‹ d¢ toË “tÆnella” ÉEratosy°nhw fhs‹n ˜ti ˜te ı aÈlhtØw µ ı kiyaristØw mØ
par∞n, ı ¶jarxow aÈtÚ [tÚ tÆnella] metalab∆n ¶legen ¶jv toË m°louw, ı d¢ t«n
kvmast«n xorÚw §p°balle tÚ “kall¤nike”, ka‹ oÏtv suneirÒmenon g°gone tÚ
“thn°lla kall¤nike”.

According to this account, the cry tÆnella originated as an improvised

imitation of instrumental accompaniment.20  Here we have a clear example of an

¶jarxow who sings at least part of a refrain in order to regulate the performance of

a chorus.  Although Eratosthenes’ theory (which we need not accept) concerning

the origin of tÆnella presumes that an unusual performance situation gave rise to

the cry in the first place, nevertheless it seems most likely that this theory is

inspired by the existing performance situation, which certainly featured a tÆnella

and almost certainly one sung by the ¶jarxow.  In other words, Eratosthenes is

explaining not only the word tÆnella, but also the typical performance model for

the song in his own time.  No indication is given that the singing of the remainder

of the song is divided between leader and chorus.  So far as this song is concerned,

therefore, the distinctive function of the ¶jarxow would seem to be to provide a

portion of the refrain.

Another example of an ¶jarxow whose function is clearly not in keeping with

Pickard-Cambridge’s model is found at Demosthenes 18 (De corona) 260, where

Aeschines is accused of a ridiculous brand of religious enthusiasm:

§n d¢ ta›w ≤m°raiw toÁw kaloÁw yiãsouw êgvn diå t«n ıd«n, toÁw §stefanvm°nouw
t“ marãyƒ ka‹ tª leÊk˙, toÁw ˆfeiw toÁw pare¤aw yl¤bvn ka‹ Íp¢r t∞w kefal∞w
afivr«n, ka‹ bo«n <<eÈo› sabo›>> ka‹ §porxoÊmenow <<Í∞w êtthw êtthw Í∞w,>>
¶jarxow ka‹ prohghm∆n ka‹ kittofÒrow ka‹ liknofÒrow ka‹ toiaËyÉ ÍpÚ t«n
gr&d¤vn prosagoreuÒmenow.

Here we have an ¶jarxow whose singing is limited to ritual cries (eÈo› sabo›).

He also dances to other cries (Í∞w êtthw êtthw Í∞w) which may or may not be sung

                                                  
20 Cf. S 1f ı ÉArx¤loxow... éporÆsaw kiyarƒdoË diã tinow l°jevw mimÆsasyai tÚn =uymÚn
ka‹ tÚn ∑xon t∞w kiyãraw §peixÆrse.
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by another party.  Either set of cries may have been cast in refrain form; there is

no way of telling.

From these examples it is clear that it cannot be assumed that, if indeed there

is a refrain associated with the dithyramb mentioned in Archilochus fr. 120, it is

the chorus and not the speaker himself who sings it.  Indeed, in the two examples

above where the content sung by ¶jarxoi is clearly established (S Pi. O.9.1k, Dem.

18.260), that content cannot be construed as stanzas to be answered by the

refrains of a chorus.  Most importantly, the mere presence of an ¶jarxow does not

itself require us to understand there to be a refrain involved at all.

This does not, of course, rule out the possibility that ¶jarxoi may provide

stanzas and be accompanied by a chorus’ refrains.  One possible example is the

lamentation over Hector by Andromache, Hecuba and Helen in Iliad 24.723-76; it

is this passage that Pickard Cambridge cites as his first parallel to justify his

understanding of ¶jarjai in Archil. fr. 120.21  He is followed by Alexiou, who in her

book on Greek lament characterizes the passage as a single piece arranged in “the

simple strophic pattern Ax Ax Ax”, in which the improvised contribution of each

woman is followed by “a refrain wailed by the whole company of women in

unison.”22  It is important here to distinguish between the form of Homer’s

description of the laments, and the likely form of the performance being

described.  The passage in Homer does not, in fact, present us with a refrain.

Each of the lines that follow the individual gooi are different, having in common

only a formula indicating the conclusion of a speech: Õw ¶fato kla¤ousa (746, 760);

                                                  
21 Pickard-Cambridge (1962) 9.
22 Alexiou (1974) 131f. This is a pattern that she identifies as traditional, and which
she sees to survive “in popular hymns, such as the Hymn of the Kouretes and the
Elian Hymn to Dionysus”.  In doing so, she is obviously drawing upon the
received “divided performance” hypothesis, as well as disregarding the formal
difference between a refrain and appended cries.
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or Õw ¶fato kla¤ous’ (776).  These lines are, then, no more “refrains” than any

succession of formulaic lines or half-lines that introduce or follow a speech.

That being said, it remains to been seen whether these lines, while not refrains

themselves, might not represent the performance of refrains in the narrative.

After all, the second half of each line describes wailing emitted in response to the

individual gooi: §p‹... stenãxonto (745); gÒon... ˆrine (760); §p‹... ¶stene (776).  But if

this is a refrain poem being described, it is a very unusual one indeed, for it

features a different speaker for each “stanza” and a change of speaker for the

“refrains” as well.  “The women” are explicitly said to supply the wailing only at

24.746, after Andromache’s lament.  No explicit subject is given for ˆrine at

24.760, after Hecuba’s contribution, though it is natural to assume that the

women there, too, are the ones raising the gÒon él¤aston.  At 24.776, after Helen’s

contribution, however, it is the “boundless host” (d∞mow épe¤rvn) that are said to

answer her with their wailing.  Rather than a set form of 3 “stanzas” that are

divided by regular “refrains”, what is being described is more likely a series of

discrete performances, each of which is answered by an ever-increasing volume of

cries.  We must keep in mind, however, that the pattern of lament, cries, lament

and so on in this passage may be a product of Homer’s necessarily linear

presentation.  In his dissertation on the improvised laments in the Iliad, Tsagalis

has argued (following the interpretation offered by S 24.746) that what Homer is

describing is responsive wailing simultaneous with each individual goos, rather than

following it.23  Tsagalis’ point anticipates to some degree my discussion in

CHAPTER 3 concerning the relationship between ritual cries and the refrain form.

                                                  
23 Tsagalis (1998) 95ff.
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What may we conclude?  First, a default performance model whereby solo

stanzas are answered by choral refrains cannot be assumed for Greek poetry with

refrains.  Second, the performance mode for individual refrain poems seems

determined by the requirements of the containing poem or its genre, not by the

refrain form per se.  Third, even if an association between a particular

performance mode for refrain and a genre can be established, the variety of

performance modes for refrain observed in drama suggests that we cannot assume

that there is a default performance mode for refrain in any genre.
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CHAPTER 4

REFRAINS AND SUB-LITERARY FORM

The comparative evidence suggests that the refrain form is almost universal in

terms of both geography and the register of poetry in which it appears.1  It is

reasonable to suppose that it is a very old form indeed, and that it is likely to have

played a larger role in ancient Greek song than is indicated in surviving Greek

poetry.  Scholars have identified the refrain form as especially typical of popular

song in general2; more often it is identified with specific sub-literary genres

including magic, laments and other ritual song.3  This hypothesis of a popular

association for the refrain form in Greek poetry is difficult to test, since so little

survives of sub-literary ancient Greek song.  Occasionally we may point to

surviving refrain poems as likely examples of a popular form: the Dictaean Hymn to

Zeus and the hymenaeus song concluding Aristophanes Peace come to mind.  But it

is impossible to be sure to what extent the form of the hymenaeus in the Peace is

determined by the needs of its containing genre, i.e. drama.4  In the case of the

Dictaean Hymn, even though it is firmly established in a cultic context, we cannot

rule out the possibility of its form being influenced by literary poetry.  The

majority of refrain poems in our corpus are significantly earlier than the date of

300 B.C. proposed for the Hymn.  If we turn to that section of the PMG entitled

“Carmina Popularia”, we find no refrains.  It is to be admitted that this is hardly

                                                  
1 Bowra (1962) 42ff ; Gudewill (1998) coll. 122ff.
2 Dover (1971) xlix-l; Hunter (1999) 61.
3 Deubner (1919) 400; Hutchinson (1985) ad Sept. 965ff.; Schwartz (1897) 6; Reiner
(1938) 32; Wilamowitz (1926) 92.
4 Cf. my argument in chapter 3 that the performance mode of refrains in drama is
usually determined by the needs of drama rather than by a default performance
mode associated with the refrain form per se.
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an adequate sample upon which to base firm conclusions — we are speaking of

only 37 songs and fragments — but the point should be clear: the hypothesis that

the refrain form is especially typical of popular Greek song is not supported by

surviving examples.

Still, the hypothesis should not be dismissed out of hand.  The distribution of

our refrain corpus seems, on the whole, to be consistent with the idea that

refrains played a role in Greek popular song.  We find refrains represented in

several literary genres for which it is natural to suppose sub-literary antecedents:

paean, hymenaeus and lament.  Perhaps the refrains used in these genres do

reflect the use of refrains in those antecedents.  A popular origin for the “love

duet” at Aristophanes Eccl. 952ff has been supposed5; its refrain, taken together

with the refrains of Bacchylides frr. *18 and *19 (both of which are classified as

“erotica” by Maehler), may point to a popular form of love poetry that featured

refrains.  The refrain in the Song of the Initiates at Aristophanes Ra. 397ff may

reflect the presence of a refrain in the Iacchus song performed during the yearly

procession from Athens to Eleusis.6  But the difficulties of this line of reasoning

are apparent.  We cannot take it for granted that the distribution of refrains in

surviving poems is representative of their use in Greek poetry, either with regard

to the original distribution among genres, or to the proportion of refrain use

within each genre.7

                                                  
5 Ussher (1973) 208 assumes that the very presence of the refrain “indicates a
popular basis for the song”.  Radermacher (1921) 199 also suggests a popular
antecedent, but does not make the presence of the refrain the basis for his
judgment.
6 Cf. Radermacher (1921) 199, Wilamowitz (1925) 309.
7 See CHAPTER 5 for a discussion concerning the predominance of paeans in our
corpus.
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How are we to evaluate the relationship between sub-literary form and the

refrains of surviving Greek poetry?  Rather than attempt to account for sub-

literary form as a whole, I propose to examine two specific types, both of which

have been suggested as being especially associated with refrains: magic and the

ritual cries associated with paean and hymenaeus.

§1 Refrains and magic

The refrain form has long been held by critics to have played an important role

in ancient Greek magic, and they have pointed to this as a likely source for the

refrains of Greek poetry.  Some critics suggest that all poetic refrains originated in

a sub-literary context where magic and religious ritual were inseparable8; others

limit themselves to the narrower claim that the refrains of certain literary

passages, e.g. Aesch. Pers. 663ff.9 and Theocritus 210, derive from refrains as used

in genuine magical spells.  While it is impossible to prove or disprove these

theories, it is possible to ask to what extent refrains are found in real magical

spells.  My examination of Audollent’s Defixionum Tabellae, Preisendanz’ Papyri

Graecae Magicae and Daniel and Maltomini’s Supplementum Magicum has not

yielded any examples of refrain.11  Gow seems to have been correct when, while

addressing the question whether the refrain of Theocritus 2 might reflect the use

of refrains in genuine magic, he stated that, “though refrains are found in the

magic of other countries there is little trace of them in Greece.”12

                                                  
8 Deubner (1919) 400; Fraenkel (1950) ad Ag. 121.
9 Moritz (1979) 187.
10 Kranz (1933) 130.
11 Audollent (1904) liv notes the contrast between the regular refrain of Virgil Ec. 8
and the formulae used in defixiones, which do not recur unchanged from the
beginning of the text.
12 Gow (1950) v. 2, p. 39, n. 1.
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Notwithstanding the absence of formal refrains in surviving magical texts,

repetition is clearly an important feature of many of them, as is made clear in the

middle of a hymn to Apollo at PGM I.307-314:

ırk¤zv kefalÆn te yeoË, ˜per §st‹n ÖOlumpow,
ırk¤zv sfrag›da yeoË, ˜per §st‹n ˜rasiw,
ırk¤zv x°ra dejiterØn, ∂n kÒsmƒ §p°sxew,
ırk¤zv krht∞ra yeoË ploËton kat°xonta,
ırk¤zv yeÚn afi≈nion Afi«nã te pãntvn,
ırk¤zv FÊsin aÈtofu∞, krãtiston ÉAdvna›on,
ırk¤zv dÊnonta ka‹ ént°llonta ÉElva›on,
ırk¤zv tå ëgia ka‹ ye›a ÙnÒmata taËta, ˜pvw
ín p°mcvs¤ moi tÚ ye›on pneËma ka‹ tel°s˙,
ì ¶xv katå fr°na ka‹ katå yumÒn.

Here the most obvious repetitive element is the anaphora of ırk¤zv, whose

repetition seems both to emphasize the demands of the speaker and to introduce

a catalogue of items associated with the god.13

The most common form that magical repetition takes, besides the doubling of

words14, is the simple repetition of a whole passage within a spell.  These

repetitions may be more or less verbatim15, but more often the repetition is of

thoughts rather than of words.  For example, a third century A.D. spell of

unknown provenance (Suppl. Mag. I.39):

daikÒnhsÒn moi efiw ÉAplvnoËn, ∂ ¶teken ÉArsinÒh, ka‹ égrianyÆtv ≤ cuxØ aÈt∞w
efiw tÚ parallag∞nai tØn cuxØn aÈt∞w ka› kliy∞nai efiw tØn §mØn cuxÆn, ·na me
filª ka‹ ˘ §ån aÈtØn afit« §pÆkoÒw moi ∑n, §mo‹ Ptolema¤ƒ, ⁄ ¶teken Yase›w. (2-
7)

po¤hson ÉAplvnoËn, ∂ ¶teken ÉArsinÒh, file›n me, §m¢ tÚn Ptolema›on, ˘n ¶teken
Yase›w, efiw tÚn ëpanta xrÒnon, ·na me filª ka‹ ˘ §ån aÈtª e‡pv do› moi ka‹ mØ
§pex°tv m¤an Àran, ßvw ¶ly˙ prÚw §m¢ tÚn Ptolema›on, ˘n ¶teken Yase›w, efiw tÚn
ëpanta xrÒnon. (11-17)

                                                  
13 Cf. anaphora of §g≈ efimi ı “I am he who...” at PGM IV.185ff; §n √ at IV.2259ff.
14 Daniel and Maltomini, i, p.37.
15 Cf. Suppl. Mag. 1, #13.
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 “Serve me in regard to Aplonous, whom Arsinoe bore, and let her soul be
roused so that her soul be deranged and incline towards my soul, so that
she love me and so that whatever I demand of her, she obey me, me
Ptolemaios, whom Thaseis bore.” (2-7)

 “Make Aplonous, whom Arsinoe bore, love me, me Ptolemaios, whom
Thaseis bore, for all time, so that she love me and so that whatever  I tell
her, she give it to me, and not let her delay for a single hour until she
comes to me Ptolemaios, whom Thaseis bore, for all time.”16 (11-17)

Besides the way that near-equivalent thoughts are rendered with varying

phrases (˘ §ån aÈtØn afit« §pÆkoÒw moi ∑n — ˘ §ån aÈtª e‡pv do› moi), we note that even

those phrases which are repeated verbatim do not appear in the same order in

each of the two iterations of the prayer.  Two points can be inferred concerning

how repetition operates in this spell: first, verbatim repetition is not necessary so

long as there is repetition of thought; second, while repetition is itself essential, it

is not necessary that repeated thoughts or phrases be set within any sort of strict

formal structure such as a refrain.  This approach to repetition, while it may on

occasion happen to resemble refrain, lacks the formality of refrain as practiced in

poetry.  At the same time, the poetic refrain does seem eminently suitable for

representing in poetry the repetitiveness of genuine magical spells, and we must

acknowledge that such a representation is probably intended in Theocritus 2.

§2 Refrains and ritual cries of paean and hymenaeus

We find a common sub-literary formal treatment of the paean cry in three

examples, taken from drama, of brief prayers concluded by a single instance of the

paean cry.  At  Aristophanes Vesp. 869 the chorus prays to Apollo that he favor

Bdelycleon’s sacrifice, then they add the cry fiÆÛe paiãn.  Likewise Hermes at Pax

                                                  
16 Translation Daniel and Maltomini.
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453 concludes his brief prayer for good fortune with fiØ pai≈n, fiÆ.  In both these

cases the paean cry is not linked syntactically to the prayer it follows, and this may

indicate that these cries are not meant, strictly speaking, as addresses to a god,

Paean.17  A third example of a single paean cry occurring at the end of a brief

prayer is found at Soph. Phil. 827ff.  Philoctetes is in anguish and prays to Sleep to

come and relieve his pain.  In this case, the paean cry pai≈n is probably the subject

of ‡yi and acting as an epithet for Sleep in this particular aspect.  We may note

that there is marked repetition of key words in this prayer (ÜUpne, eÈa¤vn, ‡yi18),

which may be explained either by Philoctetes’ high emotion or a tendency for

repetition in prayer; but with all this repetition there is no refrain.  If, then, there

is a special religious force to repetition, that force is not dependent upon the

manifestation of that repetition within a formal refrain.

We also see secondary evidence for the category of prayers followed by a

separate paean cry.  Two examples from Xenophon will suffice: An. 3.2.9 hÎjanto

ka‹ §paiãnisan; An. 4.8.16 eÈjãmenoi d¢ ka‹ paian¤santew.  We find a similar practice

reported in Xenophon whereby a sacrifice (not a prayer) is followed by the paean

cry: An. 4.3.19 §pe‹ d¢ kalå ∑n tå sfãgia, §paiãnizon pãntew ofl strati«tai ka‹

énhlãlazon, sunvlÒluzon d¢ ka‹ afl guna›kew ëpasai.  From the context it is clear that

these paeans are shouts, not entire songs.19

We see another sub-literary formal treatment in Eryth. Pae. to Apollo fr. 1,

which opens with a triple repetition of a doubled paean cry:

fiØ  pai≈n: Œ fiØ pai≈n:

                                                  
17Thus Trygaeus’ nervous pun, taking paiãn as a form of pa¤v, to strike).
18Cf. the repetition of eÈa¤vn within the refrain at Eur. Ion 125ff.
19 These paean shouts must be distinguished from the paean songs sung
immediately prior to battle.  The battle paeans are led off by the general, taken up
by the soldiers, and finished off with a separate cry to Enyalius: X. Hell. 2.4.17, An.
1.8.17-8, An. 5.2.14, Cyr. 7.1.25.
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fiØ  pai≈n: Œ fiØ pai≈n:
fiØ  pai≈n: Œ fiØ pai≈n:
[Œ] ênaj ÖApollon, fe¤deo koÊrvn, fe¤d[eo]

Following the one line of prayer to Apollo is a break in the stone; it is likely

that the inscription does not continue far beyond the break on this side ofthe

stone.  We find this same treatment of the paean-cry at Aristoph. Thesm. 295-311.

Here one of the women calls for the holy silence and then begins a formal prayer

to Demeter, Kore and other gods that they make the women’s congress a good

one, and that the woman “who does and counsels best concerning the demos of

the Athenians and that of the women” prevail.  The prayer is then rounded off

with a triple paean cry: fiØ pai≈n, fiØ pai≈n, fiØ pai≈n.  Here again, we note the

specific formal treatment of the paean cry by means of a triple repetition located

outside the body of the prayer.  This must be seen as a formal type in its own

right, distinct from the equally specialized form of the refrain.  These two forms,

refrain and triple cry, share the basic characteristic of repetition, but that is only

one aspect of each form.20  Indeed, the multiplication of cries is a common

occurrence within the refrain form itself.

Ritual cries may also serve as the sole content of an individual song.21  We find

an example of this at Plautus Casina 800ff.  Here Olympio clearly intends that his

extended hymenaeus cry hymen hymenaeo hymen to be taken as the complete text of

                                                  
20We note that the trebling of a cry of invocation may be found outside the
context of religious song: cf. the jingle sung by Dionysus at Frogs 184, xa›rÉ Œ
Xãrvn, xa›rÉ Œ Xãrvn, xa›rÉ Œ Xãrvn.  This particular example, with its obvious
pun, may indicate that such close repetitions in ancient Greek had by nature a
certain sing-song quality.  This quality seems to be at work behind the repeated
cries elsewhere in the play: brekekekek°j, which is imitative of the croaking of
frogs; fiØ kÒpon, ktl and toflattoyrat, ktl, which are both used to emphasize
monotony in verse.
21This use must be distinguished from the use of a ritual cry outside the context of
both song and prayer, as at Aristoph. Lys. 1291ff. and Av 1763ff., where fiØ pai≈n is
used simply as an exclamation of joy in conjunction with other cries such as élala¤
and fia¤.
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his hymenaeus song (hymenaeo meo, 799).  We may compare this potentially endless

song of repeated cries with the closely repeated paean cries at the beginning of

Eryth. Pae. to Apollo fr. 1; the two songs are also similar in their expansion of the

basic cries (fiØ pai≈n, hymen) by means of multiplication as well as the addition of

»/ô.22  These similarities, along with that of the triple paean cry closing the prayer

at Thesm. 295ff., suggest that the simple and continuous repetition of ritual cries

was probably common in sub-literary ritual performance.  There may have been a

special religious force of the number three.23

We have seen that ritual cries outside of the context of refrain may receive

varied formal treatment in sub-literary song.  This corresponds to the variable

treatment of cries within refrains, for there too we find single cries, multiple cries

and, in the case of some refrains in paean, cries attached to a brief prayer.  The

relationship between the refrain form and the ritual cries associated with paean

and hymenaeus seems to be as follows.  Whereas the ritual cries are essential to

the genres which they mark with their presence, refrains are but one of several

formal treatments that are commonly applied to them.  It is clear that these cries

were often repeated in sub-literary performances, and thus it is only natural that

this should be represented in developed literary examples by the use of certain

repetitive forms — of which refrain is one.24  Thus may be explained the relatively

frequent occurrence of refrains in hymenaeus and paean.

                                                  
22 Cf. Rutherford (2001) 69f.
23 Rutherford (2001) 262, n.7
24 Cf. Wilamowitz (1913) 248, who compares the poetic adaptation of the paean
cry by means of the refrain form to a similar adaptation of “halleluja” and “kyrie
eleison” in Christian music.
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In this chapter I have argued that the most satisfying and sustainable

explanation for the relationship between the refrains of ancient Greek poetry and

sub-literary forms is one given in terms of the poetic function of the refrain form,

rather than in terms of a pre-supposed origin of the refrain form in sub-literary

ritual.  To disprove such an origin is, of course, impossible.  But I must add that,

even if we could establish that refrains were important for the popular

antecedents of the various literary genres, this would still not account for the use

of refrains in surviving poems.  Refrains are used in some poems and not in others:

why?  The answer that suggests itself is that refrains were used in specific poems

for specific, poetic reasons.  External associations, such as with popular song, may

have had a role to play in these poetic choices, but they cannot fully account for

those choices.  Consequently, the interpretation of specific refrains in context

must not end with the observation that they are typical of popular song.
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CHAPTER 5

REFRAINS IN NON-DRAMATIC LYRIC

My aim in this chapter is to analyze how individual refrains in lyric contribute

to the poems in which they appear, and describe the general character, if any,

common to all refrains in lyric.  I shall begin with a general examination of the

form of refrains throughout my corpus of lyric refrain texts, focusing on meter

and placement with respect to the strophe (section 1).  With this examination, I

hope to establish the dominant (and likely original) form of the non-dramatic lyric

refrain.  I shall then proceed to (section 2) an examination of how my primary

texts function within their contexts. My primary texts fall into three categories:

Category A consists of Sappho fr.111, which I treat as a special case for three

reasons.  First, this fragment serves as an admirable illustration of the problems

involved in determining the text of refrains.  Second, the relationship between the

refrain form, “primitive” song, and performance scenario — a question that almost

always attends consideration of lyric refrains — is especially vital for our

understanding of this poem.  Third, this poem is our earliest example of the aeolic

metrical tradition which, I shall argue, is the most likely original “home” for the

Greek lyric refrain form.

Category B consists of Pindar, Paeans 2, 4, 5, 21; the anonymous Erythraean

Paean to Asclepius;  Philodamus, Paean to Dionysus; Aristonous, Paean to Apollo;

Macedonicus, Paean to Apollo and Asclepius; and the anonymous Hymnus Curetum.

All these poems come to us directly from ancient sources: Pindar’s paeans from

papyri, the remaining poems through inscriptions.  All survive intact enough that

we may with confidence discuss the formal and thematic relationship between

refrain and non-refrain context.
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Category C consists of Archilochus, fr. 324; Pindar, fr. 128e (a+b); Campbell

931L; and Bacchylides frr. *18, *19.  Discussion of these poems is greatly restricted

by their fragmentary character.

Finally, I shall conclude the chapter with ( section 3) a general consideration of

the main functions of the lyric refrain.

1. The form of the refrains in non-dramatic lyric. 

Meter.  When speaking of the meter of the lyric refrain, we are concerned

with three things: the metrical character of the context in which the refrain

appears; the metrical character of the refrain itself; and the relationship between

the two.

Of our fifteen primary non-dramatic lyric refrain texts, there are twelve whose

non-refrain metrical contexts can with any certainty be ascertained.1  Of these,

eight have metrical contexts that are aeolic or iambic-aeolic: Sappho fr. 111;

Archil. fr. 324; Campbell 931L; Pi. Pae. 2, 4, 21; Aristonous Paean; Philodamus

Paean in Dionysum.  Three have contexts that are dactylic or dactylo-epitrite: Eryth.

Pae. Asclep.; Pi. Pae. 5; Macedonicus Paean.  The Hymnus Curetum alone has a non-

refrain metrical context that is ionic; but the refrain of this poem is so long, and

so much longer than the poem’s stanzas, that it should probably be seen as a

special case within non-dramatic lyric.  The most common metrical context in

which non-dramatic lyric refrains are found is, then, aeolic or iambic-aeolic.  We

may relate this to the association of the aeolic tradition with monostrophic

structure, which we shall see is the dominant structural scheme associated with

non-dramatic lyric refrains.

Most lyric refrains are comprised of meters that are iambic (Sappho fr. 111;

                                                  
1 The other three are Pi. fr. 128e and Bacch. frr. *18 and *19.
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Archil. fr. 324; Bacch. fr. *18; Campbell 931L), aeolic (Pi. Pae. 2; Aristonous) or

iambic-aeolic (Pi. Pae. 4, Pae. 21; Hymn. Cur.).  Of these nine, only the refrain of

Hymn. Cur. is joined with strophes that are not aeolic, iambic or iambic-aeolic.

We may say, then, that there is in the other eight cases a metrical affinity between

refrain and non-refrain context where that context may be ascertained.  Besides

the nine iambic-aeolic refrains, we find two that are noticeably ionic: Bacch. fr.

*19 is made up of anaclastic ionic dimeters; Philodamus Paean in Dionysum features

an ionic medial refrain and an ionic-aeolic terminal refrain.  We may note that,

while it may be possible to explain the ionic measures of Philodamus as being

characteristic of ritual verse, particularly Dionysiac verse2, no such explanation  is

forthcoming for Bacch. fr. *19, since it presents no obvious religious character.  To

these we may add a final three refrains that are dactylic (Eryth. Pae.; Macedonicus)

or dactylo-epitrite (Pi. Pae. 5), all of which occur in dactylic or dactylo-epitrite

contexts.3  But even here we find a possible sign of iambic-aeolic influence: while

the non-refrain dactylo-epitrite context of Pi. Pae. 5 suggests an analysis of that

poem’s refrain as ≠ D –, it is also possible to analyze it as rda, a form of enoplian.4

Another measure we have for how closely a refrain is metrically bound to its

context is the degree to which that refrain can reasonably be analyzed as a

separate metrical entity, or must instead be taken as metrically continuous with

its context.  Three of our texts fall into the latter category: Aristonous, Eryth. Pae.,

Macedonicus.  It is interesting to note that the paeans of Aristonous and

Macedonicus are the only two of our primary lyric texts that feature a refrain that

is altered through the course of the poem.  The medial refrain of the Eryth. Pae.

                                                  
2 West (1982) 124, 142.
3 The remains of the refrain of Pi. fr. 128e are compatible with dactylo-epitrite.
4  Cf. Sappho 111.3, 7.  See West (1982) 195 for the wide range of this term’s
application by ancients and moderns.
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also varies, but only between the two versions , E and P, in which it is carried.  It

may be significant as well that Macedonicus alone of our texts does not display a

regular strophic arrangement.  In all three poems the variations in the refrain

seem motivated by a desire to accommodate non-refrain material that is itself

variable in length.

Looking at the metrical evidence, we can make two main points.  First, the

non-dramatic lyric refrain is typically treated as metrically distinct within its

context.  This distinctiveness is usually achieved not by a sharp contrast between

the meter of the refrain and that of the non-refrain context, but instead by

treating the refrain as a separate period within the overall metrical structure.  This

suggests that a basic function of the refrain form is to emphasize its content, but

to do so in such a way as not to divorce that content completely from its context.

This tendency for metrical integration is taken to the extreme in those cases

where the refrain is fully incorporated within the surrounding metrical structures,

at which point it is liable to be treated as a variable space filler, as seen in the

paean of Macedonicus and the variation of the refrain between the E and P texts

of the Eryth. Pae.  Within this larger context, a refrain such as the medial refrain

of Philodamus stands out as particularly abrupt, since it is clearly of a metrical

type different from the surrounding strophe.

The second major point to be made from the metrical evidence is that the

dominant tradition within our corpus of lyric refrains is iambic-aeolic.  The

importance of this tradition is seen not only in the sheer number of examples: it is

clear as well from their breadth, both with respect to time (Sappho to Pindar to

the 4th century inscription of Aristonous Paean) and to genre (hymenaeus to

paean to hymns to the “erotica” of Bacch. fr. *18).  The refrain would seem,

therefore, to be a formal feature established early on in iambic-aeolic,
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independent from any single variety of song.  Bacch. fr. *19, especially if we assign

it to Anacreon5, may suggest a similar, independent tradition within ionic.

Scheme.  Of the twelve poems whose strophic pattern can be established6

nine are monostrophic.  Two are triadic (Pi. Pae. 2 and 4) but their refrains occur

only once per triad, at the end, functioning effectively as a monostrophic refrain.7

Macedonicus Paean is astrophic, but the placement of the refrains seems designed

to suggest strophic divisions: this is especially the case with the extended version

of the refrain (fi¢ Œ fi¢ paiãn), which divides the poem into rough thirds.  Of all our

poems only two present us with positive evidence of refrains that are irregular in

their placement.  The first is Campbell 931L, where the refrain is lacking at the

end of the first strophe, but occurs after each of the following three surviving

strophes; but the first strophe may, in fact, function as a separate introduction for

the dramatically inset song (characterized as birdsong, and containing the refrain)

that follows.8  The second instance of an irregularly placed refrain is found in

Macedonicus, but again this seems a result of its astrophic structure.  The very

fact that a refrain is used in this poem to provide a semblance of monostrophic

structure argues for taking the poem as an exception that proves the rule.  We

may, therefore, say with confidence that the usual arrangement for a refrain in

non-dramatic lyric is regular and within a monostrophic structure.

We have thirteen lyric texts where the relative position of the refrain(s) can be

ascertained.9  Of these, six have refrains that occur at the end of strophes (Pi. Pae.
                                                  
5 Cf. Lloyd-Jones, H., CR (1958) 17.
6 Pi. fr. 128e and Bacch. frr. *18 and *19 are too fragmentary for the strophic
pattern to be established.
7 Cf. Ag. 121ff. for an example of a refrain that occurs after strophe, antistrophe
and epode.
8 See my discussion below.
9 Pi. fr. 128e is too fragmentary for our purposes here.  The case of Bacch. fr. *18 is
a bit more complex.  This fragment is quoted at Heph. p. P. §7.3 (Consbruch p.
71) as an example of §pifyegmatikÒn, which is contrasted with §fÊmnion purely on
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2, 4, 21; Aristonous Paean; Bacch. fr. *19; Campbell 931L), two have refrains that

occur at the beginning of strophes (Archil. fr. 324; Pi. Pae. 5), and three have more

than one instance of refrain for each strophe.  Within this third group, which we

can call poems with “complex refrains”, we find two (Eryth. Pae.; Philodamus)

featuring both a medial and a terminal refrain; the third poem of the group,

Sappho fr. 111, features two medial refrains.10  To this class of “complex refrain”

poems we may add Macedonicus Paean.  As noted above, this is an astrophic

poem, but in so far as we understand it to be divided into three sections meant to

resemble strophes, each of these “strophes” contains within its body a number of

medial refrains (fi¢ paiãn or fiØ paiãn) that are distinct from the longer refrain (fi¢ Œ fi¢

paiãn) that ends each “strophe”.  The poem’s basic refrain structure resembles,

therefore, that of Eryth. Pae. and Philodamus Paean.  Our thirteenth poem, Hymn.

Cur., once again proves a special case.  Its six-line refrain occurs at the beginning

of the poem, in between each of the following four-line ionic strophes, and again

at poem’s end.11

While the wide variety of our examples testifies to the flexibility of the basic

refrain form, the most represented type is the terminal refrain.  The initial-refrain

                                                                                                                                                 
the basis of sense: the former contains a real sentence, the latter does not.
Assuming that the two are similar in all other aspects, we would be able to say
that, like the §fÊmnion, the §pifyegmatikÒn occurs at the end of its strophe, and
therefore any example given for §pifyegmatikÒn must be an terminal refrain.  This
assumption is not safe, however, because the focus of the passage in Hephaestion
is on sense and not form.  Consequently, we must admit the possibility that p. P.
uses §pifyegmatikÒn as a general term covering all refrains contributing to sense
(prÚw noËn suntele› ti), regardless of their scheme.  Cf. Hephaestion’s use (§71.,
p.70 Consbruch) of §fÊmnion both as a general term covering all refrains and as a
term specifically applied to terminal refrains.
10 This according to my text, which I argue for below.  Lobel-Page take the
fragment to comprise two full stanzas, each one containing a single medial refrain.
11 This arrangement stands as a distinct scheme for refrains.  We find it also in
Theocritus 1, where it is not necessary to classify as Gow (1950) 16 does, the
refrain as initial or terminal, with one extra instance thrown in at the end or
beginning of Thyrsis’ song.
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should probably be viewed as simply a variation of the terminal refrain: both

appear at the boundaries of their strophes and thereby serve to emphasize, on the

one hand, the integrity of each individual strophe and, on the other hand, the

continuity of the poem’s overall structure.  Medial refrains, by contrast, disrupt

the continuity of the strophes in which they appear.  This, along with the fact that

in three of the four lyric poems in which medial refrains occur they are

accompanied by terminal refrains, points to a functional difference between the

two refrain types.12  A clue to the medial refrain’s function may be suggested by

the fact that in all four poems the medial refrains are comprised solely of what are

taken to be ritual cries.  I suggest the medial refrain form was adopted in order to

lend a spontaneous air to poems as a whole by handling ritual cries in such a way

as to present them, within the dramatic frame of the poems, as eruptions of

uncontrollable enthusiasm.

§2. The functions of lyric refrains in their contexts.

§2.1 Sappho fr. 111

‡coi dØ tÚ m°layron,
ÈmÆnaon,
é°rrete, t°ktonew êndrew:
ÈmÆnaon.
gãmbrow ~(efis)°rxetai ‰sow ÖAreui~,
<ÈmÆnaon,>
êndrow megãlv pÒlu m°sdvn.
<ÈmÆnaon,>

I have provided the text of Voigt, who follows Bergk in inserting additional

                                                  
12 We cannot be sure the strophe begun in Sappho fr. 111 was not completed by an
terminal refrain, since the context of Heph. p. P. §7.1 (Consbruch p. 70) (the
formal contrast of medial and terminal refrains) would motivate exclusion of a
terminal refrain.
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instances of the refrain ÍmÆnaon at lines 6 and 8; I will use Voigt’s numeration

throughout my discussion of this fragment.  This is the most “liberal” text of the

fragment with respect to refrains.  We have three sources for the fragment which

may be divided into two groups.  The first group consists of Hephaestion p. P.

§7.1 (p.70.21-23 Consbruch)  and Arsenius 51.83 (p.460 Walz) = Apostolus 17.76a (2,

705 Leutsch-Schneidewin), which preserve lines 1-5.   The second group consists of

Demetrius per‹ ÑErmhne¤aw 148, which preserves lines 1-5 and 7. Where they

overlap, all three texts give an almost identical reading of the fragment except in

one aspect: while Hephaestion and Arsenius read ÈmÆnaon at lines 2 and 4,

Demetrius reads no refrain at all.  It is in large part because of this discrepancy

that the status of the refrain has received variable treatment at the hands of

modern editors.  For example, in his edition of Hephaestion, Consbruch allows

that the codices have an ÈmÆnaon at line 2, but omits it from his text, giving the

explanation, “deest ap. Demetr. de eloc. 148.”13

What explains this discrepancy?  The omission of the refrain by Demetrius

could, of course, be ascribed to a genuine error of memory14, but it seems hardly

likely that Demetrius, when quoting from the very famous Ím°naioi of Sappho,

would simply forget about the existence of the refrains which are typical of that

genre as a whole.  More likely the answer lies in the contexts in which the

                                                  
13 Nevertheless, although Demetrius gives no instance of the refrain at all in his
version, Consbruch does include the second ÈmÆnaon given by the codices, that
one after êndrew.  It would seem obvious that, if Demetrius is a valid witness for or
against the instance of the refrain at line 2, it is a valid witness for the instance at
line 4.  Most likely, Consbruch’s decision to omit the refrain at line 2 is based on
two principles: first, that a strophe can have only one mesÊmnion; second, that
since the first mesÊmnion in the MSS interrupts the syntax of the stanza, it is more
suspect than the first attested mesÊmnion.  The former assumption is not required
by Hephaestion’s definition; the latter is contradicted by the multiple medial
refrains observed in dramatic lyric.
14 “The author of the p. •rm. is often loose in his quotations, relying as he appears
to do on his memory.”  Roberts (1902) 213.
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fragment appears.  It will be remembered that Hephaestion quotes the fragment

specifically in order to illustrate the use of mesÊmnia (refrains occurring within, not

between, strophes).15  Demetrius, on the other hand, is interested only in a certain

stylistic tendency of Sappho by which she pretends to change her mind: ¶sti d° tiw

fid¤vw xãriw SapfikØ §k metabol∞w, ˜tan ti efipoËsa metabãllhtai ka‹ Àsper metanoÆw:,

oÂon Ïcou dÆ, fhs¤, tÚ m°layron. . . me¤zvn, Àsper §pilambanom°nh •aut∞w, ˜ti édunãtƒ

§xrÆsato Íperbolª, ka‹ ˜ti oÈde‹w t“ ÖArhÛ ‡sow §st¤n.  As Perotta has pointed out,

“egli [Demetrius] può aver tralasciato il ritornello tra un verso e l’altro, inutile ai

suoi fini.”  If Perotta is correct, then Demetrius’ testimony concerning the refrain

is of no value, and does not weigh against the insertion of a refrain after line 5 by

Bergk and Diehl.16

Another line of approach is metrical.  Some editors have questioned the status

of lines 2 and 4 on the basis of a relationship they perceive between line 5 and line

7 (preserved in Demetrius); the issues are most clearly laid out by Perrotta:

“Poichè il v.1 è un ferecrateo e il v.3 un enoplio, e un enoplio è anche il v.6 [line 7

in Voigt], quasi certamente il v.5, corrotto, doveva essere un ferecrateo.  La strofa

di Saffo avrà avuto lo schema abab (il ritornello, che si ripete ad ogni verso, non

conta).”17  Page in his Sappho and Alcaeus understands the same scheme of two

short strophes, but takes the further step of omitting the refrain of line 4,

appealing to the context in Hephaestion.  His reasoning seems to be that, since

lines 3 and 5 mark the end and the beginning of two separate strophes, and since

Hephaestion has been speaking of mesÊmnia which mØ metå strofØn éllå metå

st¤xon k°htai, there can be no refrain at line 4 between the two strophes.18  (By the

                                                  
15 Cf. my discussion in CHAPTER 2.
16 Perotta (1948) 53.
17 Perrotta (1948) 53.
18 Page (1955) 124.  Page (following Lobel) also appeals to Demetrius for this
omission, citing Lobel’s “suggestion that the context in Hephaestion indicates
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same reasoning there would be no refrain at line 8 Voigt.)

Gallavotti has rejected outright the possibility of reducing line 5 to a

pherecratean in order to obtain the pattern abab.  “Il v.3 [line 5 Voigt] è citato

nella identica forma... da Demetrio e da Efestione, l’uno retore a l’altro metricista,

dall’uno per il concetto e dall’altro per il metro; non si può dunque pensare a

dipendenza; ognuno dei due rappresenta per noi distintamente un determinato

stadio della tradizione di Saffo, che rispecchia lo stato del testo delle edizioni

alessandrine.”  In place of the two short strophes of Page (Sappho and Alcaeus) and

Perrotta, he suggests a single strophe that incorporates both instances of the

refrain preserved in Hephaestion (but not inserting the additional instances

suggested by Bergk).19  There are several advantages to Gallavotti’s reading.  First,

it preserves the refrain text as it is given in our recension.  Second, it keeps the

instance of the refrain at line 4 within the strict terms of Hephaestion’s definition

of a mesÊmnion, i.e. mØ metå strofØn éllå metå st¤xon k°htai.  A third advantage of

Gallavotti’s reading becomes apparent after one considers Hephaestion’s aims in

the relevant passage.  Why quote one strophe and part of the next (according to

the structure suggested by Page in his Sappho and Alcaeus and Perrotta) in order to

illustrate a type of refrain that occurs only within strophes and not in between

them?  This would be confusing at best, while there would be no such difficulty

with the quotation of a strophe or a portion of one strophe in order to illustrate a

refrain that occurs between individual lines.  This depends, of course, on

understanding Hephaestion’s definition of mesÊmnion in a strict sense (i.e. a

                                                                                                                                                 
that cod. P of Demetrius is correct in omitting the refrain ÈmÆnaon after t°ktonew
êndrew.”  It follows from what I have argued above that codex P is not “correct” in
its omission but rather reflects Demetrius’ own lack of interest in the refrain
altogether.  For similar, cf ap. crit. PLF ad loc.: “4 om. (ii) cod. P et fort. omiss.
postulant Heph. rationes”.
19 Gallavotti (1950) 113-114.
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mesÊmnion cannot occur between strophes), and it is possible he never meant it to

be taken so strictly.  But if that were true, then Lobel-Page’s argument from

context  disappears as well.  In any event, the refrains in lines 2 and 4 must stand,

as they do in most modern texts.  As for Bergk’s suggested additional instances of

ÈmÆnaon at lines 6 and 8, since Demetrius must be excluded as evidence for the

refrain text and since Hephaestion and Arsenius both end their quotation with

line 5, so long as there is no convincing argument that the fragment represents

two strophes that must be balanced (in meter and in instances of the refrain) there

remains no positive basis for inserting further instances of the refrain.  My text, so

far as the refrain is concerned (the text of the non-refrain lines is not at issue), will

therefore follow that of all major modern editions except Voigt and Page in

Sappho and Alcaeus:

‡coi dØ tÚ m°layron,
ÈmÆnaon,
é°rrete, t°ktonew êndrew:
ÈmÆnaon.
gãmbrow ~(efis)°rxetai ‰sow ÖAreui~,
êndrow megãlv pÒlu m°sdvn.

Theme.  Comment on the refrain in this fragment, besides that on the form

ÈmÆnaon, has been limited to attempts to relate its appearance to the poem’s

original mode of performance and occasion.  The poem is generally taken to have

been performed by a chorus as part of a real wedding ceremony.20  Page is very

specific in placing the poem in its performance context: “[it is] a song presumably

recited by the assembly which went in procession from the bride’s house to the

bridegroom’s after the ceremonial banquet.”21  This precise placement is arrived

at, one presumes, from the thematic content of the fragment itself.  Likewise

                                                  
20 Kirkwood (1974) 139, Contiades-Tsitsoni (1990) 91, Page (1955) 119-22, Maas
(1916) 131f.
21 Page (1955) 120.
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dependent upon the fragment’s content is Maas’s assertion that the poem was

performed before the yãlamow.22  For Page, the flatness and heaviness of humor in

the fragment serves as evidence for its use at a real wedding.23  The refrain has

been seen as a “traditional” or even “cultic” element, and its very presence has

been taken as evidence that fr. 111 is taken from a choral song.24  This view of the

refrain as an especially traditional element of the Ím°naiow is understandable given

the common view that the genre evolved, gradually but directly, from

performances of the repeated hymenaeus cry alone to the expanded literary form,

which retained the cries in the form of a refrain.25  According to this view

Sappho’s refrain is a sign not only that fr. 111 was performed chorally at a real

wedding, but also that it is closely related to the primitive Ím°naiow.

There are problems with this explanation.  I have already argued that there is

not a necessary (or even common) link between refrains in ancient Greek poetry

and any particular performance model.26  In light of this, it would seem that the

view that we are dealing with a poem performed by a chorus during a real wedding

ultimately depends on the thematic content of fr. 111.  A more credible approach

is that suggested by Wheeler, who sees the direct address to the t°ktonew in fr. 111

(along with the direct addresses to groom and bride in fr. 112 and the dialogue of

fr. 114) as “quasi-dramatic.”  These he relates to similar representations in

Callimachus and Theocritus, who are commonly given credit for the method’s

invention.27  An even clearer example of Sappho’s use of the quasi-dramatic

                                                  
22 Maas (1916) 132.
23 Page (1955) 119-20.  It is curious that the parallels Page gives for this sort of
wedding humor are drawn from three literary examples (Aristoph. Peace, Theoc.
18, Catullus 61), two of which we may be confident were not performed at real
weddings.
24 Kirkwood (1974) 140, Contiades-Tsitsoni (1990) 93.
25 Maas (1916) 131f., Muth (1954) 7f.  Cf. CHAPTER 4.
26 Cf. CHAPTER 3.
27 Wheeler (1930) 218.
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technique is the speech of Aphrodite in poem 1.28  We cannot, then, take

references in Sappho’s wedding songs to outside events as sure evidence for either

occasion or performance situation.  Given what we know of her use of

dramatization in what we assume to be a monody (Sappho 1) we have no reason

not to assume that her wedding poems are monodic as well.  (We cannot, of

course, rule out the possibility that Sappho composed choral poetry.29)  In the

end, it is impossible to be sure of the performance situation and occasion of

Sappho’s wedding poetry.  Even if we did know these things, they would not in

themselves account for the use of the refrain in fr. 111, since we have sufficient

examples of Sappho’s wedding poetry to suggest that refrains, at least refrains like

that of fr. 111, are not a constant feature.30

Whatever we are to make of the refrain in Sappho fr. 111, we must make our

judgment on the basis of the text itself, and that judgment must concern the

literary character of the refrain.  The single most conspicuous characteristic of

this refrain, apart from its content, is its intrusiveness.  There is no syntactic link

between the refrain and its context, and in its first instance (line 2) it interrupts

the sentence constituting lines 1 and 3.  This intrusiveness may be explained in one
                                                  
28 We may compare to these examples fr. 114, also classified under epithalamia,
and the critical attention it has received.  Fr. 114 contains what appears to be a
dialogue between a girl (a bride?) and the personified Maidenhood (paryen¤a).  The
girl asks Maidenhood where she is going; the latter replies she will no longer have
to do with the girl: paryen¤a, paryen¤a, po› me l¤pousa ~o‡xhi;  ~oÈk°ti ≥jv prÚw s°,
oÈk°ti ≥jv~.  Page (1955) 122 has concluded from the plurality of speakers in this
poem that it must be “designed for recitation by choirs” and must have
accompanied some stage of the wedding ceremony.  Usener (1913) v.4, 309 has
gone so far as to suggest a scenario by which one of the bridal chorus steps
forward, assumes the role of Maidenhood, and engages the bride in a ritual
dialogue that formally breaks her ties to girlhood.  Usener’s scenario must, of
course, be relegated to the category of scholarly fantasy, but it is only the most
extreme example of a tendency in modern critics to insist on a perfect, literal
correspondence between text and performance situation.
29 Cf. Davies (1988) 52-64.
30 Frr. 104a, 105a&e, 110a, 112, and 115 are all as long or longer than fr. 111, and
none of them feature anything resembling a refrain.
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of two ways.  The first possibility is that the refrain represents a spontaneous

exclamation on the part of the speaker.  This would be a sign of an irrepressible

exuberance that is appropriate to the matrimonial setting and to the jolly

hyperbole of the strophe’s theme.31  The second possible explanation for the

refrain’s intrusiveness in this fragment is that it is meant to be taken as an

utterance by someone other than the primary speaker of the poem.  In either

case, the refrain in fr. 111 is apparently meant to convey a sense of heightened

emotion and to mark the poem as a hymenaeus.  All this does not, of course,

prove that the refrain form was not simply a standard feature of literary

hymenaeus at the time Sappho composed the poem of which fr. 111 is a part; what

evidence we have suggests it was not.

§2.2 Pindar, Paean 2

Text.  Our text for Pi. Pae. 2, 4 and 5 depends upon P.Oxy. v, 841 (= Maehler’s

P4), published by Grenfell and Hunt in 1908.  Pae. 2 is taken from coll. 1-8, 4 from

coll. 15-19, and 5 from coll. 19-22.  The second instance of the refrain of Pae. 5 is

partially preserved in fr. 112 of the same papyrus.32

Scheme.  The refrain occupies the final two lines of the epode of each triad.

There are three triads and the refrain is at least partially preserved in each case.

Meter.  The refrain may be analyzed as three ^ph.  Rutherford has suggested

the triple use of the metrical element ≠ – ≠ ≠ – – “may be significant in view of the

tendency for the paiãn cry to be uttered three times.”33  We have already noted

the general tendency to multiply ritual cries both within and outside formal

                                                  
31 Kirk (1963) 51f. suggests this hyperbole may be sexual.
32 D’Alessio (1992) 82.
33 Rutherford (2001) 264, n.7.
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refrains.34

The metrical context is aeolic, ph and ^ph appearing frequently throughout.

These end periods two out of ten confirmed times, including in the epode

immediately prior to the refrain.  The refrain may, therefore, serve metrically to

reinforce the closing catalectic cadence; but it is not the sole provider of that

cadence.  The ^ph ^ph ^ph figure is unique to the refrain, but we do find an

instance of ^ph ^ph elsewhere in the poem: strophe 4 || ^ph ^ph ≠ – ||.  The refrain

clearly has a closing force that picks up on the frequent ph in the triad.35

Syntax.  The d° justifies the copyist’s punctuation after the second fiØ fi°.36  The

second paiãn is therefore to be taken with the clause that follows: it is the subject

of le¤poi.  This drawing of the paiãn away from fiØ fi° is marked, since the two are

usually treated as a single unit.  In this case, the second fiØ fi° is left dangling with

respect to syntax.  There is probably a continuing sense that fiØ fi° and paiãn are to

be taken together.  The syntax is also notable in that we have here the only case of

paiãn treated unambiguously as the subject of a verb within a refrain.37  The

unexpected syntactic shift is probably a conscious attempt to manipulate and

extend the given cry fiØ fi° paiãn.  The result is a more thematically developed

refrain as well as a more emphatic cadence.  This conscious manipulation implies

an expectation of regularity in the form of the paean cry, perhaps especially in the

context of the usually predictable refrain form.

Theme.  The second part of the refrain is a self-standing prayer that “Paean
                                                  
34 Cf. CHAPTER 4, §2.
35 Thus is refuted the judgment of Wilamowitz (1913) 247 n.1 that the refrain is to
be taken as outside the scheme ofthe poem because “it arose out of the
intrinsically unrhythmic cry.”
36 The use of the “high dot” here accords with its use throughout the papyrus.  Cf.
Grenfell and Hunt (1908) 14.
37 But cf. the possible use of paiãn as an appositional vocative at Philodamus Pae.
ad Dion. 11 fi¢ paiån, ‡yi svtÆr and its probable use in the vocative at Eur. Ion 125ff Œ
Paiån Œ Paiãn,/ eÈa¤vn eÈa¤vn/ e‡hw, Œ LatoËw pa›.
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never leave me.”  We may compare this to the terminal refrain of Philodamus

Paean (‡yi svtÆr, eÎfrvn tãnde pÒlin fÊlassÉ eÈa¤vni sÁn ˆlbvi) and to the paean

refrain at Eur. Ion 125ff. (eÈa¤vn e‡hw).38  These should be distinguished from

refrains containing prayers related to the performance of the song at hand, which

are best considered together with other refrains containgin “performance

language”.39  Outside the context of the refrain form, we compare these “non-

musical prayer” paean refrains to the brief, independent paean prayer at Soph.

Phil. 832 (‡yi moi, Pai≈n).40  We distinguish these from other prayers where there is

an accompanying paean cry that is not involved in the syntax of the prayer:

Aristoph. Pax 453 (≤m›n dÉ égayå g°noitÉ.  fiØ pai≈n fiÆ), Eryth. Pae. fr. 1 (fiØ pai≈n: [Œ]

ênaj ÖApollon, fe¤deo koÊrvn, fe¤d[eo]).  The refrain of Pi. Pae. 2 seems, then, to

function as a genuine prayer to Paean in its own right.41  A problem arises,

however, in that the poem ends with a prayer (104-106) that the hero, Abderus,

“step forward”, presumably to the battle that is anticipated.42  This is immediately

followed by the third and final appearance of the refrain, with its own prayer that

“Paean never leave me”.  The proximity of the two prayers, both of which are in

the optative, would seem to clash were it not for the fact that the emphasis is

upon the specific and immediate appeal to Abderus more than upon the merely
                                                  
38 Cf. also tÚ dÉ eÔ nikãtv at Aesch. Ag. 121ff.
39 E.g., Ar. Ra. 404 ÖIakxe filoxoreutå sumprÒpemp° me.
40 Cf. also the ending prayer at Isyllus Paean 58-61.
41 Wilamowitz (1913) 248 takes it specifically to be a prayer for the continued
success of the city, occasioned by the warning example of Athen’s fate at the
hands of the Persians.  See Rutherford (2001) 268 for the debate on the identity of
“my mother’s mother” in lines 28f and the consequent dating of the poem.
42 Radt (1958) 81 suggests dafn]hr° instead of ÖAbd]hre at line 104: the prayer for
victory in the upcoming war would then be directed to Apollo.  If Radt is correct,
then the refrain with its prayer is easily taken as directed to Apollo as well, and
there is no longer any conflict between the two prayers for primacy.  But
Rutherford (2001) 264, n.8 has argued against Radt’s suggested reading, pointing
out that dafnhrÒw is a term both rare and late, and disputing Radt’s claim that
ÖAbd- is too short to fill up the space to the left of the break in the line in the
papyrus.
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general force of the paean prayer in the refrain.  This priority of Abderus over

Paean may be reflected in the fact that the former is prayed to in the second

person, the latter in the third person.43  This in turn suggests that the hero is

thought of as a specific figure in a way that Paean is not.  Indeed, for the purposes

of this poem, “Paean” could mean nothing more than “good fortune”.

Since each triad begins with a new thought, the refrain seems to emphasize

the thematic outline of the poem as it underscores its basic structural divisions.44

The poem’s refrain is especially suited for this use at the end of large, discrete

units of sense, since the paean cry is used elsewhere as a sort of “amen”45  Now,

with regard to the thematic structure of the poem, the refrain in each of its three

instances occurs just after what could be considered a moment of climax.  The

first follows a gnomic climax having to to with the fruits of stubborn resistance

(31-34); the second follows a reference to an earlier victory at Mount

Melamphyllon (68-70); the third follows the concluding prayer to Abderus (98-

106).46  Special attention should be given to the second and third instances of the

refrain: since each comes “at the climax of a description of military action,”  It has

been suggested that the second (coming after the mention of the battle of Mount

Melamphyllon) could be taken as a victory paean, while the third (following the

prayer to Abderus for future victory) could be taken as a pre-battle paean.47  These
                                                  
43 Rutherford (2001) 274 suggests that the “refrain follows as if an expansion of the
prayer.”  Could Abderus be construed as the subject of le¤poi in the refrain?  We
may have a parallel for Pindar’s shifting from second to third person at N. 5.43-5, if
Pfeijffer (1999) 172f is correct; but cf. Carey (1989) 291.  This shift from Du-stil to
Er-stil in the context of prayer would, however, seem to reverse the apparently
normal order seen elsewhere, e.g. Hesiod Op. 3-9.  Cf. Meyer (1933) 39 and 62f.
(Norden (1913) 163ff discusses only shifts from third to second person.)
44 Rutherford (2001) 263.
45 E.g., Aristoph. Thesm. 310f and the use of a concluding paean cry at the end of
Pi. Pae. 1..  Cf. also discussion at Rutherford (2001) 315f. concerning the placement
of <fiØ> fi∞te, ktl at the end of a triad.
46 Radt (1958) 16 sees the refrain in each of these cases to refer to the coming war.
47 Rutherford (2001) 264, 274.
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instances of the refrain would, then, be dramatic in that their motivation is found

within the narrative of the poem rather than the occasion of its performance.48

§2.3 Pi. Pae. 4

Scheme.  The refrain is the ninth and last line of the epode of each of the two

surviving triads.

Meter.  Rutherford analyses the refrain as ia dod^, within an aeolic-choriambic

context which tends in the strophe from ia to da, in the epode from da back to ia.

The refrain’s figure is very similar to the ia dod that occurs frequently in the poem

(strophe 2; epode 1, 2, 8), always ending period, and which has been labeled “Q” by

Rutherford.49  Thus the refrain’s catalectic cadence seems particularly well suited

for the triad ending.  The refrain is immediately preceded by Q ia dod, the

acatalectic com form, so a period end is clearly established before the refrain caps

it off with a more emphatic ending.

Theme.  A “self-conscious inversion”50 of the established pattern of

disadvantage (foil) followed by advantage (cap) is found in 25-27, where it is first

said that Ceos produces good vintage and then that it is not good pasturage

(ênippow, bounom¤aw, éda°sterow).51  This inversion seems best explained as a

(negative) foil for the (positive) emphatic cap of Melampus at line 28.  (Also,

Melampus is a named, specific cap to the preceding general description of

advantages and disadvantages of Ceos.) The first instance of the refrain occurs

therefore at a moment of climax.  The specific yet mythic example of Melampus

                                                  
48 Radt (1958) 16 points out what he sees as the artful manner in which Pindar has
related the refrain to the martial themes of the poem.  He limits himself, however,
to characterizing the refrains as “allusions” to the war theme, while I, along with
Rutherford, see them as quasi-dramatic.
49 Rutherford (2001) 452.
50 Rutherford (2001) 286f.
51 Käppel (1992) 105f.
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has a gnomic effect in that it attempts to illustrate or explain the Ceans’

satisfaction with what they have got; perhaps, then, we may take the paean cry as

acting as a sort of “amen” to this sentiment.  Or perhaps the paean cry is an

exuberant exclamation of thanksgiving for the good things mentioned above.  In

any case, the refrain marks the ending climax of a move within the first triad from

the general (a descriptions of islands in general rather than of Ceos specifically52)

to the specific (an assessment of Ceos).  This first refrain does not mark a strong

change of thought: we are taken from the Melampus myth to a gnome “preferring

the near to the far.”53

The speech of Euxantius may continue to the end of the second triad, and

therefore it is conceivable that the second refrain is spoken by him.54

§2.4 Pi. Pae. 5

Scheme.  The refrain begins each five line strophe in this monostrophic poem.

The refrain is not repeated at the end of the poem.

Meter.  The refrain itself is analyzed as ≠D–, and stands in a very simple dactylo-

epitrite metrical context (s2: D–; s3: e–D–; s4: D–; s5: DD–).  The refrain is simply

the base D– with an initial breve expansion.55

We should note the resemblance of the figure of this refrain to those of other

metrical contexts.  It shares the basic adonic cadence with the aeolic ^pher of Pi.

Pae. 2 and the aeolic-choriambic ia dod of Pae. 4.  In both these cases the final

spondee is occupied by paiãn; here paiãn is supplanted by the name of Apollo.

                                                  
52 Cf. Käppel (1992) 103f.
53 Rutherford (2001) 288.
54 Cf. line 3 of Eryth. Pae. ad Asclep., where medial refrain is almost certainly meant
to be understood as a quotation of the koËroi.  See my discussion in this chapter
below.
55 Cf. iambic expansion at S3, dactylic expansion at S5.
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The entire adonic figure, which is comprised of the exclamatory shout (fiØ or œ) +

fi¢ + paiãn in Pae. 2 and Pae. 4. is here occupied by the full naming with epithet of

Delian Apollo.  The shape of the preceding shout ≠– ≠≠  is maintained, however, with

the result that the figure ≠D–  in s5 looks to be a simple expansion, executed in

order to accommodate the naming of Delian Apollo, of the common adonic of

Pae. 2 and Pae. 4.    The refrain of Pae. 5, therefore, closely fits both the dactylo-

epitrite context of the poem as well as the essentially aeolic context of Pindar’s

paean refrains taken as a whole.

The form of the paean cry in Pae. 5, or something very like it, may have been

commonly used in addresses to Apollo as Paean.  We find a similar line at Soph.

OT 154: fiÆie Dãlie Paiãn.  Sophocles’ version of the cry occurs in the parodos in a

dactylic context, with which we may easily compare the context of the refrain in

Pae. 5.  This fact, taken together with the monostrophic structure of Pae. 5 and its

“comparatively unemphatic ending”, has led Rutherford to suggest that the poem

may have been meant for a procession.56  If Rutherford is right, this may help

account for the refrain’s placement at the beginning of the strophe and not at the

end, where it would tend (at least in the case of the last strophe) to emphasize

closure.  This initial refrain scheme, while unique among Pindar’s paeans, need

not give us too much surprise.  Eryth. Pae. ad Ap. fr. 1 attests to the use of the

paean cry (if not the paean refrain proper) to begin a paean-prayer, and we may

compare this to the cries initiating the Iacchus song in Frogs 316ff.  Likewise, the

refrain of Archil. fr. 324 is initial.

Theme.  Given that we have only two complete strophes out of an original

eight, it is difficult to assess how the refrain interacts thematically with its

context.  Both of the last two instances of the refrain follow descriptions of the

                                                  
56 Rutherford (2001) 294ff.
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settlement of islands.  The lines immediately preceding the penultimate refrain at

line 37 could well be taken as a climax, perhaps even calling for a victory paean.57

But the very close frequency of the refrain in this poem prevents pressing this

point too hard.  On the other hand, it is this very frequency that serves, along with

the appearance of “Delos” at line 40 and the likely appearance of “Delos” or

“Delian” at line 17, emphatically to identify the addressee of the song.

§2.5 Pi. Pae. 21

Text.  The largest fragment of the poem (lines 1-24) is found in P.Oxy. xxvi,

2442 (published by Lobel in 1961, = Maehler’s P26), fr. 32, col. 2.58  The refrain of

this poem also appears in P.Oxy. xv, 1792 (published by Grenfell and Hunt in 1922;

published again in 1961 by Lobel in vol. xxvi, = Maehler’s P7) frr. 24, 55, 83 and 84.

Fr. 24 preserves part of a third line after the refrain, but it is impossible to

determine its position relative to the bulk of our remaining poem; the meager

content of the third line (]atodam[) rebuffs comment.  In fr. 84 the refrain is

followed by an asterisk, and thus probably can be placed at the end of the poem.

In that case the terminal refrain scheme would seem to be constant throughout

the poem.

Scheme.  The poor state of our text before the first instance of the refrain at 3f

and after the third instance at 19f makes the structure of the song less than

perfectly clear.  We can, however, be confident that at 5-12 and 13-20 we are

presented with two strophes of an equal number of lines, each marked by

following paragraphoi.  These strophes, while they are not metrically identical,

nevertheless can be understood to correspond metrically to each other if we

                                                  
57 Cf. discussion of Pi. Pae. 2 above.
58 This papyrus overlaps with the more famous and extensive P.Oxy. 841.  (Both
papyri contribute to Pae. 7, 7a, 8 and 8a.)
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follow Lobel’s suggestion and assume an aeolic character for both. 59  This

assumption is supported by the iambic-aeolic meter of the refrain, taken together

with the observation that refrains in lyric tend to resemble their stanzas with

respect to meter.60  There are two possible structures for this song: monostrophic

or triadic.  According to the latter, our fragment would begin with the end of an

epode, followed in the papyrus by a coronis, the usual sign used to indicate the

end of a triad.  Then would follow strophe (5-12), antistrophe (13-20) and the

beginning of another epode (21ff) before the break.  But there is nothing in the

meter that requires a triadic arrangement.  For example, the apparent “metrical

dissimilarity” between lines 13 and 21, which according to the triadic hypothesis

would be taken from strophe and epode respectively, is no less explicable by

reference to an assumed Aeolic base, than is the dissimilarity between lines 6 and

14, which must be taken as corresponding to each other whether one hypothesizes

a triadic or a monostrophic structure.61  Nor does the presence of the coronis

after line 4 require that we take this song as triadic.  Special graphical treatment

of one instance of refrain, and not of others, is seen elsewhere in a papyrus roughly

contemporary with this one.62  Thus, given Pindar’s practice observed elsewhere

of placing refrains at the borders of equally sized units of verse, i.e. either

individual strophes of a monostrophic song (Pae. 5) or whole triads (Pae. 2 and Pae.

4), and given that a triad with refrain following strophe, antistrophe and epode

                                                  
59 Lobel ad loc.: “There is nothing not explicable by the indeterminateness of the
Aeolic ‘basis’.”
60 See §1 above.
61 Pace Rutherford (2001) 403.
62 See CHAPTER 7.  Rutherford (2001) 403 presents a false dilemma when he
implies that the coronis forces us to choose between a triadic structure for the
song or an editor’s division of the song into segments of three strophes each.
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would be highly unusual63, a monostrophic structure is by far the more likely for

this song.

Meter.  It is difficult to assess the metrical context, since the right side of the

column is missing; but what we have is consistent with aeolic. The refrain itself is

iambic-aeolic, ia | gl | tl˚˚.

Syntax.  While it is possible that the refrain ends in a verb, now lost, which

could take bas¤leian as its direct object64, it is not necessary to invoke such a verb

in order to account for the accusative case.  Elsewhere the content of refrains is

sometimes cast into the accusative in the absence of any obvious governing

syntax: Eryth. Pae. ad Asclep. fiØ paiãn ÉAsklhpiÒn, / da¤mona kleinÒtaton, / fi¢ paiãn.;

Sappho fr. 111 ÈmÆnaon.  The question becomes, then, how are we to explain this

use of the accusative?  One possibility is that there is an understood verb of

speaking, an implicit command to perform comparable to those explicitly given in

some other refrains, e.g. Pi. fr. 128e ˆ]ryion fiãlem[on / ]keladÆsat . [; Aesch. Ag.

a‡linon a‡linon efip°.65  The fact that a common theme treated in refrain form

throughout Greek poetry is exhortation to perform may support this possibility.

Another possibility is that we are simply dealing with an independent refrain type,

the accusative refrain, just as vocative refrains of invocation are a type.  In any

event, there is no need to suppose that the cry fiØ fi° is acting as a verb.66

                                                  
63 Unusual, but not unheard of.  Rutherford’s claim, (2001) 403, that there is no
known example of a refrain occuring at the end of strophe, antistrophe and epode
is incorrect: this is precisely the scheme found at Aesch. Ag. 121ff.
64 Rutherford (2001) 403.
65 Cf. Rutherford (2001) 317 and n.50.  Regardless of our grammatical explanations
for such constructions, the constructions themselves must be acknowledged as an
existing type.  The judgment of Denniston and Page (1957) 174 that the use of the
accusative in ritual cries “should not be used as evidence of grammatical usage”
may be, strictly speaking, correct.  But this does not mean that such usage of the
accusative in ritual cries might not be analyzed by ancient authors and applied by
them in new contexts which superficially resemble ritual cries.
66 The use of <fiØ> fi∞te m°tra p̀aihÒ[n]vn at Pi. Pae. 6.121-122 is not a parallel.  There
the cry fiÆ is altered to resemble a plural imperative verb which would seem to take
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Theme.  The mention of “queen of the Olympians” (bas¤leian ÉOlump¤vn),

whether it refers to Hera or some other wife of Zeus, suggests that this song is

probably not a paean, despite the appearance of fiØ fi°.67  There may nevertheless be

an Apolline association for the song, since the future tense of ¶ssetai (13) and of

sxÆsei (17) suggests that we may be dealing here with direct speech containing a

prophecy.68  If we do have direct speech at 13ff, it must have been introduced by a

verb of speaking prior to the appearance of the refrain at lines 11f; that instance of

the refrain would, therefore, be understood either as part of the direct speech or

as interrupting it.  If we entertain the first of these two possibilities, we must ask

how the content of the refrain might be construed as appropriate to prophetic

speech.  The appearance of fiØ fi° may be a clue, since it brings a clear paeanic

association to the refrain, and we have a description of what seems to be a

prophetic utterance accompanied (or at least followed) by a paean or paean cry in

Aesch. fr. 350.  In this fragment of dialogue, Thetis gives an account of how at her

wedding Apollo himself sang of her future blessings, and concludes (3f):

jÊmpantã t’ efip∆n yeofile›w §måw tÊxaw
pai«n’ §phufÆmhsen eÈyum«n §m°.

Given the fragmentary state of the papyrus, it is difficult to assess how the

refrain interacts with the rest of the poem thematically.  The appearance of the

refrain at 11f does, however, come immediately after what could be a climax, the

                                                                                                                                                 
the internal accusative m°tra p̀aihÒ[n]vn.  (Cf. Wackernagel (1953-79) ii, 883.)  The
passage fails as a parallel for the accusative refrain of Pae. 21 on three grounds.
First, there is no alteration of the cry in Pae. 21 which would cause us to take it as
having a special verbal force.  Second, bas¤leian, ktl can in no way be taken as an
internal object.  Third, while the subject of fi∞te in Pae. 6 is clearly a chorus,
probably the chorus performing the poem, there is no obvious corresponding
singular subject for a verb fiØ fi° in Pae. 21, which we expect to have been performed
by a chorus as well.
67 Rutherford (2001) 404f guesses that the song’s occasion may have been the
ritual bathing of a cult statue.
68 Rutherford (2001) 404 and n.8.
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naming of the holy headwaters of Achelous at 9-10, reinforced with a

demonstrative: élkån ÉAxelv˝ou / kran¤on toËto zãỳe`[on.  This would be in keeping

with Pindar’s use of refrains in conjunction with moments of climax in Pae. 2 and

4.

Rutherford has suggested that this poem is probably not a paean, basing his

argument upon the fact that the deity invoked in the refrain is not one normally

associated with the genre.69  If this is so, then it follows that Pindar chose to use a

refrain in this case for some reason other than generic necessity.  This goes against

Schroeder’s suggestion that the refrain is a formal feature with which Pindar (and

with him Bacchylides) was impatient.70  Far from being an unwelcome restraint, a

stale holdover from tradition which was to be jettisoned at the first opportunity,

the paean refrain is a form whose literary benefits would seem to have

recommended it for use even in other genres.

§2.6 Erythraean Paean to Apollo

Text.  I provide the text of PMG 934, which is based on E (see below) save for

two major corrections made on the basis of PDA: A‡gla for ÉAgla¤a at 13, and

dok¤mouw for dÒkimon at 23.  The apparatus is for the text of the refrains only.

[Paiçna klutÒ]mhtin ée¤sate
[koËroi Lato˝dan ÜEk]aton,
fi¢ Paiãn,
˘w m°ga xãr[ma broto›s]in §ge¤nato
mixye‹w §m fi[lÒthti Kor]vn¤di 5
§n gçi tçi Flegue¤ai,
[  fiØ Pai  ] ãn, ÉAsklhpiÚn
da¤mona kleinÒ  [  tat  ]  on,
fi¢ Paiãn,

[to]Ë d¢ ka‹ §jeg°nonto Maxãvn 10

                                                  
69 Rutherford (2001) 406.
70 Schroeder (1999) 69.
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ka‹ Po[da]le¤riow ±d' ÉIas≈,
fi¢ Paiãn,
A‡gla [t'] eÙ«piw Panãkeiã te
ÉHpiÒnaw pa›dew sÁn égaklut«i
eÙage› ÑUgie¤ai: 15
fiØ Paiãn, ÉAsklhpiÚn
da¤mona kleinÒtaton,
fi¢ Paiãn.

xa›r° moi, ·laow d' §pin¤seo
tån émån pÒlin eÈrÊxoron, 20
fi¢ Paiãn,
dÚw d' ≤mçw xa¤rontaw ırçn fãow
éel¤ou dok¤mouw sÁn égaklut«i
eÙage› ÑUgie¤ai:
fiØ Paiãn, ÉAsklhpiÚn 25
da¤mona kleinÒtaton,
fi¢ Paiãn.

3 fi¢ Ã fi¢ Paiãn PD
7 fiØ paiçna ÉAsklhpiÒn D
12 Ã fi¢ Paiãn PD; ]Ã[ A
16-18 fiØ Paiãn, ÉAsklhpi°, da›mon kleinÒtate, fi¢ Paiãn PD; ]fiØ Paiãn[
]kleinÒtate, fi¢[ A
21 fi¢ Ã fi¢ Paiãn P; fi¢ Ã fi¢ Ã fi¢ Paiãn D; ]fi¢ Ã fi¢[ A
25-28 fiØ Paiãn, ÉAsklhpi°, da›mon semnÒtate, fi¢ Paiãn PD; ]semn[ A

This is, as Käppel points out, the only example of the paean genre for which

we have multiple witnesses.71  The poem comes to us preserved in three

inscriptions and the fragments of a fourth.  The oldest of the inscriptions (E) is

found on a stele in the Asclepion of the Ionian city of Erythrae.72  The obverse of

this stone contains a lex sacra including explicit instructions for the performance

of the paean to Apollo that follows (CA p. 140; PMG 933; K 36a); the reverse

contains a fragmentary paean to Apollo (K 36b), then our paean to Asclepius, then

the beginning of a song in honor of Seleucus (CA p.140).  The content of this last

song dates it to 280/1 B.C.73; the previous inscriptions were dated by Wilamowitz

                                                  
71 Käppel (1992) 193.
72 Cf. Wilamowitz (1909) 37ff.
73 Wilamowitz (1909) 48; Powell ad loc.
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to 380-360 B.C., and this date has been generally accepted.74  Our paean is also

represented in an inscription from Ptolemais in Egypt (P) datable to the end of

the 1st century A.D.; an inscription from Macedonian Dion (D) datable to the 2nd

century A.D.; and fragments of an inscription in Athens (A) datable to the 1st or

2nd century A.D.75  Each of these witnesses offers a different text, though the

remains of A are almost completely consistent with P.  The problem of how to

relate these witnesses is difficult, but requires some discussion here, since we will

be interested in evaluating how the various versions of the poem’s refrain text

function in context.

Most scholars have assumed that P, A and D, while they are not attempts

slavishly to copy its text, nevertheless are derived from E.76  According to this

view, the differences between later versions and E are explained as

accommodations to the needs of local cult practice and myth.  For example, the

omission of §n gò at line 6 of P and D (A does not preserve enough of the line to

be of use here) has been explained as a suppression of the myth naming Thessaly

as Asclepius’ birthplace; this suppression is the product of an assumed “Athenian

recension” and was made in furtherance of the mythological claims of the nearby

cult site of Epidaurus.77  It should be noted that this account of the relationships

between the poem’s versions is not inconsistent with the hypothesis that E itself

represents an Erythraean alteration of an existing poem.  Indeed, it is the very

adaptability of this poem to the needs of diverse cultic contexts that probably

                                                  
74 Wilamowitz (1909) 37; Furley and Bremer (2001) 212f; Bülow (1929) 38.
75 Cf. Furley and Bremer (2001) 213.
76 Cf. Bülow (1929) 37; Käppel (1992) 372; Furley and Bremer (2001) 213; Rutherford
(2001) 69 n.6.
77 Bülow (1929) 36 and 44f dates the change to the 4th century.  But see Furley and
Bremer (2001) 213f for a skeptical view of this theory.
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accounts for its evident popularity.78

Not all scholars have accepted E as the source for the other versions.  Powell

has assumed that all the surviving versions are derived from an exemplar (now

missing) “doubtless of Thessalian origin and dialect”79; these versions are simply so

altered that the Thessalian forms have vanished.  There are different causes for

the alterations in each case: some changes were made to clarify syntax (e.g., D tª

FlegÊao); some were made in favor of more familiar forms (e.g., P eÈauge›); some

to create a more metrically consistent strophe (E passim).80  Of all the surviving

versions of the poem, it is E that receives the harshest treatment from Powell: its

writer added §n gò at line 6 because he could not understand tò Flegue¤& alone and

because he wished to create a closer responsion between the strophes; similarly,

he omitted ÉAkes≈ te polÊllitow for metrical reasons; he could not comprehend

A‡gla so he wrote ÉAgla¤a instead.  Finally, Powell rejects E’s fãow... dÒkimon at 22f

as a nonsensical corruption of ≤mçw... dok¤mouw.  While they may not have joined

Powell in so strong a condemnation of E, editors have often not accepted E’s

text.81

It is difficult to accept Powell’s assessment of E.  It relies upon an assumption

that is neither compelling in itself nor necessary to explain the case, i.e. that since

the poem’s subject matter is (in part) Thessalian, so must be its origin.

Furthermore, Powell’s arguments from sense are weak.  For example, if the

adjective Flegue¤& as applied to Asclepius’ mother made no sense to the writer of

                                                  
78 Cf. CA p. 138; Käppel (1992) 198.  But Käppel’s characterization of the poem as
“automasiert” is not called for.  The adaptability of the poem speaks to its
achievement as an individual composition.  In any case, genres do not compose
poems; people compose poems.
79 CA p. 138.
80 CA p. 136.
81 E.g., preference for P, D A‡gla in PMG, Käppel (1992), Furley and Bremer.  But
Powell does not join PMG’s approval of D FlegÊao at 6.
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E, why should it make any more sense applied to an interpolated (according to

Powell) gò?  For the reference to Phlegyas would be the same in both cases.

Finally, it simply more likely that the regular metrical structure of E (or something

like E) should be altered so as to accommodate local themes, than that the poem

should have begun life with the oddly infrequent metrical irregularities assumed

by Powell.82  Therefore, while Powell and other editors are probably correct not to

rely too heavily on E as an authority for the original text of the poem, we must

accept Bülow’s judgment that E stands as our best witness for the poem’s original

form.83  It is on this assumption that I base my discussion of the refrain’s function

in context, especially with regard to its use in the adaptation of local themes.

Scheme.  E is quite regular, with three equal stanzas of 9 lines each, of which

line 3 is a medial refrain and lines 7-9 serve as a terminal refrain.  All these refrains

are invariable throughout the poem.  PAD is less regular in its scheme.  An

additional stanza is appended to P which is metrically dissimilar to the first three

and which has neither medial nor terminal refrain.  Both the refrains found in E

do appear in the first three stanzas of PAD, but their forms are in several

instances slightly different from those in E, and they are not perfectly consistent.

The medial refrain varies between fi¢ Ã fi¢ paiãn84 and Ã fi¢ paiãn85; the terminal

refrain varies both in the case of Asclepius and his epithet (accusative or vocative)

and in the choice between the adjectives kleinÒtaton (-e) and semnÒtate.

Meter.  Again, only version E shows real regularity.  The stanza is comprised of

a string of dactyl feet interrupted once by an expanded hemiepes and medial

refrain, then is finished off, just prior to the terminal refrain, by catalexis: 4da | D2

                                                  
82 Cf. Keyßner (1934) 990.
83 Bülow (1929) 36.
84 P3 and 21; D3 (but fi¢ Ã fi¢ Ã fi¢ Paiãn D21); perhaps A21.
85 PD 12; perhaps A12.
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|| fi¢ paiãn || 4da | 4da | 3da^.  (It may be that line 6 of the stanza is meant to lend an

aeolic air, since it can be analyzed as ph.)  The terminal refrain starts off iambic,

but then takes on the dactylic character of the rest of the stanza, before being

finished off by the paean cry: 2ia | D || fi¢ paiãn.

The question of meter and scheme is more complicated in the case of PAD.

It is true that the alterations introduced do lead to a breakdown in the strophic

responsion that would otherwise have been inherited from E86, but the producers

of PAD show themselves not inattentive to meter, at least in the way they handle

the refrains.  We begin by asking why the paean cry that comprises the medial

refrain in PAD should be variable.  The instance of the medial refrain in the

second stanza is key.  Immediately before this refrain, PAD has added to E’s ka‹

Podale¤riow ±dÉ ÉIas≈ the new material ÉAskes≈ te polÊllitow.87  This addition

alters the original shape of the line from D2 to 5da– ≠–, assuming the same period

end between lines 11 and 12.  In order to maintain the dactylic rhythm of the line,

however, two further alterations have been made.  First, the pause at the end of

line 11 is removed, leaving 6 da.  Second, since the original paean cry of fi¢ paiãn

would leave a string of four breve syllables, that cry is augmented by an �.  The

result is an easily comprehensible 8 da^ for lines 11-12.

Two points can be made of this.  First, a refrain which had been more or less

metrically independent from its context in E (as shown by its treatment as a

separate period) has become in PAD an integral part of its metrical context.

Second, for PAD the medial refrain functions as a place holder, which he may

adjust according to the metrical needs of the stanza.  This is a clear indication that

the medial refrain is at the service of its context and not the other way around.

                                                  
86 West (1982) 141.
87 Only p]olÊllitow confirmed in A.
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We may reconstruct the process by which the medial refrain of PAD was

altered thus.  It seems clear that, once � had been added to line 12, it became

desirable to add it to the remaining two instances of the medial refrain, perhaps

for the sake of symmetry.88  This addition would, however, have consequences for

how these other two medial refrains fit their metrical contexts.  Once again, in

order to maintain the basic dactylic rhythm the crafty producer of P made an

addition, this time of two breve syllables fi°.  In this case the period end between

line 2 of the stanza and the medial refrain was kept.  To sum up, P inherited the

use of the paean cry fi¢ paiãn in this song from E, but this cry was altered in one

instance of the medial refrain for the metrical accommodation of new material in

the previous line.  Once the medial refrain was altered in one instance, the

remaining instances must be adjusted as well, but again with an eye toward the

immediate metrical context.

Besides the alterations to the medial refrain, PAD features an interesting

variation in how the name of Asclepius and epithet are handled in the terminal

refrain.  In E, Asclepius is called “most famous divinity”, the name and epithet

being cast in the accusative case ÉAsklapiÒn, da¤mona kleinÒtaton in all three

instances of the terminal refrain.  The use of the accusative case here has been

explained by Käppel as determined by the function of Asclepius as the direct

object of §geinato in line 4; the accusative is kept in the other three instances of

the terminal refrain simply out of a desire for consistency.89  But as I have shown

above, the accusative is commonly used for the content of refrains in lyric, and so

we may conclude that the author of E plays upon this convention by taking

                                                  
88 Cf. Keyßner (1934) 992, who hypothesizes an intermediary Athenian source for
PAD that achieved complete strophic symmetry.
89 Käppel (1992) 194f.  Wilamowitz (1909) 45 suggests the accusative is retained
“as if it were an interjection like �.”
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advantage of the case of ÉAsklapiÒn in one of its instances.  The alteration of case

in PAD could be explained by a simple desire for variation (cf. the replacement of

kleinÒtate by semnÒtate in the third stanza) but it is more likely due to the

judgment that the accusative treatment of Asclepius made sense only where he

functioned as a direct object.90

Theme.  The refrains often serve to articulate the poem into segments.  The

medial refrain at line 3 separates the initial address to Apollo and the koËroi from

the following relative clause (in the style of hymns), which introduces the topic of

Asclepius.  Asclepius is named in the accusative case within the terminal refrain,

begin syntactically linked with what goes before, and thus the refrain is not a

superficial addition to the strophe, but its climax.91  The second strophe is wholly

composed of another hymnic relative clause (this time with Asclepius as the

antecedent), and the terminal refrain marks it off as a discrete unit.  In the third

strophe, the medial refrain divides the general prayer for the city from the more

personal prayer for the singers (dÚw d’ ≤mçw, ktl).

There are two points at which the refrains interact with the non-refrain

context thematically.  The first is at the first instance of the medial refrain at line

3.  Here the refrain should almost certainly be understood as a quotation of the

paean cry that the youths are enjoined to sing in lines 1-2 paiçna klutÒmhtin ée¤sate

/ koËroi.  The second point of interaction is the use of the terminal refrain in its

first instance, already noted above, as a direct object of §ge¤nato at line 4.  It is

difficult to speak of either refrain as being consistently used at points of climax,

since the intervals between their appearances are so short.  As we shall see, this is

but one example of a tendency to provide “motivation” for refrains early on in the

                                                  
90 We may note also that D “over corrects” the first instance of the terminal
refrain to fihpaiçna ÉAsklhpiÒn.
91 Käppel (1992) 194.
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poems in which they appear.

§2.7 Macedonicus Paean (=IG II2 4473 + SEG xxiii (1968) 126; CA 138; K 41; FB 7.5)
MakedonikÚw ÉAmfipole¤thw
§po¤hsen toË yeoË prostãjant[ow].

DÆlion eÈfar°tran ZhnÚw gÒnon Ímne›tÉ érgurÒt[ojon]
eÎfroni yum«i eÈfÆmvi gl≈sshi fi¢ Paiãn

flkt∞ra klãdon §n palãmhi y°te kalÚn §la˝neon k[a‹ dãfnhw]
églaÚn ¶rnow, koËroi ÉAyhna¤vn fi¢ Paiãn

[ko]Ër[oi,] ême[mp]tow Ïmnow ée¤doi Lhto˝dhn ßkaton, M[ous«n] 5
klutÚn ≤g̀[em]on[∞a] fiØ Paiãn

§pitãrroyon ˜w pot[e ge¤]nato noÊsvn ka‹ brot°aw [élkt∞ra]
dÊhw ÉAsklhpiÚn eÎf[ron]a koËron: [fi]¢ Œ fi¢ Paiãn

tÚn d' énå Phliãdaw korufåw §d¤daje [t]°xnhn pç̀[san kru]-
f¤an K°ntaurow élej¤ponon merÒpessin [fi¢ Paiãn] 10

pa›da Korvn¤dow, ≥pion éndrãsi da¤mona semnÒta[ton fi¢ Paiãn.]
toË d' §g°nonto kÒroi Podale¤riow ±d¢ Maxãvn ÜEllh[sin kosmÆtore]

lÒgxhw fiØ Paiãn
±d' ÉIas∆ ÉAkes≈ te ka‹ A‡glh ka‹ Panãkeia, ÉHpiÒnhw p[a›dew sÁn]

éripr°ptvi ÑUgie¤ai. fiØ Paiãn 15
xa›re, broto›w m°g' ˆneiar, da›mon kleinÒtate, [fi¢] Œ [fi¢ Paiãn]
ÉAsklhpi°, sØn d¢ d¤dou sof¤an ÍmnoËntaw §w afi[e‹] y[ãllein]

§n biot∞i sÁn terpnotãthi ÑUgie¤ai: fiØ Paiã[n]
s≈izoiw d' ÉAty¤da Kekrop¤an pÒlin afi¢n §perxÒm[en]ow fi¢ Paiãn.
≥piow ¶sso, mãkar, stugeråw d' éperÊke noÊsou[w] fi¢ Œ fi¢ Paiãn. 20

Text.  The poem is from an inscription (IG II/III
2
 4473 + SEG xxiii (1968) 126)

found in the Athenian Asclepion, and is dated to the first century B.C. or A.D.92  I

present the text Furley and Bremer, who follow the arrangement of lines found in

the inscription.

Scheme.  In this poem we find three versions of the refrain, all of them based

on the paean cry: fi¢ paiãn (lines 2, 4, [10], [11], 19), fiØ paiãn (6, 13, 15, 18), fi¢ Œ fi¢

paiãn (8, 16, 20).  The scheme by which these refrains are arranged is not regular,

but the placement of the longest refrain version would seem to divide the poem
                                                  
92 Kirchner judged that the letter-forms could not be from later than the end of
the 1st century B.C.  Pordomingo Pardo (1984) 108f, based on the distribution of
similar names in -ikÒw (and of the Latin cognomen “Macedonicus”), concludes that
nothing prevents placing our author in the first century B.C. or A.D.
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into three basic divisions, for each of which it would serve as an terminal refrain.

Meter.  Apart from the refrains themselves, there is no discernable metrical

pattern for the poem, which is an astrophic string of dactylic feet and the

occasional hemiepes.  There is a tendency to end lines, especially immediately

before refrains, in a spondee; no instance of refrain is ever preceded by a dactyl.

In those cases where the non-refrain portion of a line ends in what seems to be a

hemiepes (11, 16, 19, 20), the following refrain is always one that begins fi¢, ensuring

a continuation of the dactylic rhythm and providing at last a spondaic ending.93

The refrain version fiØ paiãn, then, always follows a spondee.

Theme.  The first instance of the refrain (line 2) seems to be meant as a

quotation of what the koËroi are enjoined to sing in line 1 (Ímne›tÉ).  In general, the

refrains in this poem seem to represent spontaneous, intrusive cries.  Out of the

twelve instances of refrain, six interrupt sentences (lines 6-7, 8-9, 10-11, 11-12, 13-14,

16-17).  The variation of the refrain serves not only the meter and overall structure

of the poem; it also serves to represent dramatically the natural variation of

spontaneous, informal ritual cries outside the context of song.

I have suggested that the long version of the refrain divides the poem into

three parts resembling strophes.  One potential problem for this point of view is

the fact that the first and second instances of this long refrain interrupt units of

sense: it separates koËron and the relative tÚn at 8-9, and the epithet kleinÒtate and

its noun ÉAsklhpi° at 16-17.  If, then, we are to speak of strophe like divisions in

the poem, these divisions do not seem to correspond to units of sense.  But the

appearance of the long refrain version does seem to mark moments of climax: it

follows the first appearance of Asclepius’ name at line 8; interrupts kleinÒtate ...

ÉAsklhpi° at 16-17, again giving emphasis to the divine name; and the final instance

                                                  
93 Cf. Pordomingo Pardo (1984) 125.  She also sees a possible ph in fi¢ Œ fi¢ paiçn.
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follows the concluding prayer and makairismos.  In each of these cases, the

extended length of the refrain reflects a heightened sense of enthusiasm in

reaction to climactic moments in the poem.

The similarities between this poem and the Erythraean Paean to Asclepius, along

with the fact that both appear in the Athenian Asclepion, has naturally led

scholars to assume an influence.  Wilamowitz called Macedonicus’ poem a

“revision” of the earlier paean, while Bülow characterized Macedonicus as an

“imitator”.94  Besides the observed similarities with respect to the gods named in

both poems95 and their overall strucutre96, there are two points concerning the

refrains that, to my knowledge, have not thus far been observed.  First is

Macedonicus’ use of the epithets da¤mona semnÒtaton (11) and da›mon kleinÒtate (16)

immediately before refrains; these should remind us of the variation of the

terminal refrain found in Eryth. Pae. PAD.  da›mon kleinÒtate is especially

noteworthy, since it is in the same case as is used at PAD 21.  The second more

general point is that Macedonicus’ variation of his refrain between fi¢ (or fiØ) paiãn

and fi¢ Ã fi¢ paiãn greatly resembles the variation between the paean cry in the

medial and terminal refrains of Eryth. Pae. PAD.

§2.8 Philodamus, Paean in Dionysum (F-B 2.5; K 39; CA p.165-171)

                                                  
94 Wilamowitz (1909) 42f; Bülow (1929) 39 n.1.  If Wilamowitz is correct, and
Macedonicus has written for the Athenian Asclepius cult a revision of a paean
already existing in the Asclepion, one must ask what occasioned that revision.
One possibility is that a need was perceived for a version of the older paean,
presumably Eryth. Pae. A or something very similar, that would be even more
specifically linked to local cult practice.  (Cf. Furley and Bremer (2001) i.267, who
see Macedonicus’ mention of “suppliant bough” and “youths of the Athenians” at
lines 3f as references to an actual ceremony for which the song was intended.)
Given the formal differences between the two poems, Bülow’s characterization of
Macedonicus as an “imitator” (“Nachahmer”) seems a bit extreme.
95 Furley and Bremer (2001) ii.232.
96 Pordomingo Pardo (1984) 126.
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The poem is taken from an inscription found at Delphi and dated to 340/339

B.C. by a subscription naming Etymondas as archon.97  Since the subscription

records honors given to Philodamus of Scarpheia and his brothers for having

composed the paean, we may suppose it was composed not long before it was

inscribed.  I use Furley and Bremer’s text, which is based on Weil’s of 1895.

[.  .  .  .  .  .  .] DiyÊrambe, Bãkx',
e[Îie, taËre, k]ìs`s`o`xa›-
ta, BrÒmi', ±rina[›w flkoË
ta›sd'] flera›w §n Àraiw,
– EÈo› Œ fiÚ [bãkx', Œ fi¢ Paiã]n – 5
˘`n YÆbaiw pot' §n eÈ¤aiw
Zh[n‹] ge¤nat[o] kall¤paiw Yu≈na
pãntew d' [éyã]natoi xÒreu-
san, pãntew d¢ broto‹ x[ãren
sa›w, Œ B]ãkxie, g°nnaiw. 10
ÉI¢ Paiãn, ‡yi svtÆ[r,
eÎfrvn tãnde] pÒlin fÊlass'
eÈa¤vni sÁn [ˆlbvi.]

áÀn tÒte bakx¤aze m¢n
xy∆[n  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .] te Kãd- 15
mou Minuçn te kÒlp[ow EÎ-
bo]iã te kall¤karpow,
– EÈo› Œ fiÚ [Bãkx', Œ fi¢ Paiã]n –
pçsa d' ÍmnobruØw xÒreu-
en` [Delf«]n flerå mãkaira x≈ra: 20
aÈtÚw d' ésterÒen d°maw
fa¤nvn Delf¤si sÁn kÒrai[w
Parn]assoË ptÊxaw ¶staw.
ÉI¢ Paiãn, ‡yi sv[tÆ]r,
eÎfrvn [tãnde] pÒlin fÊlass' 25
eÈa¤vni sÁn ˆlbvi.

                                                  
97 The crucial dating of Etymondas’ archonship has been established in three
stages.  First, Vatin (1964) limited the possible years to two available gaps (as then
understood) in the Delphi archon list for 344/3 and 339/8.  Second, Marchetti
(1977) eliminated the gap for 344/3 and moved the remaining sequence of archons
back by one year up through 337/6, with the result that the gap previously assigned
to 339/8 was now reassigned to 340/39.  This gap required an archon’s name in the
genitive case 8 letters long.  Our third stage in the process of dating Etymondas
came when Stewart (1982, p.224, n.49) suggested the genitive ETUMONDA to fill
in the remaining gap for 340/39.  (For a fuller but still brief account of this
process, see Käppel (1992) 209.  For some reason, Furley and Bremer (2001) 124f
do not record Stewart’s critical contribution.)
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[Nukti]fa¢w d¢ xeir‹ pãl-
lvn s̀[°l]aw §ny°oiw [.  .  .  .  .  .]
troiw ¶molew muxoÁw [ÉEle]u-
s›now én' [ényem≈]deiw, 30
– EÈo› Œ fiÚ Bakx', Œ fi[¢ Paiã]n –
[¶ynow ¶ny'] ëpan ÑEllãdow
gçw é[mfÉ §]nna°taiw [f¤loiw] §p[Òp]taiw
Ùrg¤vn ıs¤[vn ÖIa]k-
xon [kle¤ei s]e: broto›w pÒnvn 35
Œij[aw ˜r]m̀on [êmoxyon.]
ÉI¢ Paiãn, ‡yi svtÆr,
e[Îfrvn] tãnde [pÒlin fÊla]ss'
eÈa¤vni sÁn ˆlbvi.

omit IV

[ÖE]n[yen é]p' Ùlb¤aw xyonÚw 53
Yes[sal¤aw] ¶kelsaw ês-
th t°menÒw t' ÉOlÊmpi[on 55
Pier]¤an te kleitãn
– EÈo› Œ fiÚ Bakx', [Œ fi¢ Pai]ãn –
MoËsai d' aÈt¤ka pary°noi
k[iss«i] stecãmenai kÊklvi se pçsai
m[°lcan] éyãna[to]n §w ée‹ 60
Paiçn' eÈkl°a t' Ù[p‹ kl°o]u-
sai, [ka]tçrje d' ÉApÒllvn.
ÉI¢ Paiã[n, ‡yi s]vtÆr,
[eÎ]frvn tãnde pÒlin fÊl[ass'
eÈa¤]vni sÁn ˆlbvi. 65

omit VI, VII, VIII

`
ÉEktel°sai d¢ prçjin ÉAm- 105
fiktÊonaw ỳ[eÚw] keleÊ-
ei tãxow, …[w ÑE]k̀ãbolow
m∞niǹ e[.  .] katãsxhi,
– EÈo› Œ [fiÚ B]akx', Œ fi¢ Paiãn –
de[›jai] d' §g jen¤oiw §te¤- 110
oiw ye«n fler«i g°nei suna¤mvi
tÒnd' Ïmnon, yus̀¤an te fa¤-
nein sÁn ÑEllãdow Ùlb¤aw
pa[nd]Æmoiw flkete¤aiw.
��ÉI¢ Paiãn, ‡yi svtÆr, 115
eÎ[fr]vn tãnde pÒlin fÊlass'
eÈa¤vni sÁn ˆlbvi.
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âV mãkar Ùlb¤a te ke¤-
nvn ge[neå] brot«n, égÆ-
rvn ém¤anton ì kt¤shi 120
naÚ[n ê]ǹak`[ti] Fo¤bvi,
– EÈo› Œ fiÚ Bakx', Œ fi¢ P[aiãn] –
xrÊseon xrus°oiw tÊpoiw
pa[.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .]n yea‹ ÉgkukloË[ntai
[.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .]dog, kÒman 125
dÉ ér̀ga¤nont' §l°fanti[nan
§n] d' aÈtÒxyoni kÒsmvi.
ÉI¢ Paiãn, ‡yi [svtÆr,]
eÎfrvn tãnde pÒlin fÊlass'
eÈa¤[vni] sÁn ˆlbvi. 130

Puyiãsin d¢ penyetÆ-
roiw [p]ropÒ̀[loiw] ¶taje Bãk-
xou yus¤an xor«n te pò[l-
l«n] kukl¤an ëmillan
– EÈo› Œ fiÚ Bakx', [Œ fi¢] Paiån – 135
teÊxein, èliofeg̀g°sin
d' é[nt]o[la›w] ‡son èbrÚn êgalma Bãkxou
§n [zeÊgei] xrus°vn leÒn-
tvn st∞sai, zay°vi te t[eË-]
jai ye«i pr°pon êntron. 140
ÉI¢ Paiã[n, ‡yi sv]tÆr,
eÎfrvn tãnde pÒl[in f]Êlass'
eÈa[¤vni] sÁn ˆlbvi.

ÉAllå d°xesye Bakx[iãs̀-
tan DiÒnus[on, §n d' égui-] 145
a›w ëma sÁg [xor]o›si k[i-
klÆiskete] kiss[ox]a¤taiw
– E[Èo]› Œ fiÚ Bakx', Œ fi¢ [Paiån] –
pçsan [ÑEl]lãd' én' Ù[lb¤]am
pan.....ete..pol..u...sta..naw..repi. 150
lv......n...io.e...kukli[
Xa›rÉ, ê]naj Ígie¤aw. 153
ÉI¢ Pa[iãn, ‡yi svtÆr,
eÎfrvn] tãnde pÒlin fÊlass' 155
[eÈa¤vni sÁn ˆlbvi.]

Scheme.  The poem is monostrophic with 12 strophes of 13 lines each.98 It

                                                  
98 If strophe 10 is an insertion (cf. Sokolowski (1936) 138f) then the refrain
obviously served to integrate it formally with the existing poem.
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features a medial refrain, comprising a succession of various cries, at strophe line

5, and an terminal refrain, made up of a paean cry and a brief prayer, at strophe

lines 11-13.  The medial refrain is treated as especially distinct in the inscription,

being set off from the non-refrain text by double points.99

Meter.  My analysis of Philodamus’ strophe follows closely Rainer’s:100

1 – ≠ ≠ – ≠ – ≠ – ch ia
2 – ≠ ≠ – ≠ – ≠ – ch ia
3 – ≠ ≠ – ≠ – ≠ – ch ia
4 – ≠ ≠ – ≠ – – || ch ia^
5 – – – ≠ ≠ – – ≠ ≠ – – || 3 io } medial refrain
6 – x – ≠ ≠ – ≠ – gl
7 – x – ≠ ≠ – ≠ – ≠ – – || gl ia^
8 – x – ≠ ≠ – ≠ – gl
9 – x – ≠ ≠ – ≠ – gl
10 – x – ≠ ≠ – – || ph
11 ≠ ≠ – – ≠ ≠ – – || 2 io }
12 – – – ≠ ≠ – ≠ – gl } terminal refrain
13 – – – ≠ ≠ – – || ph }

Both portions of the strophe, i.e. before and after the medial refrain at strophe

line 5, display a sense of rhythmic completion through the use of catalectic

measures corresponding to the immediately preceding acatalectic context (1-4: ch

ia / ch ia / ch ia / ch ia^; 6-10: gl / gl ia^  / gl / gl / ph).  This, taken together with the

hiatus observed at lines 108 (katãsxhi: eÈo›) and 121 (Fo¤bvi: eÈo›), justifies

analyzing the medial refrain certainly, and the terminal refrain probably, as

separate periods.101  The mmeter of the medial refrain is potentially ambiguous,

but Rainer argues that the unambiguous ionic dimeter of the first line of the

terminal refrain confirms Weil’s original analysis of the medial refrain as an ionic

                                                  
99 Cf. graphical treatment of refrains in Macedonicus Paean.
100 Rainer (1975) 180f.  Rainer himself admits that his identification of lines 1-3 of
the strophe as choriambic dimeters, following Wilamowitz (1921) 242f, is but a
matter of convenience.
101 Rainer (1975) 181f.
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trimeter whose initial two shorts have been replaced with a long.102  Rainer sees

this metrical ambiguity of the medial refrain to contribute to a metrical continuity

throughout the strophe, which together with the catalectic force of the final

pherecratean, speaks to the refrains’ full metrical integration with the stanza.103

The longer terminal refrain is metrically interesting in that it differs from the

medial refrain not only in its relative complexity, but also in the way that it recalls

the meters that precede it in the strophe.  Its pattern of ionic, glyconic and

pherecratean cola would seem to encapsulate the ionics of the medial refrain and

the following glyconics and pherecratean of the second half of the non-refrain

portion of the strophe.  In this way, the terminal refrain reflects within its own

structure the relationship between refrain and stanza displayed in the preceding

context.  We may note that this metrical encapsulation in the terminal refrain is

reinforced by the thematic pattern of its content.  Its ionic cola contain the brief,

undeveloped sentiment we expect in a paean refrain; most particularly it echoes

the ritual cries of the medial refrain.  The latter part of the terminal refrain

resembles thematically the latter half of the stanza in that it contains a more

developed theme, corresponding to what we would expect in the stanza portion of

a paean.  Indeed, this terminal refrain could stand alone as a fully developed, if

brief, example of a strophe (with refrain) of a literary paean.

Theme.  My thematic analysis of Philodamus’ refrains falls under three

headings: the character of the refrains themselves, the function of the refrains

within Philodamus’ overall project, and the ways in which these refrains are typical

examples of lyric refrain functionality.

                                                  
102 Rainer (1975) 184; Weil (1895) 411.  Cf. Wilamowitz (1921) 242f on the metrical
ambiguity of the medial refrain.
103 Rainer (1975) 184 with n.360.  This in contrast to Maas’ judgment (RE 19.2.2443)
that the poem’s refrains are superficially appended.
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We may compare Philodamus’ terminal refrain to the brief paean prayers

discussed earlier that consist of a paean cry tied closely to a brief sentence of

prayer104, e.g. Sophocles Philoctetes 827ff:

ÜUpnÉ ÙdÊnaw édaÆw, ÜUpne dÉ élg°vn,
eÈa¢w ≤m›n

¶lyoiw, eÈa¤vn eÈa¤vn, Œnaj:
ˆmmasi dÉ ént¤sxoiw

tãndÉ a‡glan, ì t°tatai tanËn.
‡yi ‡yi moi pai≈n.

Käppel has said of Philodamus’ terminal refrain that it has “perfectly

concentrated the principle of construction of the paean genre into the minimal

space of three verses.”  While we may not go so far as Käppel (whose judgment is

based on his functional reconstruction of “paean”), Philodamus’ terminal refrain is

striking in its apparent completeness as an independent prayer.105  Rainer has

related the length of the terminal refrain to that of certain refrains found in

dramatic lyric, and suggests the possibility that this may, along with similarities of

vocabulary and phraseology, point to a particular dependence of Philodamus upon

Euripides.106

Also noted by Rainer is the word order within the terminal refrain.  The

balancing of fi¢ paiãn and ‡yi svtÆr in the first line, and the bracketing of tãnde

pÒlin and sÊn in the second and third lines, reinforce the “syntactical symmetry”

                                                  
104 Cf. CHAPTER 4, §2.
105 Käppel (1992) 231.  This “principle of construction” (“Konstructionsprinzip”) is
simply an accumulation of the various ingredients considered by Käppel to be
essential to the paean genre: the paean cry (fi¢ paiãn); the naming of the aspect
(svtÆr) in which the god is addressed; the mood of the address (indicated by
eÎfrvn); the imperative prayer (fÊlasse); the naming of the intended recipient of
health (tãnde pÒlin); and the description of the condition accompanying health
(eÈa¤vni sÁn ˆlbvi).  See Käppel (1992) 62-65 for a summary of his functional view,
and 72-74 for a summary of its concommittent formal elements.
106 Rainer (1975) 187f and 211f.  But cf. 255f, where he admits that, in the case of
Philodamus’ use of the refrain form, “cult poetry may be the determining factor.”
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which he sees as characteristic of the poem as a whole.107  The terminal refrain

also participates in the mixing of dialects found throughout the poem:

“Doricized” tãnde, “epic-ionic” fÊlasse.108  This close relationship between refrain

and the poem as a whole is also apparent in the progression in each strophe from

the juxtaposed cries of the medial refrain to the paean cry of the terminal refrain.

This progression reflects the overall project of the poem to introduce the worship

of Dionysus within an Apolline context.109

Concerning the two cries used in the medial refrain, it is important to note

their parallel use110: fiÚ Bãkxe is associated with Dionysus as fi¢ paiãn is associated

with Apollo; fiÚ Bãkxe bears a superficial resemblance to fi¢ paiãn with its initial

exclamatory particle, and is also metrically equivalent; both cries are similarly

resistant to etymology, and probably capable of sustaining a variety of

denotations; and both cries, in one form or another, have a literary pedigree that

includes use in refrains.111  In as much as Dionysus can be said to have a “paean

cry” of his own, it is the iobacchus cry.  Käppel may be correct in his suggestion

that the use of the cry in this poem is the result of a conscious attempt to bridge

the two genres of paean and dithyramb112: I argue elsewhere that the refrain form

may have been a common feature of “old style” literary dithyramb.113

                                                  
107 Rainer (1975) 203f; cf. 197ff.
108 Rainer (1975) 210f.
109 Käppel (1992) 232 sees a similar progression at work, at least in the first
strophe; but, as I make clear below, I do not agree with him that the progression
is one of generic surprise and disappointment.
110 Cf. Käppel (1992) 225 with n.80.  But it is unnecessary to guess with Käppel
that later attested forms like fiobãkxow depend upon the use of the “shortened
form” of fiÒ in this poem.  For that matter, it is unnecessary to speak of fiÒ as a
“shortening of fi≈) or fi° as a shortened form of fiÆ: we are simply dealing with paris
of alternative forms.
111 Both paiçn and fiÒbakxow are used as genre names as well, cf. Heph. p. P. 15.9.  It
is likely that the fiÒbakxow was distinguished by the presence of the cry fiÚ Bãkxe or
something similar, if not the use of this cry in a refrain specifically.
112 Käppel (1992) 243.
113 Cf. APPENDIX 1.
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Now we turn to consider the refrains’ contribution to Philodamus’ overall

project: to introduce the worship of Dionysus within an Apolline context.114

Besides its identification of Dionysus as “Paean”, the poem is surprising in that it

appears to be meant for performance at the theoxenia festival.  We are told in

lines 110-112 that Apollo commands the Amphictyones to “set forth this song

(tÒnde Ïmnon) at the yearly banquet of hospitality (§g jen¤oiw §te¤oiw) for the holy,

kindred race of the gods (ye«n fler«i g°nei suna¤mvi).”115  The theoxenia was held

during the month of Theoxenios (March/April); thus the reference to spring at

line 3f (±rina›w §n Àraiw).116  This placement of the song in spring is striking, given

the usual practice whereby the worship of Dionysus at Delphi was assigned to

winter, while worship of Apollo occupied the balance of the year.117  It is

important to note that the Paean does not present itself as a prayer that Dionysus

remain at Delphi oast the end of winter; it is an invitation for the god to come to

Delphi from elsewhere, and thus the song does not “extend the Dionysiac cult

from winter into spring.”118  Instead, it seems to be an attempt to identify the

worship of Dionysus with that of Apollo.  To this we may compare the

identification of the two gods themselves evident in a statue from the west

pediment of the sixth temple of Apollo, i.e. the temple whose construction is

referred to in our present poem.  This statue presents Dionysus dressed and posed

in such a way as strongly to resemble Apollo as cithairode.119

                                                  
114 Obviously I disagree with position of Rainer (1975) 172 that “the portrayal of
Dionysus was a secondary consideration, subordinate to the primary purpose of
the paean which was to impress upon the people of Greece the necessity of
completing the construction of Apollo’s sanctuary.”  Cf. Käppel (1992) 217f.
115 Furley and Bremer (2001) i.122 in their English translation seem to construe (as
does Käppel (1992) 221) suna¤mvi as an independent substantive “brother”; but this
interpretation is explicitly rejected in their note to the Greek text at ii.77.
116 Käppel (1992) 209f; Furley and Bremer (2001) ii.60.
117 Furley and Bremer (2001) i.126f.
118 Pace Furley and Bremer (2001) i.127.
119 Stewart (1982) 209.
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In this context of religious syncretism, it is not surprising to find instances in

Philodamus Paean where generic ambiguities are exploited.  Still, it is possible for

the issue of generic ambiguity to be over-emphasized.  Furley and Bremer, in their

comment on the first appearance (line 5) of the medial refrain with its cry Œ fi¢

paiãn, note that, “from the first lines [of the poem] on the audience had expected

this song to be a dithyramb, now it turns out to be a paean.”120  Though they do

not make it clear, they are probably thinking of of the initial address to Dionysus

in line 1 as DiyÊrambe and the other distinctly Dionysian epithets found in the first

three lines: BãkxÉ, k]issoxa›ta, BrÒmiÉ.121  That, at least, is the reasoning offered by

Käppel, who also judges that, after the poem’s first few lines, the audience must

have expected to hear a dithyramb.122  In fact, Käppel sees a specific progression

within Strophe I by which an expectation for the dithyrambic genre is established

in the audience (lines 1-4); that expectation is confused by the paeanic elements of

the medial refrain (line 5); and the original generic expectations are ultimately

disappointed by the inescapably paeanic terminal refrain.  This progression of

generic perceptions in Strophe I is important for Käppel because it is the first

stage in a corresponding religious progression whereby Dionysus comes to be

genuinely identified as “Paean” by poem’s end.123

But it seems very unlikely that the audience would actually be confused or

disappointed concerning the poem’s genre.  The composition of the chorus, their

manner of dancing, the instrumental accompaniment and the music itself would

be manifest from (at least) the first line of the poem.  The fact that the poem was

composed at the command of an oracle, and that Philodamus and his brothers

                                                  
120 Furley and Bremer (2001) i.61.
121 Also e[Îie and [taËre] if Weil and Vollgraff happen to be correct in their
supplements.
122 Käppel (1992) 224f.
123 Käppel (1992) 232.
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were honored by the Delphians for providing them the means by which to satisfy

the oracle’s demands, make it rather incredible to suppose that the audience was

in the dark concerning what kind of song they were about to hear.  In fact, if

Pomtow’s supplements to the prose subscription are anywhere near correct124, it

seems that the oracle specified the genre of the poem as well as its addressee: [§pei

FilÒdamow ka‹ to‹ édelfo]‹ tÚm paiçna tÚn §w tÚn DiÒnuson [§po¤hsan...?...katå tå]n

mante¤an toË yeoË §pagge¤lat[o].

All this is not to say that generic ambiguity between dithyramb and paean is

never exploited in the poem.  The most striking example of this is found in

Strophe V, where Philodamus takes the “quasi-dramatic” function commonly

found in lyric refrains and adapts it to his overall project of situating the worship

of Dionysus within a previously Apolline context.  In this strophe, Dionysus has

arrived at Pieria beneath Mount Olympus and is received by the Muses, who sing

and dance in his honor under the leadership of Apollo. 125  Scholars have long
                                                  
124 SIG3 270.  Furley and Bremer (2001) ii.57, n.8 note parallel examples of Delphic
honors for poets in SIG3 447-452.
125 My reading of the passage depends in part upon the supplement é]pÉ at line 53.
This is the reading of Vollgraf (followed by Furley and Bremer), who rejects the
supplement §]pÉ of Weil’s editio princeps of 1895.  (This reading of Weil’s is
actually found not in the main body of his article in BCH _____, but in the
appended notes on page 548 of the same volume.)  Vollgraf’s argument is twofold:
first, he points out the difficulties of taking k°llv with §p¤ + genitive in the sense
desired by Weil (“you arrived at the blessed land, Thessaly”); second, he disputes
the appropriateness of Ùlb¤aw xyonÒw as applied to Thessaly.  Käppel (1992) 243, n.
149 attempts to defend Weil’s supplement by simply having §]pÉ take the
accusative object êsth at 54f, but he does not address Vollgraf’s second point.  In
light of Furley and Bremer’s suggestion ad loc. that Ùlb¤aw xyonÒw would be very
appropriate for Eleusis, and their observations concerning the likely itinerary for
Dionysus in the poem, Vollgraf’s supplement seems superior.

A separate question is that of the reference of t°menÒw te ÉOlÊmpion at line 55.
That it simply referred to the region of Mount Olympus was suggested by
Fairbanks (1900) 39, 146 and followed by, among others, Powell CQ 8 (1914) 288
and Käppel (1992) 244, n. 151.  Vollgraff’s elaborate suggestion (1924, 192ff) that
the reference is to Olympia at Dion in Macedonia, and that it is an hommage to
Macedonia and Alexander, is unnecessary given the Olympian association of the
Muses.
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recognized the pivotal importance of Strophe V as a parallel for Philodamus’ own

poem.  Fairbanks and Vollgraf have limited themselves to the observation that the

Muses, like Philodamus, desire to identify Dionysus as “Paean”; both inset song

and frame share the same poetic and religious project.126

Many instances of the refrains in this poem seem to be dramatically motivated

by their immediate contexts.  In several cases the refrains seem to be used as

“quotations” of the singing or shouting described in the non-refrain context: the

second instance of the medial refrain (line 18) would seem to be identical to that

which is shouted (baxx¤aze) by Thebes and Euboea in the second strophe (15-17);

again in strophe 12, the medial refrain seems to be the content of the singing

enjoined (sÁg[xor]o›s̀i k[iklÆiskete]) at 146f127; and when we are told in strophe 5

that the Muses, under Apollo’s direction, sing a paean (58-62), the immediately

following instance of the terminal refrain seems to stand in for their song.128  In

other places the refrains, while not explicitly referred to in the immediate context,

do nevertheless appear motivated or justified by the description of a musical

performance.  Such is the case in strophe 11, where the medial refrain interrupts a

sentence describing the establishment of circular (dithyrambic?) choruses at the

Pythia (129-136)129; also the terminal refrain in strophe 1 closely follows pãntew dÉ

                                                  
126 This is implicit in Fairbanks (1900) 146: “We are not to forget that the present
hymn is a paean at a festival of Apollo, but performed in honor of Dionysus.”
Vollgraf (1924) 198  is more explicit in drawing the parallel, though he probably
goes too far when he suggests that the Muses’ address of Dionysus as “Paean”
reflects the poet’s desire to identify Dionysus with Apollo.  Cf. Furley and Bremer
(2001) ii, 72f with reference to Strophe V: “There is no reason to talk of
syncretism, as Apollo retains his identity and his prerogatives.”
127 Käppel is incorrect when he states that this injunction to sing is unique within
paean: cf. fi∞te at Pi. Pae. 6.121.
128 It may also be possible to take tÒndÉ Ïmnon at 112 to refer to one or both of the
refrains.
129 This interruption cannot be called, as Käppel (1992, 254, n. 185) calls it, “die
Einbindung des Methymnions in der Satz.”  The effect is one of overflowing
enthusiasm, not of reconciliation of cry with narrative.
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[éyã]natoi [x]Òreusan (8f.).130

In at least one instance, a refrain is used to emphasize a moment of emotional

climax.  As Marcovich has pointed out, in strophe 9 Apollo orders the

Amphictyones to rebuild his temple at Delphi quickly “that the Far-shooter keep

his anger far away” …[w ÑE]k̀abÒlow / m∞niǹ •[kåw] katãsxhi (107f).131  There

immediately follows an instance of the medial refrain, and then the commands of

the god resume.  This interruption of Apollo’s commands by the medial refrain,

along with the ecstatic character of the refrain (especially the exclamation eÈo›),

suggests that the refrain is serving a dramatic function here as well.  Specifically, it

expresses relief or hope that the god’s anger will be kept distant.

It is impossible to tell whether one ritual cry present in the medial refrain is

influencing the precise form of another.132  Most likely the Œ could be appended to

any number of such cries, perhaps simply for metrical purposes (as I have

demonstrated above for its use in the P version of Eryth. Pae.).  Käppel is correct

to point out that in using a form of the iacchus cry in the medial refrain,

Philodamus is following established literary tradition rather than any cult practice

at Delphi that identified Iacchus with Dionysus.133  If the content of Philodamus’

medial refrain is determined by literary rather than subliterary practice, it is likely

that the use of the refrain form itself is also taken from literary tradition.  If the

use of the refrain form in this poem were a conservative reflection of similar forms

used in Delphic cult song, we would not expect Philodamus to place his
                                                  
130 This would go against Käppel (1992, 248f.), who suggests the end refrain is not
related to its non-refrain context until strophe 5.  Another instance could be
indicated in the admittedly quite fragmentary strophe 6.  There the medial refrain
occurs in close proximity to fiaxån in line 69.  I do not agree with Käppel (1992,
251) that fiaxån must refer to fiÆ specifically.
131 Marcovich (1975) 168.
132 Käppel (1992, 225) sees the use of Œ in conjunction with the iobacchus cry as an
analog to its use with the paean cry.
133 Käppel (1992) 239.
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Iacchus/Dionysus identification here, where we should expect instead that which

is most traditional.

The appearance of the cry fiÚ BãkxÉ is best explained not by Dionysus’ role as

“rescuer” at Eleusis134, but instead by the way it appears to have been used in a

manner parallel with the use of the paean cry:

Käppel bases his argument that Philodamus’ poem is a paean, not a dithyramb,

on the assumptions that the refrain form is special the paean genre and that there

are no refrains in dithyramb.  As we have seen, these are false assumptions.  It

follows that Käppel’s other point, that the original audience must be disappointed

on a formal level, since they were expecting a dithyramb without refrain, is false as

well.

§2.9 Aristonous, Paean

Scheme.  The scheme is straightforward.  There are twelve strophes of four

lines, each with the refrain in its concluding line.  While all strophes are metrically

equivalent (though not identical: gl” replaces gl at line 2; there is resolution at 37135)

there is an alternation in the version of the refrain used.  fiØ fi¢ paiãn is used in all

odd numbered strophes, » fi¢ paiãn in all even numbered strophes.  We may relate

this very regular variation in the terminal refrain to the compound refrains we see

in Eryth. Pae. and Philodamus.

Meter.  Both versions of the refrain occupy all but the first one or two syllables

of the pherecratean that concludes each strophe.  The two refrain versions are not

interchangeable, since they each have a slightly different metrical shape: fiØ fi¢ paiãn

                                                  
134 Käppel believes it is this role as “rescuer” that qualifies Dionysus for inclusion
within a paean.  This is in line with his functional, rather than formal, approach to
the question of genre.
135 Cf. West (1982) 141.
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≠— ≠≠— —  vs. » fi¢ paiãn — ≠≠— —.  The refrain shows itself, therefore, to be doubly

integrated within its metrical context: first, in that it does not constitute a

separate period; second, in that it is metrically flexible.  Within the context of the

largely glyconic strophe, the refrain serves as a catalectic conclusion.

Theme.  The first instance of the refrain interrupts the first sentence of the

poem, emphasizing the naming of Apollo, which immediately follows.  In the

remaining instances, the refrain comes in between what are more or less complete

units of sense.  At no point is it necessary to take the refrain as motivated

dramatically by its context.  Such a motivation could, however, be operating after

the mention of the sounds of the lyre at 15f., as well as after the brief mention of

Apollo being sent to Python at 19f., where it is conceivable that the common

etymology of the paean cry from ·hmi, which we know from elsewhere, is being

alluded to.136

§2.10 Archilochus fr. 324

Scheme.  We have only one instance of the refrain; this stands as the first

line of a 3-line strophe.  The context, however, makes it clear that the refrain

tÆnella kall¤nike is to be repeated three times in the course of the song, each

time in conjunction with a strophe.137

Meter.  West analyzes the strophe, including the refrain, 2iaˆ| quasi-ith || 3ia

||.138  The refrain would seem, then, at least somewhat integrated within its

metrical context.

                                                  
136 Call. h. Ap. 103f.  Cf. Rutherford ZPE 88 (1991) 1-10, who argues that “this
Pythoctonia-aetiology of the paean-cry is probably at least as old as the 5th
century.”
137 See my discussion in CHAPTER 2 of Eratosthenes’ comment on this song as
reported in schol. vet. Pi. O.9.1ff.
138 He notes the “distinct affinity with the refrain of the Dictaean Hymn”, which
he analyzes 2iaˆ | ith | 4trˆ || hi | ith ||, p.148.
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Theme.  The cry tÆnella is, as we saw in Chapter 2, explained in the scholia

to Pi. O.9.1ff. as a vocalization adopted by Archilochus to imitate the rhythm and

tone of a cithara, the occasion being the absence of an accompanist.  The story

concerning Archilochus seems an obvious invention, but the scholiast may be

right in his identification of the cry as an imitation of a musical instrument.139

Whether we take tÆnella as a musical imitation or simply as a meaningless cry, its

place alongside kall¤nike in this refrain is assured by Birds 1762, and its purpose

would seem to be to express excitement and joy.  If we do accept that the cry is a

musical imitation, this would serve as another example (along with Campbell 931L)

of sound imitation in a refrain, and of the more general tendency to use refrain as

a means of injecting into a poem a dramatic reference to musical performance.

§2.11 Pindar fr. 128e (=Threnus 5) (a) + (b)

The remains are extremely fragmentary, but there survive on separate papyrus

scraps what appear to be two instances of the same refrain comprising at least

three papyrus lines.  It is impossible to ascertain the meter, though what remains

is compatible with dactylo-epitrite.  All that can be said concerning scheme is that

one instance of the refrain is followed by six lines of papyrus, and so if the refrain

comes at the end of strophes or triads this would be the minimum distance

between instances.

Despite the fragmentary nature of the poem, the gist of the refrain is clear.  It

contains a command (to the chorus?) to shout out a shrill cry of woe (ˆryion

fiãlemon...keladÆsate).  We may compare this to the exhortation to the chorus of

                                                  
139 We may compare this to the similar, yet apparently independently arrived at,
explanation for the same cry offered by the scholiast to Aristophanes Birds 1762,
who says the cry is an imitation of “some kind of voice of a note on a pipe” (fvn∞w
kroÊmatow aÈloË poiçw).
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Campbell 931L to “go”, and to the general tendency to use the refrain to present

thematic material relating to performance.  As in the case of the paean and

hymenaeus, the refrain here seems to be used to incorporate sub-literary (perhaps

even unmusical) material, a cry of mourning, within a literary poem.

§2.12 Bacchylides fr. *18

We are given no context for this refrain, which is quoted at Heph. p. P. §7.3

(Consbruch p.71) as an example of §pifyegmatikÒn along with the refrain of

Bacchylides fr. *19.  We note that this is very unlike most of our surviving lyric

refrains in that it contains a theme developed over 2 sentences.  Probably this

refrain is one of a very few in extant ancient Greek lyric that provide the basic

theme for the poem in which it appears.140

The meter is iambic.  It is impossible to guess at the scheme.

The asyndeton between the two sentences of the refrain may indicate a

dramatic pause, perhaps even a change of speaker.  Also notable is the lack of a

connective in the first sentence, which may (assuming it is not due to an alteration

of the original quotation) indicate that the refrain as a whole is not linked

syntactically to its non-refrain context.

Smyth assumes that the refrain “was delivered by the chorus after the strophe

had been sung by a single voice.”141  This theory for the original performance

mode, though it is common enough among modern scholars, cannot be supported

from the text at hand.  The only possible indication of a change of speaker in the

refrain as we have it is the asyndeton already mentioned above.  It seems, then,

                                                  
140 Cf. the refrain y°lv, y°lv man∞nai at Anacreontea 9.3,9,19 (West), which serves
as the basic theme of the poem, upon which are based the detailed elaborations
found in the intervening lines.
141 Smyth (1900) cxi.
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that if there was an actual change of speaker during the performance of the poem,

the division of labor between performers was much more complicated than Smyth

(and the other scholars who have suggested a divided performance model for

refrains in general) have imagined.  In the absence of any positive external

evidence for such a divided performance, it seems best to assume a single

performer that is capable of representing a multiplicity of dramatic voices.

§2.13 Bacchylides fr. *19

Scheme.  The refrain, which consists of an extended sentence, stands as the

sixth and seventh lines of a 7-line strophe.  The refrain’s position at the end of the

strophe is assured by the presence of paragraphoi.

Meter.  Maehler analyses the refrain of this poem as anacl | anaclˆ ba |||.  It is

impossible to ascertain the metrical context, though there are preserved a few

snatches that are consistent with ionic meter.

Syntax.  This refrain is unique among all our primary non-dramatic lyric

refrain texts in that it is connected to its context syntactically by the particle d°.

This is in part explained by the fact that this refrain serves as narrative consequent

to action in the preceding strophe.

Theme.  Whereas the refrain of Bacchylides fr. *18 seems to be a general

proposition that we can imagine is illustrated in its non-refrain context, this

refrain does not look like an overriding theme.  Here the general theme is

developed in the non-refrain context, as shown by the string of insults apparently

directed to the addressee in the preceding context: he is called “deceiver and

whisperer... perjured” (apat[h]w ka‹ c¤yu[row... §p]¤orkow, 6f.) in the single surviving,

fragmentary strophe.  These direct characterizations are then illustrated by the

narrative detail that follows in the refrain: “You, with your one tunic, flee to your
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dear woman.”  It may be that the refrain in its first instance simply relates the

outcome of an embarrassing situation described in the first (missing) strophe.  In

that case, its repetition throughout the remainder of the poem, juxtaposed to new

material not immediately related to the refrain’s narrative theme, would have an

increasingly humorous effect.

§2.14 Hymnus Curetum

This poem appears in an inscription found at Palaikastro, in the old Minoan

town, at the temple of Dictaean Zeus.142  Though the stone on which it appears is

only about half preserved, the odd fact that the same poem has been inscribed on

both sides of the same stone (it appears that the second copy was made due to the

poor quality of the first) has allowed an almost full restoration of the text.143

While the stone itself seems to have been inscribed in the third century A.D., the

orthography confirms a date for the poem’s composition in the fourth or third

century B.C.144  I use West’s text; all line numbers are for his edited text.

We find that, once again, the refrain has been graphically treated in the

inscription.145  In the fair copy on the “face” of the stone, a space (about three

letters’ worth) is inserted after each surviving instance of the refrain (lines 6, 16,

46).  A mark of punctuation (∞) precedes the second instance of the refrain (line

11).  The state of the stone does not allow us to observe the beginnings of the

remaining instances of the refrain, but it seems likely that a similar mark preceded

each of them.  There is no such mark preceding the first instance of the refrain;

one presumes this is so because it opens the poem and thus does not need to be

                                                  
142 Bosanquet (1908-9) 339.
143 Bosanquet (1908-9) 340f.
144 West (1965) 151.
145 My observations are taken from the photographs at ABSA 15 (1908-9) plate
XX.
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set off from any preceding non-refrain text.  The graphical treatment is less

elaborate on the “back” of the stone.  Here, there is no evidence of a mark

preceding any instance of the refrain.  The refrain text is, however, clearly

distinguished from the non-refrain text of the poem: “The engraver of the Back

set out his copy so as to cover the whole surface, beginning a fresh line for each

stanza and each repetition of the refrain.”146

Scheme.  Here we have the sole example among our primary non-dramatic lyric

texts of a refrain that is larger than the stanzas in its poem.  Indeed, it resembles

nothing so much as a complete song repeated over and over, each repetition being

separated by inserted material.

Syntax.  Very notable is the fact that, in at least one place, the non-refrain

portion of the song is syntactically dependent upon the refrain.  molpò, the last

word of the refrain at line 6, serves as the antecedent of the relative pronoun tån

in line 7.

Meter.  The refrain is iambic-aeolic, analyzed by West as 2iaˆ | ith | 4trˆ || hi | ith

||.  West compares this to the meter of the hymn to Heracles preserved in

Archilochus fr. 324 and suggests that, “the Cretan poet has evidently incorporated

something of a traditonal cult acclamation.”147  At the same time, the stanza of

our poem may also show signs of great antiquity, being composed of ionic

dimeters, a measure that has been linked to cultic song.148  The close repetitions

                                                  
146 Bosanquet (1908-9) 346.
147 West (1982) 148.
148 West (1982) 124, 142.  While most of the stanzas are based on ionics a maiore
(—  —  ≠  ≠), the last stanza changes to a minore (≠  ≠  —  —).  Farley and Bremer (2001)
ii, 3 suggest that this swith “will have been intentional and expressive, to underline
the importance of the last stanza.”  They also point out that “in Greek poetry of
the fifth c. B.C. ionici a minore were associated with processional songs.”  One may
add that the coincidence of a processional meter in the last stanza with its theme
of vigorous motion (yÒre, etc.) would be suggestive of some kind of mobile
performance, were it not for the line 9f: stãntew ée¤domen teÚn émf‹ bvmÒn.
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of yÒre in lines 57-60, being set in ionic meter, may thus represent a very old

charm or prayer.149

Theme.  As noted above, the refrain of the Hymn resembles a more or less

complete hymn in itself150: Zeus is named Kouros (line 1), named once with

reference to his father (KrÒneie, 2)151; his function as leader of the gods is

mentioned in what seems to be a standard hymnic relative clause (gçn ˘w b°bakew,

ktl, 3f.)152; and we may compare xa›re moi... g°gayi molpò to a similar link between

greeting and prayer involving the present song expressed in the Homeric

Hymns.153

There is at least one place in non-refrain portion of the Hymn where the

speakers (the Curetes) describe their own musical performance:

tãn toi kr°komen pakt¤si
me¤jantew ëmÉ aÈlo›sin
ka‹ stãntew ée¤domen teÚn
émf‹ bvmÚn eÈerk∞.

                                                  
149 Cf. West (1965) 157f., where yÒre is taken to refer to the “springing up” of plant
life, which the command hopes to achieve in this, a rite of fertility.  Cf. also
Harrison (1908-9) 337, who remarks that this use of yÒre “lands us straight in the
heart of primitive magic.”
150 Cf. the similar appearance of the longer of the surviving paean refrains, e.g.
those of Pi. Pae. 2 and Philodamus Paean ad Dionysum.
151 But he is never named directly in the poem, and this stands out from the usual
practice of traditional Greek hymnody.  Cf. Furley and Breemer (2001) ii, 5.
152 Cf. West (1965) 151, on his emendation of gçn ˘w for gãnow at line 3: “I avoid the
difficult noun, supply the essential qualification of b°bakew, and restore the whole
ephymnion to normal invocation structure with its typical relative clause following
the vocative.”  Furley and Bremer’s suggestion (2001, ii, 8f) that the inscription’s
pagkrat¢w gãnouw be read pagkrat¢w gãnow (“almighty splendour”) is no more
satisfying in terms of grammar than West’s reading.  Furthermore, while they may
be correct in pointing out difficulties in West’s assumption that the upsilon in the
inscription’s gãnouw is the result of a misread breathing mark in the cutter’s hand
copy, Furley and Bremer provide no account of their own for the letter’s
appearance.
153 Cf. h. Hom. 13.3 xa›re yeå ka‹ tØnde sãou pÒlin, êrxe dÉ éoid∞w; h. Hom. 14.6 ka‹ sÁ
m¢n oÏtv xa›re yea¤ yÉ ëma pçsai éoidª; h. Hom. 16.5 ka‹ sÁ m¢n oÏtv xa›re ênaj: l¤tomai
d° sÉ éoidª; h. Hom 19.48 = h. Hom. 21.5 ka‹ sÁ m¢n oÏtv xa›re ênaj, ·lamai d° sÉ éoidª.
Also cf. Furley and Bremer (2001) ii, 5.
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We may conclude that the substance of this performance is the content of the

refrain of the Hymn.  Once again, the material set within the refrain form is

treated dramatically as a quotation.  This dramatic treatment of the refrain text

early in the Hymn suggests a desire to provide motivation for the continuance of

the refrain throughout the rest of the poem.154

If daimÒnvn at line 4 includes the Curetes themselves155 then the term èg≈menow

may refer to (among other things) Zeus’ role as the honorary chorus leader for the

present poem.

§2.15 Campbell 931L = SLG  S460-462, S465 = P. Oxy. 2625 fr. 1(b), 2, 3, 6

Scheme.  The refrain stands at the end of all the four surviving strophes of

P.Oxy 2625 fr. 1(b) save the first.  The first strophe may serve as an introduction

for what follows, while the following strophes comprise the song of the

nightingale mentioned at line 1.156

Meter.  The colometry of the strophe is not certain, but in general terms we

are dealing with iambic-aeolic.157  The refrain itself is iambic.  Assuming the first

strophe follows the pattern revealed in the other three, ‡tv ‡tv xorÒw would

metrically correspond to non-refrain material in line 3.  Thus the refrain is closely

tied to its metrical context.158

Theme.  Rutherford is almost certainly correct in his explanation of the

content of the refrain in terms of birdsong as represented elsewhere in Greek
                                                  
154 Cf. the similar dramatic treatment of the refrains in the first strophes of the
Erythraean Paean (E text) and Philodamus Paean in Dionysum.
155 Cf. Bosanquet (1908-9) 351f. and West (1965) 156.
156 Rutherford (1995) 41.  The refrain also appears three times in P.Oxy. 2625 fr. 2,
and up to three times in frr. 3 and 6.
157 Rutherford (1995) follows Führer’s analysis, do phda — ≠— ≠— •• ph2da; Page and
Campbell do not.
158 Cf. the integration of the mesÊmnion with the strophe in Eryth. Paean (version P,
A, D) above.
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poetry.159  Again, the refrain is seen to play a dramatic role: this time, instead of

presenting a ritual cry as an inset quotation, the refrain serves immediately to

characterize the speaker by means of a typical noise.  In this way, the refrain of

this poem shows an affinity with the characterizing refrains of drama.160

Rutherford points out that this is the only refrain in surviving lyric poetry that

features a command to the chorus to “go”.161  But it should be recognized that the

theme of this refrain is an appeal for the performance of the present song, and

that this theme is commonly associated with refrains throughout Greek poetry.162

§3. The functions of refrains in lyric  

The main functions performed by lyric refrains can be divided into two broad

categories: (1) intrinsic functions, i.e. those that rely on the essential qualities that

attend all refrains regardless of context; and (2) extrinsic functions, i.e. those that

rely upon an interaction between the refrain and its context.

The single great intrinsic function of the lyric refrain is that of emphasis.  This

is achieved by means of the essential qualities of any refrain: verbatim repetition

of content and the distinction from non-refrain context that comes with this

repetition.  We can imagine that in the case of lyric, this emphasis would be

especially strong, since a phrase of music would have been repeated along with the

words repeated in the refrain.  Surely words and music would have reinforced each

other in the mind of the listener.  Any number of themes could theoretically be

selected for the special, emphatic treatment offered by the lyric refrain.  Any and

                                                  
159 Rutherford (1995) 42f.
160 See CHAPTER 6.  One thinks immediately of brekekek°j, ktl at Frogs 209ff.
161 Rutherford (1995) 41.
162 Cf. the direct command in the refrain of Pi. fr. 128e, as well as the close
conjunction of refrain with similar appeals in the non-refrain contexts of Eryth.
Paean 1-3, Macedonicus Paean 1-2.
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every poem could use the refrain to, for example, emphasize the overall theme

particular to that poem.  This seems to be exactly what is going on in Bacchylides

fr. *18.  But what is interesting is that the extant refrains of Greek lyric are, in fact,

dominated by a very few themes.

One of the themes commonly treated in lyric refrains (and, as we shall see, in

Greek refrains as a whole) is that of performance, specifically the performance of

the poem containing the refrain itself.  In the refrain of Pi. fr. 128e, the chorus is

commanded to shout out a shrill cry of woe (ˆryion fiãlemon...keladÆsate).  In

Campbell fr. 931L, the chorus is enjoined to “go” (‡tv ‡tv xorÒw), which probably

refers to the performance of the poem at hand, especially if we take ‡tv here to be

imitative of bird-song.163  Gods can likewise be enjoined to assist in the

performance of a poem, even if only to serve as an audience: in the refrain of

Hymn. Cur. the speaker bids Zeus to come and “rejoice in the music” (g°gayi

molpò).  We may also put under this heading the refrain of Archil. fr. 324, which, if

Schol. Pi. O.9.1ff. is right and this is a vocal imitation of a cithara, is another

reference to performance.  Finally, it could be that instances of the accusative case

in refrains not otherwise explained by syntax, e.g. ÈmÆnaon in Sappho fr. 111, may

imply a verb of speaking, and this again would be a reference to the performance

of the song at hand.

Another theme that commonly receives emphasis in lyric refrains is the

naming of gods.  Examples would include all refrains containing forms of the

paean and hymenaeus cries, assuming these are divine names.164  Even discounting

ritual cries that may or may not name deities, there are several clear case of gods

                                                  
163 Rutherford (1995) 42f.
164 Whether or not these cries originated from the names of divinities is
controversial.  For the view that they are, cf. Weil (1889) 325 ff.; Diggle (1970) 151,
155-8.  For different interpretations, cf. Lamer (1932) 381; Schwyzer (1939) i, 522 n.5;
Frisk (1970) s.v. “2. ÍmÆn”; Chantraine (1933) 174.
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named in lyric refrains: Delian Apollo in Pi. Pae. 5; “queen of Olympians”

(probably Hera)165 in Pi. Pae. 21; Asclepius in Eryht. Pae.; Zeus “Kouros” in Hymn.

Cur.; the epithet kall¤nike for Heracles in Archil. fr. 324.

No matter how we take ritual cries such as paiãn and ÈmÆnaon — whether as

divine names or as lexically meaningless exclamations  — their accommodation

stands as a major function in extant lyric refrains.  As I have argued above, this

accommodation is an example of the artistic incorporation of subliterary material

within literary poetry.  This is especially apparent in Pi. Pae. 2 and Philod. Scarph.

Pae. Dion., where the refrain contains the larger form of the extended paean

prayer.  It is clear that this placement of subliterary material in the emphatic form

of refrain is at least in part motivated by a desire to relate literary paean and

hymenaeus to an existing subliterary context, and to borrow authority from that

context.

To this extent, then, the refrains of paean and hymenaeus in Greek lyric

poetry function to emphasize generic identity.  A separate question is whether the

authors of literary paean and hymenaeus made an identification of these genres

with the refrain form per se.  The refrain is without a doubt very common in

literary paean; likewise it seems to have been common in hymenaeus, if one takes

into account examples of that genre in drama (Ar. Av. 1720-54, Pax 1331-66).

Another fact that would seem to support an identification of literary paean with

the refrain form would be the disproportionately high number of refrains

occurring in paean compared to those occurring in other genres: paeans account

for 8 of the 14 texts in our lyric refrain corpus.

But we should not be too quick to make the identification.  We have to

acknowledge that the domination of our lyric refrain corpus by paean is at least in

                                                  
165 Rutherford (2001) 403f.
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part explained by two factors that have nothing to do with the refrain form itself.

First, it is only by accident that we have the four paean refrain texts by Pindar

that make up a full half of the extant paean refrains of lyric.  The loss of a single

papyrus, P. Oxy. 5, 841, would certainly have had an important impact on our

understanding of paean refrains.  Not only would our lyric refrain corpus have

been reduced by three (Pi. Pae. 2, 4 and 5); we would have no example of a paean

by Pindar whose refrain contained the word paiãn, nor any absolutely clear

example of a lyric refrain (of any genre) used in a triadic context, nor any usable

evidence for how Pindar related refrains to their non-refrain contexts.166  The

second factor that has influenced the distribution by genre of our lyric refrain

corpus is the fact that the four lyric paean refrains not by Pindar are all from

monumental inscriptions.167  We may presume that this high rate of inscriptional

representation has to do with the special religious character of the paean, its ties

to specific cults and the obvious motivations for communities to have had paeans

publicly displayed.  No such motivation existed for the inscription of, for

example, hymenaeus.  The dominance of our lyric refrain corpus by paeans cannot

itself prove an identification of the paean genre with the refrain form per se.

The most important reason not to make such an identification is, of course,

that there are so many examples of paean and hymenaeus that simply do not

feature refrains.  On the other hand, the shear number of examples from these

two genres that do feature refrains forces us to admit that the use of the form was

very common in those genres.  And as we shall see in Chapter 4, our earliest

attested applications of the ancient Greek term for “refrain” (§fÊmnion) are in

connection with paean.  it seems, therefore, safe to conclude that, while it is too

                                                  
166 I add this last point because so little of the non-refrain context survives in Pi.
Pae. 21.
167 Cf. Rutherford (2001) 144.
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much to say that the mere appearance of the refrain form indicated genre, or that

it was obligatory for any genre, nevertheless a close association existed between

the refrain form and the genres of paean and hymenaeus.  If we cannot explain

this association in genetic terms (derivation from subliterary refrain) or in terms

of strict generic identification, we can explain it by pointing out, as I have

endeavored in this chapter to do, that the refrain form served admirably to treat

the ritual cries special to hymenaeus and paean.
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CHAPTER 6

REFRAINS IN DRAMATIC LYRIC

As we turn to refrains found in drama, our first question is, as before, how do

these refrains contribute to the poems in which they appear?  In the case of

drama, we may be more precise by asking how these refrains contribute to their

immediate context within the larger context of a play, that immediate context

usually being a particular lyric passage.  The second question before us is, to what

extent is the use of refrain in drama informed by its use in non-dramatic lyric as

discussed in CHAPTER 5?  This question is vital, since I have argued that non-

dramatic lyric, specifically monostrophic lyric, is the formal “home” of the refrain

form in Greek poetry.  We shall see in this chapter that dramatic refrains as a rule

follow the lead set by non-dramatic lyric refrains, both in the way they serve to

incorporate independent lyric genres within the dramatic lyric context, and in the

way they build upon and expand the functionality of non-dramatic lyric refrains.

I begin with (§1) a preliminary discussion of some features of the refrain form

peculiar to drama.  Then I shall proceed to outline the main functions of dramatic

refrain, beginning with (§2) the use of refrains to mark lyric passages as belonging

to independent lyric genres.  Following this, I shall offer (§3) an extended

discussion of what I call “emotive” refrains, which I see as the most important

example of the extension of lyric refrain functionality within tragedy.  In this

discussion I will focus on the refrains of Aeschylus Persae, Septem,  and Supplices.

The second important functional development will be dealt with an (§4) a

discussion of the use by Euripides of what I call “characterizing” refrains in Ion,

Electra and Troades.  In all these cases, I shall be concerned with establishing the
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links between the functionality of refrains in drama with that of refrains in non-

dramatic lyric.

§1. Features of the refrain form peculiar to drama

Antistrophic structure and refrains.  The basic structure of non-dramatic lyric is

monostrophic, triadic or astrophic.  As we saw in CHAPTER 5, non-dramatic lyric

refrains are found in all three of these structural contexts, although the form is

most frequently used in monostrophic poems, and it seems to have developed out

of the monostrophic structure.  Dramatic lyric, on the other hand, is based on a

quite different structure, one in which strophe is paired with corresponding

antistrophe, and songs are composed of a succession of strophic pairs, each pair

unique with respect to length and metrical character.1  This basic difference in

strophic structure has several implications for how refrains are used in drama, and

for our study of them.  First, the refrains in drama are rarely repeated more than

once.  (Exceptions are almost all found in comedy, in monostrophic or astrophic

contexts.  The single exception in tragedy, Aesch. Ag. 121ff, will be discussed

below.)  Consequently, we often see dramatic songs in which a refrain appears in

only one part of the song.  Songs which feature refrains throughout are either

composed of one strophic pair (Aesch. Sept. 966ff; Eur. Ba. 862ff, 977ff), or offer a

series of strophic pairs, each of which is attended by a different repeated refrain

(Aesch. Ag. 1072ff).2  Finally, the fact that the refrain in the antistrophic context is

                                                  
1 West(1982) 78f.
2 These are not the only schemes that are conceivable in an antistrophic context.
Dramatic poets could have treated the strophic pair itself as a unit to which a
refrain could be appended, much as Pindar in Pae. 2 and 4 appends an instance of
the refrain to each triad rather than to the triad’s constituent parts.  Such a
scheme would, as in Pindar’s paeans, successfully imitate in drama a monostrophic
structure, where a continually repeated refrain seems most at home.  No example
of this is found in extant drama.
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repeated only once necessarily makes it more difficult to establish the texts of

refrains.3

Balanced cries versus refrains.  Our view of refrains in drama is complicated by

what I call “balanced cries”.  These are lexically meaningless exclamations, usually

quite short (§°, afia›) but sometimes consisting of several syllables (Ùtotototo›), that

occur in corresponding positions in both strophe and antistrophe.  We find an

example of these balanced cries in the second strophic pair of the second

stasimon of the Persae, ll. 568-583:

to‹  dÉ êra prvtomÒroio
feË
lhfy°ntew  prÚw énagkaw
±°
éktåw  émf‹ Kuxre¤aw
Ùç
¶rrantai:  st°ne ka‹ daknãzou, barÁ dÉ émbÒason
oÈrãniÉ  êxh,
Ùç,
te›ne  d¢ dusbãukton boçtin tãlainan aÈdãn:

gnaptÒmenoi  dÉ èl‹ deinçi
feË
skÊllontai  prÚw énaÊdvn
±°
pa¤dvn  tçw émiãntou,
Ùç,
penye›  dÉ êndra dÒmow sterhye¤w, tok°ew dÉ êpaidew
daimÒniÉ  êxh,
Ùç,
durÒmenoi  g°ront°w te pçn dØ klÊousin êlgow.

While these cries do, strictly speaking, fit the definition of “refrain” given in

CHAPTER 1, it is clear that they are far removed from the refrains we have

discussed so far, and I will not be dealing with them directly in this study.  The

reasons for this are many: they are so brief and disruptive that it seems most

                                                  
3 See West (1982) 98f on the general difficulty of textual criticism in antistrophic
contexts.
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reasonable to treat them extra metrum; they seem not so much musical stylizations

of exclamations as genuine exclamations that have no real place in the music of

the ode, and which it is difficult to imagine could have any kind of independent

musical existence;  unlike the cries associated with paean and hymenaeus (e.g. fiØ

paiçn, � Ím°naiÉ �), these dramatic cries serve no discernable function, such as

generic identification, beyond mere expression of emotion; the sheer numbers in

which they may be employed (the above example is, it must be admitted, an

extreme case) suggests that we are not dealing with multiple instances of a form

such a refrain, but rather with a larger, more complex form that emphasizes the

balance of strophe with antistrophe; furthermore, this complex form appears only

in drama, and only in relation to strophic pairs, which suggests that we are dealing

with a special form specific to drama, and not merely a complex version of the

refrain form.  Finally, we note that this form is employed pretty evenly throughout

tragedy and is used by Sophocles, whose extant plays do not provide us with any

example of refrain proper.4  Despite these differences, both balanced cries and

refrains do share a major function in drama in that they both indicate a state of

high emotion on the part of the speaker.  (In the example above, the Chorus has

just heard the Messenger’s speech.)  As we shall see, balanced cries are not

infrequently used in close conjunction with refrains to achieve this end.  Finally,

the fact that these balanced cries share some aspects of functionality and form

                                                  
4The following list is meant to illustrate, and should not be taken as complete:
Aeschylus, Persae 117/122, 268/274, 568ff/576ff, 652/657, 1043/1051, 1055/1061; Septem
150/158, 327/339, 966/978; Agamemnon 1072/1076, 1136/1146.  Sophocles, Ajax
348/356, 393/412, 694, 706; Electra 830/842; Antigone 1261ff/1284ff; Trachiniae
1003/1014.  Euripides, Alcestis 215/228, 872ff/889ff; Suppliants <77>/85, 806/819,
1127/1133; Electra 114/129; Troades 1287/1294, 1302f/1317f; Ion 153/170; Orestes
1352/1537; Rhesus 454/820.  Aristophanes, Wasps <302>/315; Peace 459ff/486ff; Birds
737ff/770ff.
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with refrains, and the fact that they often occur in the body of strophes, may

account for the rarity with which we find medial refrains in drama.

One of the questions we must address in relation to refrains in drama is how

to reconcile their formal function within a lyric ode with their dramatic function,

ie. the way they represent speech dramatically set outside the musical context of

the ode.  This same question can be applied to balanced cries.  By considering

how these two roles intersect in two passages of the Septem, we will gain some

perspective for addressing the same issue with respect to refrains elsewhere.

With battle imminent, the Chorus of the Septem embark on a series of prayers

and expressions of their anxiety.  They pray to a succession of gods: all the gods

(109-15), Zeus (116-26), Athena (127-30), Poseidon (130-4), Ares (135-9), Aphrodite

(140-4) Lyceian Apollo (145-9), and Artemis (149-50).  At this point the Chorus’

song passes into its second pair of strophes at 151, and is interrupted by the first

instance of the balanced cry ß ß ß ¶.  The immediate cause for this interruption of

the Chorus’ song of prayer is explained in the following line: the Chorus are

distracted by the sound of chariots circling the city (èrmãtvn émf‹ pÒlin klÊv, 152).

The Chorus then resume their prayer, this time addressing Hera.  This prayer in

turn peters out into rapid, brief questions asking what shall be the city’s fate?

(156f)  Again, the Chorus emit the cry ß ß ß ¶ (157), this time in alarm at the stones

being thrown by the besiegers (ékrobÒlvn §pãljeiw liyåw ¶rxetai, 158).  Within the

drama, then, both instances of the cry ß ß ß ¶ are spontaneous reactions to events

beyond the control of the Chorus.  The cry’s identical position with respect to

strophe and antistrophe would seem motivated by a desire to emphasize its

emotive effect rather than to represent any independent lyric form, e.g. the use of

regular cries in prayer.
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At 166 the prayer resumes, this time directed at all the gods and set within the

third and final strophic pair of the ode.   Each strophe begins with the particle fi≈

followed by a direct address to the gods: fi≈, panalke›w yeo¤ (166), fi≈ f¤loi da¤monew

(174).  fi≈ is an exclamation frequently used when invoking aid (Sept. 96; Soph. Phil.

736, fi∆ fi∆ paiãn Trach. 222; fi∆ Bãkxai Eur. Ba. 578); here it clearly is also used to

express grief (cf. fi∆ mo¤ moi Soph. OC 199).  Again, the use of fi≈ at the beginning of

both strophe and antistrophe is meant to emphasize the pathetic cries of the

Chorus by means of distinctive repetition.  Finally, we may note that the use of

balanced cries in the second and third (but not the first) strophic pairs of this ode

follows a trend we shall see elsewhere: lyric ephymnia in dramatic odes tend to

occur later rather than sooner within those odes.  This we may explain by the

tendency for ephymnia to be used to represent a rising of emotion throughout the

course of an ode.

We find a similar use of balanced cries to mark moments of particular grief or

despair at lines 327/339 of the same play.  In this case the Chorus are describing

the evils that befall any conquered city.  When they come to a subject with which

they are intimately concerned, i.e. the fate of the conquered women, they

interrupt their description with a cry: tåw d¢ kexeirvm°naw êgesyai / ß ¶, n°aw te ka‹

palaiãw (326f).  Again in the antistrophe, the women are overcome with emotion

when, in order to speak of the many misfortunes that attend a fallen city, they

must utter the terrifying hypothetical clause that is now not so hypothetical:

pollå gãr, eÔte ptÒliw damasy∞i, / ß ¶, dustux∞ te prãssei (338f).5  Once again, the

                                                  
5 Hutchinson (1985) ad loc. suggests that, whereas ß ¶ at 327 accompanies a clause
dealing with women, at 339 “it marks the beginning of the wider theme” of the
fate of fallen cities.  While it is true that the Chorus go on at this point to speak
of aspects of defeat not pertaining exclusively to themselves, I argue that it is
their sudden identification with the hypothetical city of line 338 that motivates
the second instance of their cry.
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insertion of the cry marks the moment at which the Chorus realize that they are

speaking of their own situation.  As in the case of the balanced cries at 150/158

above, these cries of ß ¶ are represented as spontaneous expressions of distress

despite their formal role within the context of the strophic pair.

The length of dramatic refrains.  Perhaps balanced cries occupy a niche that

would otherwise be filled by short (one line) refrains.  In any event, short refrains

are the exception rather than the rule in drama, and tend either to be associated

with genres independent of drama (Linus song at Aesch. Ag. 121ff, Iacchus and

Hymenaeus in Aristophanes); or they fulfill the exclamatory function normally

taken on by balanced cries, either by describing such cries (êprigdÉ êprigda mãla

goednã at Persae 1057) or by calling for such cries (ÙlolÊjate nËn §p‹ molpa›w at Eum.

1043).  We find refrains that are often quite long — up to 15 lines long, as at Eum.

778ff — to the point that we may hesitate to call them “refrains” at all: perhaps

“repeated stanzas” would make more sense in these cases.6  This is especially true

in cases (as in the Eum. passage just cited) when the “refrain” constitutes the entire

lyric portion of an epirrhematic structure.  But there are reasons to consider even

these long repetitions to be refrains.  To begin with, it is difficult to find a

meaningful cut-off point at which we stop calling repetitions “refrains”.  Second,

we have evidence that such long repetitions were considered along with shorter

ones to be refrains in antiquity.  The scholium to the repeated portion of the

Erinyes’ “binding song” uses the term §fÊmnion with reference to the passage:

Schol. Vet. Eum. 328ff §p‹ d¢ t“]  §fumn¤ƒ aÈt“ xr∞tai.  This is the standard term

used by scholiasts for “refrain” of any size, and probably reflects Alexandrian

scholarly usage.7

                                                  
6 See my discussion of the Hymnus Curetum in CHAPTER 5.
7 See CHAPTER 2.
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The meter of tragic refrains.  The great length of many tragic ephymnia allows for

a more complex metrical character than we see in the typically shorter refrains of

lyric outside drama.  Moreover, the heterogeneity of meter that we find

throughout tragedy is represented even in shorter tragic refrains.  Nevertheless,

there is a certain degree of continuity between the meter of tragic lyric refrains

and that of non-dramatic lyric refrains.  In CHAPTER 5 I pointed out the

prevalence of aeolic and iambic meters in the refrains of non-dramatic lyric, and I

suggested that this prevalence indicates a strong link between the refrain form

and the aeolic-iambic metrical tradition.  To a great extent, this relationship is

carried over into tragedy.  Of 17 separate instances of refrain in tragedy, 12 exhibit

a metrical character that is at least in part iambic, aeolic or both: Pers. 663, 1057;

Sept. 975ff; Suppl. 117ff, 141ff, 889ff; Ag. 1072f, 1081f; Eum. 328ff, 778ff, 837ff; Bacch.

877ff, 991ff.  Also, as in non-dramatic lyric, we occasionally see refrains used in

dactylic contexts: Ag. 121; Eum. 1043.  Tragic lyric seems, then, to be following the

lead of lyric in general so far as refrain meter is concerned.  There is, however, one

area in which the refrain form breaks new metrical ground in tragedy: tragic

refrains frequently consist of, and frequently are found in contexts consisting of,

dochmaics: Pers. 663; Sept. 975ff; Suppl. 117ff, 889ff; Ag. 1081f; Eum. 778ff, 837ff;

Bacch. 991ff.  This meter is, as has been pointed out before, associated with drama

in general and tragedy in particular, and always coincides with moments of

emotional intensity.8  The association of dochmaics with a full half of the

instances of tragic refrain reinforces the point I make below that one of the prime

functions of the refrain in drama is as an indicator of heightened emotions on the

part of the speaker.  There is also one case (Ag. 1489ff) where the similarly excited

anapaestic meter is used to express heightened emotion.  A final note: the

                                                  
8 West (1982) 108.
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common use of tragic refrains featuring iambic coincides with Aeschylus’ favoring

of iambic lyrics, and this may explain in part why we find so many refrains in

Aeschylus.9

Scheme.  Almost all examples of refrain in tragedy occur at the end of strophes.

(I have already raised the possibility above that the tendency of balanced cries to

fall within the boundaries of the strophe may account for the scarcity of medial

refrains in tragedy.)  There are two exceptions.  The first of these is Pers.

1057=1064, which is a medial refrain; but its similarity in content to the

exclamations we find in balanced cries probably accounts for its use in the middle

of the strophe.  The second exception is the Linus refrain of Ag. 121ff, which

occurs at the end of strophe, antistrophe and epode; this scheme is probably

meant to imitate that of a monostrophic poem with a refrain after each strophe.

While tragedy is a bit less free in how it deploys the refrain with respect to the

strophe, it continues the tendency seen in non-dramatic lyric to favor the use of

end refrains.

Distribution of refrains in drama.  Aeschylus has been noted before now for his

relatively frequent use of refrains.10  How are we to account for this?  Critics who

have sought to answer this question have tended to offer one of two explanations.

The first of these is that Aeschylus consciously employed formal elements,

including refrain, taken from ritual in order to serve his own dramatic puposes.11

A second, separate explanation is that the refrain form is a feature of primitive

tragedy, and it is only to be expected that we find it most in the earliest

playwright for which we have surviving plays.12  The first of these explanations

                                                  
9 Cf. West (1982) 99.
10 Stanford (1942) 85; Friis-Johansen/Whittle (1980) ad 117-22=128-33.
11 Else (1977) 74f, 79, 83; Moritz (1979) 187, 191, 209; Hutchinson (1985) ad Sept.
965ff; Friis-Johansen/Whittle (1980) ad 117-22=128-33.
12 Horneffer (1914) 15, n.3; Reiner (1938) 32; Faenkel (1950) ad Ag. 121.
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rests upon the assumption that the refrain form is a standard feature of sub-

literary song; I have already argued against this assumption in CHAPTER 4, and I

will take up the issue again as I go through individual refrain texts below.  I will

attempt to answer the second explanation here.

While it is impossible either to prove or disprove the theory that tragic refrains

are derived from a primitive precursor to tragedy, it is permitted to ask how well

it fits the given facts.  It is true that the overwhelming majority of surviving tragic

refrains occur in Aeschylus: of the 17 total instances of tragic refrain, 14 appear

among his seven extant plays.  We may compare this to zero instances of refrain

in Sophocles’ seven extant plays, and three instances in the 19 surviving plays of

Euripides.  If the tragic refrain form is a feature of primitive tragedy, we might

expect it to decline in frequency at a more or less steady rate; what we see instead

is an abrupt halt in its use, and then what seems to be a slight resurgence late in

the fifth century.  The notion that the few instances of refrain in Euripides are

symptomatic of the archaizing tendency late in his career only begs the question,

why this form now?  (And can we discount the fact that Aristophanes uses refrains

at ten places in four of his eleven extant plays?)  Our consternation only grows

when we consider the distribution of refrains within Aeschylus’ surviving work.

Of the seven extant plays attributed to him, five contain at least one instance of

refrain; of these five, three (Suppl., Ag., Eum.) contain at least three instances of

refrain each.  Most of Aeschylus’ refrains occur, therefore, in his later, rather than

his earlier, surviving plays: this is a trend that does not support a theory by which

the refrain form is a primitive element.  The absence of any refrains in Sophocles’

extant work is all the more striking when we remember that most of Aeschylus’

refrains occur in plays that were produced at a time when we know Sophocles was
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writing.13  It seems we must simply accept that Aeschylus favored the refrain form

for his own reasons as an individual author.  What these reasons were can only

become apparent when we study the refrains themselves in context.

§2. Use of refrains to represent independent lyric genres

The function of the refrain in drama most obviously connected to non-

dramatic lyric is its use in the representation within drama of independent lyric

genres.  We find this as Eur. Ion 112-43 (paean) and Tr. 308-40 (hymenaeus); Ar.

Pax 1329-59 (hymenaeus), Av. 1731-54 (hymenaeus) and Ra. 398-413 (iacchus,

possibly dithyramb).14  We may also wish to include in this list Aesch. Ag. 104-59;

this passage presents special problems and will be dealt with separately.  All the

passages in Euripides and Aristophanes (and perhaps Aesch. Ag. 104-59) are

presented as song within their dramatic contexts, and it is certain that the use of

the refrain form, in conjunction with paean-, hymenaeus- and iacchus-cries is

meant to emphasize the identity of these passages as lyric song independent of

dramatic lyric itself.  We should note, however, that independent lyric —

including genres commonly featuring the refrain form in non-dramatic examples

— is often represented in drama without refrains.15  The use of the refrain to mark

independent lyric is, therefore, especially emphatic.  We saw in CHAPTER 5 that

non-dramatic lyric refrains tend to emphasize their content in relation to the rest

of the poem; in drama, the emphatic function of the refrain is broadened to

emphasize whole lyric passages with respect to the larger context of the play.  We

see this not only in the use of refrain to represent independent lyric genres, but

                                                  
13 Aeschylus won first prize over Sophocles with a tetralogy including Supplices
according to P. Oxy. 2256.
14 See appendix on refrain in dithyramb.
15 Dramatic hymenaeus without refrain: Eur. Phaethon 227-44.  Dramatic paean
without refrain: Soph. OT 151ff, Phil, 827ff.
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also in their use to mark moments of particularly intense emotion, as we shall see

in the following section.  It is possible, of course, that dramatists highlighted

independent lyric genres in an attempt to arouse emotions specifically associated

with particular lyric genres.16

In taking on the refrain from non-dramatic lyric, dramatic lyric often

translates what in normal circumstances would be a monostrophic structure into

antistrophic structure.  This we see in Eur. Ion (112-43), Tr. 308-40, and Ar. Av.

1731-54: in each case the lyric passage in question is composed of a single strophic

pair with matching refrains.  But comedy seems to have been readier to accept the

monostrophic structure of non-dramatic lyric with little or no alterations.  We

find what appears to be a true monostrophic structure in the three strophes, each

with initial-refrain, at Ar. Ra. 398-413.  Ar. Pax 1329-59 stands as a song of irregular

strophic structure in the MS.  Attempts have been made to regularize it into a

comprehensible monostrophic arrangement; in any case it is clearly not a strictly

antistrophic song.

A very unusual example of how what was probably a monostrophic refrain

form is adapted to dramatic lyric is found at Aesch. Ag. 104-59. The scheme by

which this refrain is deployed is unique in tragedy; indeed it is unparalleled in

Greek poetry.  As we have seen, the usual practice is to place refrains after (or

within) both strophe and antistrophe of a matching strophic pair.  Here the one-

line refrain is placed after each term (strophe, antistrophe, epode) of a singleton

triad.  This attachment of a refrain to uneven stanzas is seen nowhere else in

strophic Greek poetry.  Refrains are used with triads in non-dramatic lyric, as we

saw in Pindar’s paeans discussed in CHAPTER 5; but in Pindar’s case the refrains

                                                  
16 Cf. Haldane (1965) 33f. in regard to Aeschylus’ use of independent lyric forms to
this end.
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occur only once per triad, after the triad.  Each of Pindar’s triads is, therefore,

functionally equivalent to a single stanza with respect to the refrain, and it seems

clear that Pindar is following the custom of monostrophic lyric, which attaches

the refrain to succeeding stanzas — in that case strophes — of equal length and

metrical shape.  Here, in the parodos of the Agamemnon, the “stanzas” to which

the refrain is attached are uneven, but again the intent seems to be to recall the

practice of monostrophic lyric.  I will argue below that this portion of the parodos

is imitative of non-dramatic monostrophic lyric.  In view of the normal practice of

Aeschylus (and drama as a whole) to incorporate refrains into an antistrophic

structure, it seems likely that Ag. 104-59 stands as an isolated experiment in form,

one never followed up in later drama.

At this point it is convenient to consider just what the refrain at Aesch. Ag.

121ff. is doing. Fraenkel identifies a‡linon here as an instance of an old element of

“liturgical song”, and accepts the theory, as put forth by Deubner, that such

refrains come from magical repetitions in cult, and represent an early stage in

poetic development.17  He does not specify how this section of the parodos is

characterized by the use of the refrain; he does, however, detect a magical quality

in it, though he does not offer a motivation for the Chorus to use magic at this

point.  Instead, the magical quality of the refrain “serves to heighten the effect of

a ‘promise of destiny’.”  Owen goes further by insisting that the Chorus of the

Agamemnon are functioning as a chorus within the drama.  In this parodos they

sing something “like an incantation”, and their very singing influences the action

of the play.18

                                                  
17 Fraenkel (1950) ad 121; Deubner (1919) 400.
18 Owen (1952) 65, 67.
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Other critics identify the refrain as coming from the Linus song, a type of song

first mentioned at Il. 18.570.19  This use of the Linus song has been explained in

very general terms: the Linus song is sad, and Ag. 104ff. is meant to be sad as

well.20  Moritz has suggested a more specific and interesting explanation.  The

refrain of Ag. 121ff. is itself a mixture of both sorrow (a‡lion) and hope (tÚ dÉ eÔ

nikãtv), which corresponds to a similar ambiguity in each of the three elements of

the triads of the passage.  Furthermore, the mythical Linus, whom Moritz relates

to the “problematic sacrificial aspect of harvest”, parallels the figure of Iphigenia

in the Agamemnon.<cite>

Another possible avenue for arriving at an understanding of the associations

which the refrain at Ag. 121ff. might bring to its context is the consideration of

the meter of the passage.  The triad is dactylic throughout and, like many other

Aeschylean dactylic strophes, it contains scattered iambic cola.21  Well in line with

this context, the refrain is analysed as 5 da, with a caesura after D˘ that separates

the a‡linon cry of distress from the spondaic prayer for a good outcome that

follows in the second half of the line.

The dactylic character of the triad is of special interest because it seems it may

derive from citharodic nomoi.22  At Aristophanes Frogs 1264ff, Euripides offers a

slew of choice lines by Aeschylus in order to show the metrical repetitiousness of

                                                  
19 It is not critical to my argument whether l¤non... kalÒn at Il. 18.570 refers to the
linus song genre or to Linus, the subject of the song at hand.  The prevalence of
song about Linus, along with its associations with citharody, as we shall see when
discussing Hesiod fr. 305, amounts to a genre for all practical purposes.  Origins
are not relevant here; what is relevant is the emotional and formal associations
with song about Linus, i.e. “linus song”, and how these might have been used by
Aeschylus for effect.  See Haüßler (1974) for an argument that the mythological
figure Linus pre-dates the genre of linus song.
20 Haldane (1965) 38, who speaks of a “Linus dirge”.
21 West (1982) 128.
22 Parker (2001) 39 suggests the dactylic character of the passage was meant, in
conjunction with the theme of the Trojan War, to call to mind epic verse.
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that poet’s lyrics.  These lines are by and large dactylic, and Euripides emphasizes

their monotony and predictability by interspersing between them a repeated

dactylic line fiØ kÒpon oÈ pelãyeiw §pÉ érvgãn.  When Dionysus declares that he will

be made ill if subjected to more of these repetitious lines (boubvni«, 1280),

Euripides tells him to control himself until he “shall hear another song set worked

up from the citharodic nomoi” (stãsin mel«n / §k t«n kiyarƒdik«n nÒmvn

efirgasm°nhn, 1281f).  The fact that Euripides identifies the preceding (and

following) Aeschylean lines as citharodic in character, and the fact that they are all

metrically similar as is emphasized by the use of the repeated fiØ kÒpon, ktl, points

to an association between dactylic lyric and citharody.  Among these sample

Aeschylean lines is the first line of the triad before us, kÊriÒw efimi yroe›n ˜dion krãtow

a‡sion éndr«n (Ar. Ra. 1276).  It is reasonable, therefore, to suppose that this

portion of the parodos is metrically inspired by, perhaps even consciously

imitative of, citharodic song.23

If, as I have suggested, Ag. 104-59 is a rare example of citharodic style song in

tragedy, then there may be more grounds for identifying the refrain as one

associated with linus song.  At Il. 18.569f. the boy singing the linus song “citharizes

on a shrill phorminx” (fÒrmiggi lige¤˙ / fimerÒen kiyãrize).  And the scholium to

18.570 reports some lines of Hesiod that support the association of linus song and

citharody (fr. 305, M-W):

˘n dÆ [Linus], ˜soi broto¤ efisin éoido‹ ka‹ kiyarista¤,
pãntew m¢n yrhneËsin §n efilap¤naiw te xoro›w te,
érxÒmenoi d¢ L¤non ka‹ lÆgontew kal°ousin.

It seems possible, therefore, that the refrain of Ag. 104-59 is meant to

represent that passage as a genuine example of Linus song, or at least to suggest to

the audience the sadness normally associated with that genre.  What is not clear is
                                                  
23 Cf. Wilamowitz (1889) ii, 116; Fraenkel (1950) ii, 58.
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whether we are to understand the Chorus to be represented as performing a linus

song within the drama.  The association of that genre with citharody suggests not.

Much more likely is the explanation that the sad associations of citharodic linus

song reinforce the sadness of the narrative being related by the Chorus at this

point in the play.  The refrains emphasize this sadness not only through their

connection to linus song, but also by illustrating the recurring, centripetal

thoughts of the Chorus as it goes over an unpleasant story with which it has long

been familiar.  This we may relate to the “emotive” function of dramatic refrain to

be discussed in the next section.  Finally, the apparent interruption of Calchas’

direct-speech prophecy by the refrain at 139 is an example in drama of the “quasi-

dramatic” function of non-dramatic lyric refrains as seen in CHAPTER 5.24  Here, of

course, there is already an explicit dramatic context for the Chorus’ song; but the

refrain at 139 shares with non-dramatic refrains their tendency to represent the

emotional reaction of the speaker to narrative in the non-refrain context.  In any

case, the refrain at Ag. 121ff. is clearly drawing upon the non-dramatic lyric refrain

tradition.

§3. “Emotive” function of refrains in tragedy

In this section I deal with a function of dramatic refrains especially important

for tragic lyric.  This is the “emotive” function, by which I mean the use of the

refrain form to indicate a state of intense emotion, usually on the part of the

speaker.25  This is a function obviously derived from the non-dramatic lyric

                                                  
24 The first refrain at 121 may also be in reaction to what has just been narrated.
Cf. Thiel (1993) 52.
25 Repetition is frequently a sogn of intense emotion in tragedy.  Cf. Stanford
(1983) 93ff, especially 95-97.  Broadhead (1960) ad Pers. 928-30: “Repetitions... are
esp. common in emotional scenes...  Eur. is very fond of the device, which is
comparatively rare in Aesch.”
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practice of using the refrain form to contain ecstatic cries.  It is also related to the

non-dramatic lyric “quasi-dramatic” refrain function, whereby the refrain is used

to emphasize the subjective reaction of the speaker to events described in the

non-refrain context. Here I will focus on five passages from Aeschylus that serve

as good illustrations of this function of dramatic refrain.

Persae 663=671

In the second stasimon, the Chorus sing an incantation to draw up the spirit

of Darius.  The refrain appears after the third strophe and antistrophe.

∑ =' é¤ei mou makar¤taw                     [str. a.
 fisoda¤mvn basileÁw bãr-
635
   bara safhn∞
fl°ntow tå pana¤ol' afian∞ dÊsyroa bãgmata;
 pantãlan' êxh
 diaboãsv;
   n°ryen îra klÊei mou;

640
éllå sÊ moi, Gç te ka‹ êlloi                          [ént. a.
 xyon¤vn ègemÒnew, da¤-
mona megaux∞
fiÒnt' afin°sat' §k dÒmvn, Persçn Sousigen∞ yeÒn:
 p°mpete d' ênv
645
 oÂon oÎpv
   Pers‹w a‰' §kãlucen.

∑ f¤low énÆr, f¤low ˆxyow:                            [str. b.
 f¤la går k°keuyen ≥yh.
 ÉAidvneÁw d' énapompÚw én¤ei,
650
 ÉAidvneÊw,
o‰on énãktora Dariçna. ±°.
oÈd¢ går êndraw pot' ép≈llu                           [ént. b.
 polemofyÒroisin êtaiw,
 yeomÆstvr d' §kiklπsketo P°rsaiw,
655
 yeomÆstvr d'
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¶sken, §pe‹ stratÚn eÔ podoÊxei. ±°.

 ballÆn, érxa›ow                                      [str. g.
 ballÆn, ‡yi, flkoË:
   ¶ly' §p' êkron kÒrumbon ˆxyou,
660
krokÒbapton podÚw eÎmarin ée¤rvn,
 basile¤ou tiÆraw
   fãlaron pifaÊskvn.
 bãske pãter êkake Dariãn, o‡.

 ˜pvw afian∞                                           [ént. g.
665
 klÊ˙w n°a t' êxh,
   d°spota despotçn fãnhyi.
 Stug¤a gãr tiw §p' éxlÁw pepÒtatai:
669
 neola¤a går ≥dh
670
   katå pçs' ˆlvlen.
 bãske pãter êkake Dariãn, o‡.

673
 afia› afia›:                                           [§pƒdÒw.
 Œ polÊklaute f¤loisi yan≈n,
675
 t¤ tãde, dunãsta, dunãsta, @1
 perisså d¤duma d‹w go°dn' èmãrtia;
   pçsai gò tòd'
   §j°fyintai tr¤skalmoi
680
nçew ênaew ênaew.

Meter.  Broadhead analyzes the refrain as an iambic dimeter (highly resolved)

with o‡ being understood as an exclamation extra metrum; this seems reasonable

given that the third strophic pair is composed mainly of choriambics, often paired

with iambics or syncopated iambics (cretic, baccheus).  This choriambic element,

along with the dochmaics that begin the strophe, as well as the ionics elsewhere in

the stasimon, probably lend an air of excitement and fear.26  More pertinent to

our interest than a precise metrical classification of this refrain, however, is its

                                                  
26 Broadhead (1960) 290f.
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long chain of short syllables.  Nothing in the rest of the ode prepares us for this,

and so it may be a metrical expression of the high pitch of the Chorus’ upset.

This conclusion is somewhat supported by the fact that Aeschylus tends not to

resolve his lyric iambics.27  As we shall see, he often places runs of short syllables

within refrains (though these are usually analyzed as dochmaics); most of these

case fall, as does this one, at moments of great emotion.

Theme.  It has been assumed that the use of the refrain form in this song

conjuring Darius from the dead is determined by “a precedent in non-dramatic

ritual”, i.e. a refrain form used in magic.28  One might ask why, if the refrain form

is so inextricably linked to necromancy, it is employed only in the third and final

strophic pair of the ode, the whole of which is clearly represented as a magical

incantation?  I shall argue that the refrain form is used in this ode as one of several

elements that signal the rising level of the Chorus’ emotions.

The ode begins with introductory anapests in which the Chorus accede to

Atossa’s commands and begin to address the chthonian gods, including Earth and

Hermes, in a general sort of way (623-632).  At this point the antistrophic portion

of the song begins.  In Strophe 1, the Chorus are distracted from their project and

wonder aloud whether their cries can be heard by those below the ground (634-9);

but in the following antistrophe they resume their spell, again addressing Earth

and the other chthonian gods (639-46).  Strophe and Antistrophe 2 mark a shift to

a more specific and more fervent appeal: Darius is named for the first time in the

ode (651) and the Chorus cite his excellence as a king.  An increased level of

emotion is signaled by the repetition of terms (ÉAidvneÊw at 649, 650; yeomÆstvr at

654, 655) that is enhanced by their correspondence within strophe and

                                                  
27 West (1982) 100.
28 Moritz (1979) 187.  See Broadhead (1960) 302 for an attempt to link the use of
refrain in this ode to comparative evidence from Australian aborigines.
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antistrophe.  Likewise the Chorus emit their first nonsensical cry of the ode, ±°, at

the end of strophe and antistrophe.

At this point we reach an even greater level of excitement in the third strophic

pair.  We may imagine that the charm is showing signs of working: this may

account for the details of Darius’ dress given by the Chorus (659-62).29  The

tendency towards repetition shown in the previous strophic pair is now growing

stronger as repetitions become closer: ballÆn, érxa›ow / ballÆn (657f); d°spota

despÒtou (666).  It is here that the Chorus are at the height of anticipation, and so

it is here that their bare command to Darius that he appear is given emphasis by

means of the refrain form.  When the moment of climax is reached, i.e. when

Darius’ shade is fully materialized above his tomb, the emotional tension is such

that it can be expressed only by the inarticulate afia› afia› that begins the

concluding epode (672).

Here we see that the use of the refrain can be satisfactorily explained by its

contribution to the representation of the Chorus’ increasingly high emotions.

The refrain itself is but the final and most marked instance of the repetitiveness

that Aeschylus uses as an index for the Chorus’ mental state in this ode.  This

accords completely with a reading in which this particular refrain also “suggests,

allusively, the important themes of the stasimon and of the whole tragedy.”30

Persae 1057=1064

After Xerxes’ entrance and the Chorus’ initial reaction (906-30), both parties

embark on a kommos that will last to the end of the play (931-1076).  The refrain,

                                                  
29 Cf. Moritz (1979) 190.
30 Moritz (1979) 195.
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sung by the Chorus, occurs medially in the seventh and last strophe and

antistrophe.

Je. ka‹ st°rn' êrasse képibÒa tÚ MÊsion.              [str. h.
1055
Xo. én¤a, én¤a.
Je. ka¤ moi gene¤ou p°rye leukÆrh tr¤xa.
Xo. êprigd' êprigda mãla goednã.
Je. éÊtei d' ÙjÊ.
Xo. ka‹ tãd' ¶rjv.

1060
Je. p°plon d' ¶reike kolp¤an ékmª xer«n.              [ént. h.
Xo. én¤a, én¤a.
Je. ka‹ cãll' ¶yeiran ka‹ kato¤ktisai stratÒn.
Xo. êprigd' êprigda mãla goednã.
Je. dia¤nou d' ˆsse.
1065
Xo. t°ggoma¤ toi.

Meter.  The refrain itself may be analyzed 2 ia x (with one instance of

resolution) and is at home in a strophe dominated by iambics and the baccheus.

The entire latter half of the kommos (1002-76) is similarly iambic with

syncopations.31

Theme.  This refrain would seem to function as little more than a longer and

more sensical version of the exclamatory balanced cries that run throughout the

kommos.  As such it plays a role within this system of balanced cries not unlike

that played by the refrain at 663=671, that is it marks the latter stage of an

escalation of emotion signaled by the increasing use of repetition throughout the

kommos, as well as a tendency to divide succeeding strophes into ever more

numerous (and shorter) lexical units.  Each strophe and antistrophe of the first

three strophic pairs of the kommos (931-1001) are divided into two parts, one sung

by Xerxes and a second sung by the Chorus.  At first both parties are relatively

restrained in their use of repetition: we find anaphora at 950f (Éiãvn) and 956f
                                                  
31 Broadhead (1960) 296.
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(poË), and one instance of balanced cry at 955/966 (ofioio›).  The third strophe

seems to be the turning point, for here we have our first close repetitions, some of

which are balanced by similar repetitions in the antistrophe: §© §© / boçi boçi

(977/991); mur¤a mur¤a (980); ¶lipew ¶lipew / ¶tafon ¶tafon (985/1000); <êlastÉ>

êlasta (990).  After this, the pace picks up.  From the fourth strophe to the end

of the play, each part is given usually only one line at a time.  As sentences become

shorter, their content resembles more and more the exclamations of the balanced

cries: Xo. papa› papa›.  Xe. ka‹ pl°on ¥ papa› m¢n oÔn (1031f); Xo. dÒsin kakån kak«n

kako›w. (1041).  The refrain at 1057=1064 is a sort of amalgam of sentence and

exclamation: like a sentence, it has lexical sense; but that sense is nothing more

than a declarative expression of what would otherwise be expressed as

exclamation.  Here, then, we have a case at the very border between refrains, as I

have been treating them, and balanced cries.

Septem 975-7=986-9

The bodies of Eteocles and Polynices are laid out and grieved over in a

kommos; just who is grieving and singing which lines is an object of dispute, as

will be seen below.  The refrain follows both the strophe and antistrophe that,

along with a concluding epode, finish the penultimate section of the play (822-

1004).

An. ±°. Is. ±°.                                       [str. a.
An. ma¤netai gÒoisi frÆn.
Is. §ntÚw d¢ kard¤a st°nei.
An. fivi∆ pandãkrute sÊ.
970
Is. sÁ d' aÔte ka‹ panãylie.
An. prÚw f¤lou ¶fyiso. Is. ka‹ f¤lon ¶ktanew.
An. diplÒa l°gein. Is. diplÒa d' ırçn.
An. ~ éx°vn to¤vn tãd' §ggÊyen.
Is. p°law d' a·d' édelfa‹ édelfe«n. ~
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975
Xo. fi∆ Mo›ra barudÒteira mogerã,
pÒtniã t' Ofid¤pou skiã:
m°lain' ÉErinÊw, ∑ megasyenÆw tiw e‰.

An. ±°. Is. ±°.                                       [ént. a.
An. dusy°ata pÆmata^
Is. §de¤jat' §k fugçw §mo¤.
980
An. oÈd' ·key' …w kat°ktanen.
Is. svye‹w d¢ pneËm' ép≈lesen.
An. �lese d∞y' <˜de>^ Is. ka‹ tÚn §nÒsfisen.
993
An. Ùloå l°gein. Is. Ùloå d' ırçn.
984
An. ~ dÊstona kÆde' ım≈numa.
985
Is. d¤ugra tripãltvn phmãtvn. ~

Xo. fi∆ Mo›ra barudÒteira mogerã,
pÒtniã t' Ofid¤pou skiã:
m°lain' ÉErinÊw, ∑ megasyenÆw tiw e‰.

Meter.  The refrain occurs in a context of short iambic lines delivered in

alternation by two parties (Antigone and Ismene in the text provided), which

Lloyd-Jones has called “lyric stichomythia”.32  In places these lines are broken

down, each speaker reduced to delivering individual, constituent iambic feet

(972,983, 985a).  In such a metrical environment, the 3-line refrain seems positively

long and placid, and certainly distinguished from its context.  Even so, the refrain

shares an iambic character with the strophe, being analyzable as 2 doch / cr ia / 3 ia.

The dochmaics of its first line are, perhaps, a nod to the upset expressed in the

strophe.33

Theme.  Not all refrains in drama are used to indicate heightened emotion.

Here we have one that serves instead as an almost placid contrast to the highly

emotional strophe to which it is appended, and gives to that emotion a wider
                                                  
32 Lloyd-Jones (1959) 104.
33 The refrain’s first line could also be analyzed as ba ia, with split resolution,
which Hutchinson (1985) ad loc. feels is not characteristic of Aeschylus.
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meaning.  In order to show how this works, I must first briefly address the

problem regarding the assignment of this section of the kommos to speakers.

Unfortunately, the MSS are not very helpful, nor consistent, in their assignment

to specific characters and their use of the paragraphos in this section of the poem

(822-1004).  Consequently, there has been some dispute as to who says what,

when.  The interpretation I offer here for how the refrain operates in this context

does not rely upon the assignment of the “lyric stichomythia” to the sisters,

Antigone and Ismene, or to the leaders of two hemichoruses.34  Both views accept

that the “lyric stichomythia”, including the strophe and antistrophe of our

passage, are performed by soloists of one sort or other, and that the refrain is

performed by the chorus.  My interpretation, which relies upon a contrast

between the individual performances of the soloists (whoever they may be) and

that of the chorus in the refrain, is thus served by both points of view.

I will offer one note, however, regarding one of Hutchinson’s arguments for

the hemichorus leader theory, since it is relevant to my interpretation of the

refrain.  Hutchinson argues that the language of the “lyric stichomythia” is

markedly emotionally restrained, and therefore unlikely to have been delivered by

truly interested parties; there is, for example, no instance of the anadiplosis we so

often see elsewhere in tragic laments, and the exclamations used are neither

“personal” (like o‡moi) nor “abandoned” (like Ùtototo›).35  Now, even if we grant that

the doubled ±° that opens both strophe and antistrophe is more restrained than

other sorts of cries of woe — though I do not see how we can be sure of this point

— there are sufficient other indications that the “lyric stichomythia” are meant to

be taken as highly emotional utterances.  The brevity of each soloist’s lines,

                                                  
34 See Lloyd-Jones (1959) 105-8 for an argument for the sisters, Hutchinson (1985)
181 and ad loc. for one for the leaders of the hemichoruses.
35 Hutchinson (1985)181.
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especially in view of the relatively long and calm refrain, are a clear sign of

emotional excitement: we may relate this directly to the tendency I noted above

in respect to the Persae that shortened lines correspond to increased emotion.

Furthermore, the rhyming quality of these “lyric stichomythia”, e.g. dor‹ dÉ ¶kanew /

dor‹ dÉ ¶yanew / meleopÒnow / meleopayÆw (963f), shows the same obsessive

emotionalism as anadiplosis elsewhere.  These soloists, whoever they are, are

certainly caught up in the moment and lost in their own emotional reactions to

the fate of Eteocles and Polynices.

It is generally accepted that the Chorus sings the refrain after the strophe and

antistrophe of “lyric stichomythia”.  The question is, what is the refrain doing

here?  One commonly offered explanation is that the refrain form used here

reflects the refrain form as used in actual ritual laments.36  I have already discussed

in CHAPTER 4 the difficulties of calling upon an absent ritual formal tradition to

explain refrains in literary poetry, but it is certainly possible that Aeschylus is here

drawing upon ritual form in order to characterize this song as genuine ritual.  (We

may note, incidentally, that the more we assert that the present passage is meant

to be a realistic ritual lament, the less we can accept Hutchinson’s position that

those who perform the lament are not truly interested parties to it.)  In any case,

we may at least ask whether the refrain contributes something in addition to any

possible external associations it may have with an independent genre, ritual or

otherwise.

I have already discussed the differences between the strophe and antistrophe

on the one hand, and the refrain on the other hand, with respect to form: the

“lyric stichomythia” is excited and broken, the refrain placid and continuous.  now

                                                  
36 Lupas-Petre (1981) 275.  Hutchinson (1985) ad 181, relates the appearance of the
refrain here to its appearance in Pi. fr. 128c, and infers that both draw upon ritual
form.
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I turn to differences in the themes contained in these two forms.  First let us

consider the soloists and what they sing.  Their attention is narrowly focused on

the two dead brothers as well as their own emotions.  Their language with respect

to the brothers themselves is strikingly visual.  The very pains the soloists feel (or

that they impute to Eteocles and Polynices) is described as “hard to look at”

(dusy°ata pÆmata, 978), and grief must be twice expressed because the disaster is

presented as a double spectacle (diplç l°gein / diplç dÉ ırçn, 972).  The eyes of the

soloists seem drawn to certain visual details as well, including the brothers’ spears

(962) and the position of their bodies (965, 971).  The soloists are also absorbed in

their own state of mind, which is completely overcome with the misery of the

moment: “The mind is mad with groaning.  And the heart wails within.” (ma¤netai

gÒoisi frÆn / §ntÚw d¢ kard¤a st°nei, 967f).  If the soloists pause at this point to

think of anything beyond the bare fact of the dead brothers and their own

emotional reaction to that fact, it is only to consider the immediate relationship

between the two brothers and the ironic symmetry involved in the situation.

The refrain presents quite a different picture.  Here there is no dwelling upon

the speaker’s emotional state, nor even any direct reference to Eteocles or

Polynices.  Whereas the soloists of the “lyric stichomythia” are enthralled by the

immediate disaster, the Chorus in the refrain treat this disaster as but an

individual instance of the greater disaster that has fallen on the house of Laius.

Their interest is not in this particular event, but in the controlling power of Fate

and the Erinys of Oedipus’ curse.  On one level, then, the refrain balances the

extreme, near-sighted emotionalism of its context; the refrain’s objective

recognition of the force behind the brothers’ deaths serves to reinforce the

soloists’ subjective response to those deaths.  We may go further.  It has been

suggested that a major theme of the Septem as a whole is that of the lot, i.e. the lot
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that should have facilitated the peaceful division of Eteocles and Polynices’

inheritance, but which instead has left them only a share in ruination.37  If this is

so, then the refrain in our passage gives strong emphasis to this important theme,

first by an emphatic quality achieved by its marked repetitiveness, second by the

way in which the refrain, with its broader and more objective view, is juxtaposed

to the narrowly focused but emotionally intense “lyric stichomythia” of the

kommos.

A final note.  The difference in outlook I have laid out between the “lyric

stichomythia” and the refrain is consistent with Lloyd-Jones’ assignment of the

former to Antigone and Ismene.  We would expect the sisters to be focused on

their subjective experience, just as we would expect the (slightly) less interested

Chorus to be able to present a broader, more objective view of the situation.

Suppl. 117ff

toiaËta pãyea m°lea yreom°na l°gv                     [str. z.
lig°a bar°a dakruopet∞,
fiØ fiÆ,
115
fihl°moisin §mprep∞:
  z«sa gÒoiw me tim«.

flle«mai m¢n ÉAp¤an boËnin,                         [§fumn. a.
karbçna d' aÈdån eÔ, gç, konne›w.
120-121
pollãki d' §mp¤tnv lak¤di sÁn linosine›
122
  Sidon¤& kalÊptr&.

yeo›w d' §nag°a t°lea pelom°nvn kal«w                 [ént. z.
§p¤drom', ıpÒyi yãnatow épª.
125
fi∆ fi≈,
fi∆ dusãgkritoi pÒnoi.

                                                  
37 Thalmann (1978) 62-79.
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  po› tÒde kËm' épãjei;

flle«mai m¢n ÉAp¤an boËnin,                         [§fumn. a.
130
karbçna d' aÈdån eÔ, gç, konne›w.
pollãki d' §mp¤tnv lak¤di sÁn linosine›
133
  Sidon¤& kalÊptr&.

plãta m¢n oÔn                                         [str. h.
135
linorrafÆw te dÒmow ëla st°gvn dorÚw
éxe¤matÒn m' ¶pempe sÁn
pnoa›w: oÈd¢ m°mfomai:
pnoa›w: oÈd¢ m°mfomai:
teleutåw d' §n xrÒnƒ
patØr ı pantÒptaw
140
  preumene›w kt¤seien.

sp°rma semnçw m°ga matrÒw, eÈnåw                   [§fumn. b.
éndr«n, ® ¶,
êgamon édãmaton §kfuge›n.

y°lousa d' aÔ                                         [ént. h.
145
y°lousan ègnã mÉ §pid°tv DiÚw kÒra,
¶xousa s°mnÉ §n≈piÉ é-
sfal°a, pant‹ d¢ sy°nei
~divgmo›si dÉ ésfal°aw
édm∞tow édmÆta
=Êsiow gen°syv.

sp°rma semnçw m°ga matrÒw, eÈnåw
éndr«n, ß ¶,
êgamon édãmaton §kfuge›n.

efi d¢ mÆ, melany¢w                          [str. y.
155
≤liÒktupon g°now
  tÚn gãion,
tÚn polujen≈taton,
Z∞na t«n kekmhkÒtvn
fljÒmesya sÁn klãdoiw
160
értãnaiw yanoËsai,
mØ tuxoËsai ye«n ÉOlump¤vn.
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î ZÆn, ÉIoËw: fi∆ m∞niw                             [§fumn. g.
mãsteir' §k ye«n:
konn« d' êtan
165
gametçn oÈranon¤kvn.
xalepoË går §k
  pneÊmatow e‰si xeim≈n.
ka‹ tÒt' oÈ dika¤oiw                                  [ént. y.
ZeÁw §n°jetai cÒgoiw,
170
  tÚn tçw boÚw
pa›d' étimãsaw, tÚn aÈ-
tÒw pot' ¶ktisen gÒnƒ,
nËn ¶xvn pal¤ntropon
ˆcin §n lita›sin;
175
ÍcÒyen d' eÔ klÊoi kaloÊmenow.

175a
<î ZÆn, ÉIoËw: fi∆ m∞niw                            [§fumn. g.
175b
mãsteir' §k ye«n:
175c
konn« d' êtan
175d
gametçn oÈranon¤kvn.
175e
xalepoË går §k
175f
  pneÊmatow e‰si xeim≈n.>

These three refrains occur toward the end of the parodos as the Chorus of

fleeing Danaids arrive at the Argive sanctuary singing of their predicament and

praying for asylum.

Scheme.  The MSS preserve refrains after strophe and antistrophe of the sixth

and seventh of the eight strophic pairs of the parodos.  The mesode (162-7)

transmitted by the MSS after the strophe of the eight strophic pair is commonly

inserted again after the final antistrophe by modern editors.  It may be that “a

scribe’s omission of the last of a number of ephymnia is particularly easy to
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explain psychologically”38, but the fact that this scenario is possible is not proof

that it is true.  To begin with, such an omission would constitute a gross and

unusual instance of haplography: gross, because of the sheer number of words

omitted; unusual, because we would expect a quite different sort of error here

than the one supposed by editors.  What we would expect is that the erring

scribe, returning his eye to the original in order to acquire the first instance of the

ephymnium, i.e. that after the strophe, would instead let his eye fall upon the

second instance, i.e. that after the antistrophe.  In this case the scribe would omit

both the first instance of the ephymnium and the antistrophe, leaving us with the

strophe and one instance of the ephymnium.  Editors who postulate an original

second instance of an ephymnium require us to accept that the scribe’s eye simply

passed over these few lines.  The fact that these lines happen to be identical to

those appearing only a little above, therefore, plays no part in this scenario.  In

other words, the insertion proposed by editors has no more transcriptional

probability than any random lines one could care to suggest as having been

omitted.  As for the intrinsic probability of the insertion, to insist on the insertion

is effectively to rule out the possibility that Aeschylus could ever intend or admit

the use of ephymnia and mesodes in the same ode39  All this is not to disprove

that lines 162-7 are not, in fact, the first of two instances of an ephymnium: it is

only to stress that our treatment of these lines as such is based on purely

subjective grounds, and to that extent my comments on these lines qua refrain

must be qualified.

Meter.  Strophes 6-8 may all be analyzed as iambic (though Strophe 8 could

easily be analyzed as trochaic), and the refrains themselves somewhat reflect this.

                                                  
38 Friis-Johansen/Whittle (1980) ad. loc.
39 Cf. Hall (1913) 151, 189-90.
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A few trends may be noted.  First, Strophe 6 begins with a suddenly high degree of

resolution — the first two periods 3ia / 2ia are almost completely resolved —

which tapers off in Strophe 7 (one instance at 135/145) and is absent in Strophe 8.

This trend away from resolution is balanced by a trend to increased syncopation

in the Strophes 7 and 8.  The ephymnia follow the first of these two trends set by

the stanzas in that we find runs of short syllables in the first and second refrains

but not in the third.  This sudden increase in short syllables beginning in Strophe

6 and tapering off at the end of the parodos corresponds to the quick shift in

focus from Zeus and his power (through Strophe 5) to the immediate problem

facing the Danaids (Antistrophe 5, Strophe 6), which in turn gives way to the

sinister yet calm resolution of the Chorus to commit suicide (Strophe/Antistrophe

8).

Within the refrains themselves we see a tendency to go from long syllables to

short.  This is most pronounced in the first refrain, where the almost

uninterrupted string of long syllables in the first two lines (mol ia sp / ia mol sp) is

contrasted by the string of short syllables making up the irregular dochmaic in the

third line.  This shift from long to short in all three refrains corresponds to a shift

in thematic focus on the part of the Chorus in the first and second refrains.  In

both cases the opening line of solemn prayer with its many long syllables (flle«mai

m¢n ÉAp¤an boËnin 129, sp°rma semnçw m°ga matrÒw, eÈnåw / éndr«n) gives way to a

concentration on the immediate situation of the Danaids and short syllables

(pollãki d' §mp¤tnv lak¤di sÁn linosine›  131, êgamon édãmaton §kfuge›n).  For the

most part, then, these refrains follow the lead of the stanzas in terms of how they

use meter to reflect the changing mental state of the Chorus.

Theme. Again, we find that the refrain is used to indicate the mental state of

the speaker.  As has been pointed out already, the refrains begin at that point in
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the parodos when the Danaids turn from the general topic of Zeus to their own

predicament.  Also we see a return to direct prayer for acceptance as suppliants

(flle«mai, 117).40  The placement of the refrains in this case fits the general pattern

whereby refrains in drama tend to occur toward the end of lyric passages,

indicating an overall escalation of emotion.

When we turn to the content of these refrains we see that they, like many

other dramatic refrains, characterize the emotional state of the speaker.  Most

obvious is the use of balanced cries in the second and third refrains (§° 142/152, fi≈

162/176).  In both these instances the cry seems motivated by what immediately

precedes it.41  The cry §° occurs immediately after the phrase eÈnåw éndr«n,

indicating that the mere thought of sexual relations with men is repulsive to the

Danaids.  Likewise the cry fi≈ immediately follows the name of Io, the ancestor of

the Danaids whose misfortunes they relate to so closely.  In this case, the very

form of the cry seems to play upon the name Io as if to imply an etymology or to

suggest that the Chorus’ current expression of distress imitative of Io’s own

distress.42  In addition to these cries, emotion is expressed by other sound effects

such as the alliteration and assonance found especially in the first and second

refrains: pollãki d' §mp¤tnv lak¤di sÁn linosine›,; sp°rma semnçw m°ga matrÒw, eÈnåw;

êgamon édãmaton.

The content of the refrains in this passage helps to characterize the ethnicity

of the Danaids.  Direct characterization is achieved when the Chorus call their

own voice “barbarian” (karbçna, 119=130) and when they describe their clothes,

which they rend in mourning, as linen and of foreign make (linosine› Sidon¤&

kalÊptr&, 120f=131f).  A less direct characterization of their ethnicity is achieved

                                                  
40 Cf. Conacher (1996) 84.
41 Cf. the use of balanced cries in the example from the Septem discussed above.
42 One is tempted to suggest that the cry is imitative of a cow’s lowing.
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by their emphasis on their descent from Io in the second and third refrains as well

as the strong identification with Io expressed in the third refrain, where the

Chorus’ emission of the cry fi≈ is in reaction to, and almost imitative of, the sad

history of their ancestor.  The language used in the refrain also seems to

characterize the Chorus as foreign: both konne›w/konn« (119=130, 165=175c) and

karbçna (119=130) are unusual forms that may contribute an exotic air.  We may

compare this to the apparent attempts to represent Egyptian language later on in

the play (825ff).43  Finally, it may be that the heavy use of alliteration and

assonance noted above is itself meant to characterize the Chorus’ speech as

exotic.

Suppl. 889ff=899ff

This refrain occurs after the third strophe and antistrophe of the amoibean

passage between the Danaids and the Herald who has come to lead them to the

waiting ship that will take them back to Egypt.

KHRUJ
‡uze ka‹ lãkaze ka‹ kãlei yeoÊw.
Afigupt¤an går bçrin oÈx Íperyorª.
[‡uze ka‹]
875
~ bÒa, pikrÒter' éx°vn ofizÊow ˆnom' ¶xvn. ~

<Dad.> ofio› ofio›                      [ént. b.
  lÊmaw, † sÁ prÚ gçw Ílãskvn
  ~ perixamptå bruãzeiw:
  ˘w §pvpò d', ı m°gaw
880
Ne›low, Íbr¤zontã s' épotr°-
      ceien êiston Ïbrin.

Kh. ba¤nein keleÊv bçrin efiw émf¤strofon
˜son tãxista: mhd° tiw sxolaz°tv.
ılkØ går aÏth plÒkamon oÈdãm' ëzetai.

                                                  
43 Friis-Johansen/Whittle (1980) ad loc.
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885
Dad. ofio›, pãter, br°teow êrow        [str. g.
  étò m': ëlad' êgei,
  êraxnow Àw, bãdhn.
    ˆnar ˆnar m°lan,
Ùtotototo›,
890
  mç Gç mç Gç, boån
  foberÚn épÒtrepe:
  Œ bç Gçw pa› ZeË.

Kh. oÎtoi foboËmai da¤monaw toÁw §nyãde:
oÈ gãr m' ¶yrecan, oÈd' §gÆrasan trofª.

895
Dad. maimò p°law d¤pouw ˆfiw:         [ént. g.
  ¶xidna d' Àw me <fÒniow µ>
t¤ pot° n<in kal«>
    dãkow; éx... @1
  Ùtotototo›,
900
  mç Gç mç Gç boån
  foberÚn épÒtrepe,
  Œ bç Gçw pa› ZeË.

Kh. efi mÆ tiw §w naËn e‰sin afin°saw tãde,
lak‹w xit«now ¶rgon oÈ katoiktie›.
905
Xo. fi∆ pÒlevw égo‹ prÒmoi, dãmnamai.

Meter.  Because of the many textual problems that attend this part of the play,

it is difficult to establish the meter for the first part of this amoebean passage

(through 865).  The first strophic pair would seem to be composed of dochmaic,

dactylic and iambic cola, with long runs of short syllables occurring at 843/854 and

850/862.  The second pair is largely made up of ionic cola.  The third pair, to

which is appended the refrain, is iambic and dochmaic in character, thus fitting

the pattern of Aeschylus’ typical use of refrains in iambic contexts.  This third

strophic pair, both stanzas and refrain, feature numerous resolutions in both the

iambic and the dochmaic portions.  The agitated character of the strophic pair is
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also shown by that fact that there is no period that extends over more than one

metrical colon.44  The refrain itself displays a violent alternation between the

short syllables of the resolved iambics and dochmaics of the first and third lines,

respectively, and the almost unbroken longs of the second and fourth lines.

Again, this emphasizes the agitated state of mind of the Chorus who sing these

lines.  After much agitation, the Chorus can only follow up with what appears to

be the shortest stanza extant in Greek tragedy (905/908).45

Theme.  As in the case of the refrain at Persae 663=671, discussed above, this

refrain occurs near the end of a sustained crescendo of rising emotion on the part

of the Chorus.  As the threats of the Egyptian Herald mount, so do the vocal

protestations made by the Chorus, until the appearance of the Argive king (991).

The refrain, when it comes, is but the last in a series of repetitions that mark the

increasing anxiety of the Danaids: the cries aé› afia› and ofio› ofio› appear in

responsion at the beginning of the second strophe and antistrophe (866/876);

alliteration and assonance occur with great frequency (diÉèl¤rruton êlsow, 868;

EÈre˝aisin aÎraiw, 881; ba¤nein... bçrin, 882; ‡uze ka‹ lãkaze ka‹ kãlei yeoÊw, 872).  The

effect grows even stronger in the third strophe (êrow étò m': ëlad' êgei,  êraxnow,

885ff) until we arrive at pure repetition in both stanza (ˆnar ˆnar, 887) and refrain

(mç Gç mç Gç, 890=900).

The content of the refrain itself also marks it as a climax of emotion for the

Chorus.  It has the quality of noise as much as of speech, with its opening cry of

distress (Ùtotototo› , 889=899) and the strings of single syllable words in the second

and fourth lines (mç Gç mç Gç; Œ bç Gçw pa› ZeË).  Corresponding to this reduction

in lexical sophistication is a similar reduction in theological sophistication: here at

                                                  
44 Friis-Johansen/Whittle (1980) iii, 362.
45 Friis-Johansen/Whittle (1980) iii, 362.
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the height of their terror, the Chorus can only pray to Earth Mother and her

child, Zeus.  This breaking-up of language into its constituent elements is

continued, though to a slightly lesser degree, in lines 905/908, where the iambic

line is divided by diaeresis between each metron.46

§4. “Character” refrains

Another major function of refrain in drama is to introduce characters.  These

refrains are sung by actors upon their initial entry onstage or shortly thereafter,

and provide important information concerning the character’s motivation or state

of mind both to the audience as well as to other characters onstage.  In most

cases, the speaker is singing a song within the drama of the play, and quite often

the refrain helps identify that song as belonging to a particular independent lyric

genre (paean at Ion 112ff.; hymenaeus at Tr. 308ff.; iacchus at Ra. 316ff.).

The first clear case of a “character” refrain is found at Ag. 1072ff. and rewards

close study.

Ka. Ùtotototo› pÒpoi dç.                                [str. a.
  Œpollon Œpollon.
Xo. t¤ taËt' énvtÒtujaw émf‹ Loj¤ou;
1075
oÈ går toioËtow Àste yrhnhtoË tuxe›n.

Ka. Ùtotototo› pÒpoi dç.                              [ént. a.
  Œpollon Œpollon.
Xo. ¥d' aÔte dusfhmoËsa tÚn yeÚn kale›
oÈd¢n prosÆkont' §n gÒoiw parastate›n.

1080
Ka. ÖApollon: ÖApollon:                               [str. b.
  éguiçt', épÒllvn §mÒw.
ép≈lesaw går oÈ mÒliw tÚ deÊteron.
Xo. xrÆsein ¶oiken émf‹ t«n aÍt∞w kak«n.
m°nei tÚ ye›on doul¤& per §n fren¤.
1085

                                                  
46 Friis-Johansen/Whittle (1980) iii, 362.
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Ka. ÖApollon: ÖApollon:                               [ént. b.
  éguiçt', épÒllvn §mÒw.
î po› pot' ≥gag°w me; prÚw po¤an st°ghn;
Xo. prÚw tØn ÉAtreid«n: efi sÁ mØ tÒd' §nnoe›w,
§g∆ l°gv soi: ka‹ tãd' oÈk §re›w cÊyh.

In each of these four strophes, Cassandra sings in a meter usually analyzed as a

mix of bacchic and iambic metra47, and is answered each time by the Chorus, who

speak in iambic trimeters.  This is an example of epirrhematic composition, the

first in which is reversed the more usual arrangement whereby the Chorus sings

and is answered by an actor speaking trimeters.  This unusual quality of the

passage is emphasized not only by the appearance of refrains, but also by the

content of those refrains.  The Chorus are surprised by Cassandra’s use of a cry of

mourning (Ùtotototo›) in conjunction with the naming of Apollo: “Why do you

raise these cries about Loxias?  For he is not such a one as to come by a mourner.”

(1074f.)48  The strange content of Cassandra’s refrain makes perfect sense, of

course, within the dramatic context.  The odd epirrhematic structure, the use of

the emphatic refrain, the appearance of bacchic and dochmaic metra, and the

wailing content of the refrain all illustrate Cassandra’s state of distress.  Likewise

her repeated naming of Apollo, even in the unwholesome context of mourning,

emphasizes her relationship with that god and her status as a prophetess.  This

last point is not lost on the Chorus (xrÆsei ¶oiken, 1083), though they are prevented

from fully comprehending Cassandra’s prophecy.

                                                  
47 1072f.=1076f. are read as bacchic tetrameter by Wilamowitz.  Fraenkel (1950)
says each line “may be regarded as roughly equivalent to a catalectic iambic
metron”.  Deniston-Page analyzes the lines cr ba / ia sp, and 108-3 as ia sp / ba dochm
/ 3 ia.
48 We may note here that this passage in no way requires us to take the refrain
form per se as identified with threnody.  The concern of the Chorus is with the
content, not the form of the refrain: t¤ taËt' énvtÒtujaw (“Why did you raise these
cries of Ùtotototo›?”).  Also, the Chorus’ identification of Cassandra’s song as
threnody is made before they have heard the repetition of the refrain.
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The characterizing function of refrains is highly favored by Euripides,

appearing in three separate plays: Ion 112ff., El. 112ff. and Tr. 308ff.  We may relate

this to his frequent use of monodic prologues.49  In Ion 112ff., Ion has just finished

his opening anapaests (82-111), usually sung by the Chorus elsewhere, when he

begins to sing what seems to be a very convincing example of paean featuring the

refrain:50

Œ Paiån Œ Paiãn,
eÈa¤vn eÈa¤vn
e‡hw, Œ LatoËw pa›.

We note especially the use of molossi in the refrain, which we relate to Eryth.

Pae. fr. 1 and other hymns.51  The characterizing effect of Ion’s refrain is clear.52  It

emphasizes the generic identity of his monody as paean53, and this in turn

illustrates his contentment as a servant of Apollo’s shrine and his expression of

that contentment in the apparent invention of an otherwise unknown lay

service.54  All this establishes the background for the upsetting of his contentment

later in the play.

A very similar use of refrain is found in El. 112ff.  Here Electra is being

“introduced” not to the audience — she has been onstage at least since line 54 —

but to Orestes, who sees her again for the first time as she draws water at the well

and sings her monody, in which she bemoans her sad condition.  Her song is a

work song of sorts, easily compared to Ion’s paean, which he sings as he sweeps;

her jug resembles Ion’s broom.55  Electra’s attitude towards her work is, of course,

quite different from that of Ion towards his; but the way in which both characters
                                                  
49 Imhof (1966) 19.
50 Cf. Rutherford (2001) 111: “The only true paiãn-refrain in extant tragedy.”
51 Cf. Owen (1939) ad loc.; Burnett (1970) ad loc.; Wilamowitz (1926) 92.
52 Cf. Lee (1996) 88.
53 Imhof (1966) 19.
54 Imhof (1966) 20; Burnett (1970) ad 129; Furley/Bremer (2001) 83.
55 Knox (1979) 259.
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are depicted at work, including the emphasis given to the repetitiousness of that

work by means of the refrain, is emblematic of their respective situations as well

as their respective states of mind.56  In both cases, the songs serve as ironic

illustrations of the status quo; ironic, because both characters’ situations will soon

radically change upon the arrival of unexpected visitors.

A third instance of the “character” refrain in Euripides is found at Tr. 308ff.

Here the mourning of Hecuba and the Chorus is interrupted by the entrance of

Cassandra, who sings a hymenaeus song marked by several instances of repetition,

including a refrain at lines 314 and 331.

ÖAnexe: pãrexe.
f«w f°re: s°bv: fl°gv --fidoÁ fidoÊ --
lampãsi tÒdÉ flerÒn.
Œ ÑUm°naiÉ ênaj:
makãriow ı gam°taw:
makar¤a dÉ §g∆ basiliko›w l°ktroiw
katÉ ÖArgow è gamoum°na.
ÑUmØn Œ ÑUm°naiÉ ênaj.
§pe‹ sÊ, mçter, §p‹ dãkrusi ka‹
gÒoisi tÚn yanÒnta pat°ra patr¤da te
f¤lan katast°nousÉ ¶xeiw,
§g∆ dÉ §p‹ gãmoiw §mo›w
énafl°gv purÚw f«w
§w aÈgãn, §w a‡glan,
didoËsÉ, Œ ÑUm°naie, so¤,
didoËsÉ, Œ ÑEkãta, fãow,
pary°nvn §p‹ l°ktroiw
† nÒmow ¶xei.

pãlle pÒda.
afiy°rion ênage xorÒn:  eÈën, eÈo·:
…w §p‹ patrÚw §moË
makarivtãtaiw
tÊxaiw: ı xorÚw ˜siow.
êge sÁ, Fo›b°, nin: katå sÚn §n dãfnaiw
énãktoron yuhpol«,
ÑUmØn Œ ÑUm°naiÉ ÑUmÆn.
xÒreue, mçter, énag°lason:

                                                  
56 Lee (1996) 88.
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ßlisse tòdÉ §ke›se metÉ §m°yen pod«n
f°rousa filtãtan bãsin.
bÒasayÉ ÑUm°naion, �,
makar¤aiw éoida›w
fiaxa›w te nÊmfan.
‡tÉ, Œ kall¤peploi Frug«n
kÒrai, m°lpetÉ §m«n gãmvn
tÚn peprvm°non eÈnò
pÒsin §m°yen.

Like Ion with his broom and Electra with her jug, Cassandra has her torch.57

And like the monodies of Ion and Electra, Cassandra’s song is ironic.  In her case

the irony does not lie in any lack of foresight — she knows all too well what is

coming — but in the quality of the hymenaeus, which “has some of the natural

exhuberance a girl might feel at her wedding”, but which is horribly inappropriate

to the situation.58  The terrible, parodic character of the song is strengthened by

the address to Hecate59, and the refrains, along with the other repetitions,

illustrate Cassandra’s obsessive madness.60  Finally, we note that, whereas the

refrains of the monodies of Ion and Electra are very regular within their respective

antistrophic pairs, Cassandra’s hymenaeus is somewhat disordered in its structure.

The two instances of refrain are slightly different from each other (ÑUmØn Œ Ñ

Um°naiÉ ênaj 314 / ÑUmØn Œ ÑUm°naiÉ ÑUmÆn 331), and there seem to be three other

“near-refrains” scattered throughout the song: Œ ÑUm°naiÉ ênaj 310; didoËsÉ, Œ Ñ

Um°naie, so¤ 322; bÒasayÉ ÑUm°naion, � 335.  It seems likely that these irregularities

of form are meant to help illustrate Cassandra’s disordered state of mind.

There are several possible ways of relating the characterizing function of these

refrains to other functions of dramatic refrains as well as to non-dramatic lyric

refrain functionality.  The function can be seen as an extension of the practice of

                                                  
57 Cf. Barlow (1986b) 47f.
58 Barlow (1986a) 173.
59 Mueller-Goldingen (1996) 35.
60 Barlow (1986a) 174.
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using refrains to represent in drama examples of independent lyric genres: half of

our “character” refrains (Ion 122ff., Tr. 308ff.) certainly fall into that category.

What distinguishes this particular use of independent genre refrains is that, while

elsewhere an independent genre is represented simply to suggest a general

ocassion (weddings at the end of Av. and Pax) or emotion (sorrow and disquiet at

Ag. 104ff.), in these cases the representation of independent genre serves to

characterize specific characters, with respect to motivation and state of mind, at a

specific moment in the action of the plays.

Another way to understand how the characterizing function arose in dramatic

refrains is to see it as an extension of the “emotive” refrain function, which also

serves to illustrate the state of mind of the speaker, though not with such

specificity.  Or, one could point to the general tendency of refrains, established

even in early lyric examples, to emphasize the subjective experience of the

speaker.  In a way, even the function of generic emphasis as found in non-

dramatic lyric is a form of self-characterization.  In that case, the point is to locate

the speaker within a song tradition; in the “character” refrains of drama, the point

is to locate the speaker within the action of the play.
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CHAPTER 7

REFRAINS IN BUCOLIC HEXAMETER POETRY

Three main  questions face us as we consider what the refrains in these poems

are doing.  The first is, what structural, thematic and dramatic functions are

performed by the refrains within the poems in which they appear?  Second we ask,

what external associations do these refrains bring to the poems?  Third and last,

how closely do the refrains follow the traditions of the lyric refrain?  To answer

these questions, I will approach the refrain as it is used in Greek bucolic in three

sections dealing with (§1) the structural aspects of the bucolic refrain, (§2) likely

external associations, and (§3) non-structural functionality.  In each of these

sections I will relate the practice of bucolic refrain to the lyric refrain tradition.  I

hope to show in this chapter that these refrains are best understood with

reference to the existing lyric refrain tradition.

§1. Structural aspects and functions of the refrain in bucolic poetry.

Before analyzing the structural functions of the refrains in specific poems, it is

desirable to discuss briefly the related issues common to all instances of refrain in

Greek bucolic poetry.  Of all the functions that can be performed by the refrain

form in bucolic, none is so immediately apparent as that of imparting structure.

The bucolic refrain, normally consisting of a single hexameter line1, breaks up by

means of its conspicuous repetitions what would otherwise be a continuous

succession of hexameter lines — a succession usually subject to no formal unit

larger then the hexameter itself.  This aspect of the refrain is, of course, made

                                                  
1 The exception to this rule is the variable “refrain” of EA, but even in that poem
the usual length of individual instances of the “refrain” is one full hexameter line.
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especially striking in most modern printed editions, in which each instance of

refrain is either indented, or set apart from the surrounding context by means of

extra spacing above and below the line, or both.  It should be noted that such

graphic treatment of the refrain was not unknown in antiquity.2

It is perhaps strange that critics have not more often remarked on the

strangeness of the mere fact that refrains should appear in what would otherwise

be continuous hexameter poetry.  Something of this strangeness is reflected in

one critic’s suggestion that the introduction by Theocritus of the refrain form to

hexameter poetry “may have been felt to be a daring innovation which gives to the

poem something of a stanzaic structure, wholly alien to the even flow of the

narrative hexameter.”3  While we may dispute whether the bucolic refrain

indicates a true “stanzaic structure”, it is certain that it does demand some

explanation, and only natural that we should look outside bucolic itself for at least

some points of that explanation.  But this anticipates the next section’s topic.

Beyond remarking on the novelty of the refrain in hexameter poetry, we may

ask, what are the intrinsic formal implications of its appearance?  The answers to

this question will touch in turn upon an issue with a long history, namely the

question whether bucolic hexameter exhibits evidence of a real strophic or

stanzaic structure.  I will only briefly cover the matter.  Scholars of the nineteenth

century often took the presence of refrains in bucolic as evidence for a real

strophic structure in contexts where those refrains appear.  This strophic

structure was thought to include, among other features, real “strophic responsion”
                                                  
2 Oxy. P. 3545 preserves lines 68-74 and 78-95 of Theocritus Idyll 1.  The refrain
êrxete, ktl at line 79 is marked off by paragraphi both above and below; no such
marks are found at 73 and 89, the two other instances of refrain where the left
margin is preserved.  Oxy. P. 3546 preserves Theocritus 2.30-2 and 43-9, and here
both instances of the refrain ‰ugj, ktl at 32 and 47 are marked off by paragraphi
both above and below.  Both papyri are dated to the second century A.D.
3 Kegel-Brinkgreve (1990) 9.
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between elements of different “strophes”.  Since, as we shall see, the surviving

MSS do not give us perfectly regular instances of refrain in most of the relevant

bucolic poems, the text of these poems was frequently emended in order to

produce the required regularity.4  This approach was condemned long ago by

Bergk and by Wilamowitz, who pointed out that the refrains in bucolic were

meant only to be suggestive of strophic song in hexameter.5  Despite the

occasional references to “stanzas” and “pastoral ‘lyric’”6 critics on the whole have

come to accept Wilamowitz’s position as correct.

Assuming that refrains, where they do appear in bucolic hexameter, do not

indicate genuine strophes or stanzas, it follows that their appearance is strange

not only because they have not been seen in hexameter before, but also because

they appear in a formal context so different from their natural home.  As I have

argued in Chapter 3, the refrain in Greek lyric seems to have arisen in a

monostrophic environment.  Within this environment, the unit of the strophe

served both as a measure of frequency for the refrain (e.g., one refrain per strophe)

and as a location within which the refrain could be placed (i.e., at the beginning, at

the end or in the middle of each strophe).  By contrast, the hexameter

environment of bucolic offers no such formal home for the refrain.  Rather than

coming at the beginning or end of strophes, the bucolic refrain can only come

between individual lines of verse, or more broadly between (not before, not after)

stretches of continuous hexameters.7  Critics who seek to determine whether

                                                  
4 See Gow (1950) v.2, p.16, n.2 for a partial bibliography of studies attempting to
find “strophic responsion” in bucolic.  To his list we may add Peiper, R. (1863-
1865).
5 Bergk, Philol. 14.182; Wilamowitz, (1906) 137.
6 Rosenmeyer (1969) 95.
7 We note that the papyrological evidence for the formal relationship of bucolic
refrains to their context, though scant, conforms to this understanding.  If the
writer of Oxy. P. 3546 had thought of the refrain ‰ugj, ktl as coming after a
“strophe”, we would expect the paragraphus to have been placed only below the
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instances of refrain in bucolic “belong to” the lines preceding or to those following

would seem still to be laboring under the misconception that the appearance of

refrains indicates intent on the part of the poet to reproduce, as opposed to

represent, strophic lyric in hexameter verse.8

There is only one example in bucolic where the formal implications for the

refrain in hexameter are to some degree nullified, or at least subverted.  This is the

“refrain” of Bion EA, and it is unique in bucolic poetry.  The “refrain” is

established in the first two lines of the poem:

afiãzv tÚn ÖAdvnin, “ép≈leto kalÚw ÖAdvniw”:
“�leto kalÚw ÖAdvniw”, §paiãzousin ÖErvtew.

Both lines are divided at the hephthimemeral caesura into two segments,

which I label 1a, 1b and 2a, 2b.  These initial two lines are not repeated together

for the remainder of the poem; the first line is repeated entire only once, at line

67.  What makes the “refrain” so striking, despite the lack of the usual repetition

of whole lines, is the way in which the half-line segments of lines 1-2 are repeated

throughout the poem in different combinations.  A combination of 1a and 2b

(afiãzv tÚn ÖAdvnin, §paiãzousin ÖErvtew) sees two iterations, at 6 and 15.  A new

segment is attached to 2b at line 28 (afia› tån Kuy°reian, §paiãzousin ÖErvtew) and

this combination is repeated at 86.  At lines 37 and 63 we find the new segment

combined with 1b (afia› tån Kuy°reian, ép≈leto kalÚw ÖAdvniw).  Clearly the poet

means to play with these segments in as many ways as he can.  (The combination

of 2a and 1b is avoided as they are essentially synonymous.)

                                                                                                                                                 
refrain, not both above and below as it is in the papyrus.  By contrast, the refrains
of strophic lyric are graphically treated as integral to the strophes or triads with
which they are associated.  E.g., in Oxy. P. 5, 841, the coronis marking the end of
each triad occurs only below the refrain that completes each epode of each triad;
no marking distinguishes the refrain from what comes above.
8 Gow (1950) 16.
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It has been doubted whether these repetitions constitute a true refrain9;

strictly speaking, they do not.  Nevertheless, their manner of arrangement, as well

as their content, strongly suggest an interest on the part of Bion in the refrain

form as it is more usually used in bucolic and elsewhere.  Also, we shall see that

these repetitions function within their context in much the same way as true

refrains.  They are useful evidence for Bion’s reception of the refrain form and

therefore deserve our attention.

Now I shall turn to a consideration of the specific structural functions

performed by the refrain in bucolic.  Because these functions depend, as I have

argued above, upon the formal implications specific to refrains in hexameter

verse, I will not have many occasions for comparison with lyric refrains, as I will

have when discussing other kinds of functionality later on.

Song marker.  The most basic structural function performed by bucolic refrains

is the distinction of those parts of poems that do contain refrains from those that

do not.  The two examples of this are in Theocritus 1 and 2, which feature inset

pieces that are performed within the dramatic frame of each poem.  In Idyll 1 this

function is especially clear, since we can be sure that the first line of refrain

(êrxete, ktl) at 64 is also the first line of Thyrsis’ song; this is confirmed by the

clear change of speaker after 63.10  Here the initial instance of refrain, along with

its frequent recurrences, marks lines 64-142 decisively as different in kind from

their context: they are “song” while the remainder of the poem is “speech”.  The

end of Thyrsis’ song is not so definitely marked by the last instance of refrain at

142.  True, Thyrsis at 143 turns to the goatherd and asks for the goat he was

promised, and this would seem to be separate from the preceding song; but
                                                  
9 Gow (1950) ii, 16; Reed (1997) 96f.
10 The fact that the refrain is the first line of Thyrsis’ song does not require us to take it
as the first line of a “strophe”.
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Thyrsis then immediately proceeds to a concluding salutation to the Muses, which

is best taken as the final theme of his song.11  But again, we are aided by a change

of speaker at 146.  The changes of speaker at 64 and 146 serve, therefore, as the

definite beginning and end of Thyrsis’ “song”, but it is the refrain that marks it as

“song” formally.

The refrain of Idyll 2 is similarly used to mark off an inset performance within

the poem.  There are, however, important differences between Idylls 2 and 1 that

must be taken into account.  To begin, Idyll 2 is a dramatic monologue, and

therefore there are no changes of speaker to help mark off the inset

performances.  The initial instance of the poem’s first refrain (‰ugj, ktl) at 17

marks the beginning of Simaetha’s spell proper.12  The cessation of the second

refrain (frãzeo, ktl) after 135 seems intended to convey Simaetha’s changing state

of mind, of which more will be said later.

It should be noted that the refrain form is not the only device used in bucolic

to mark off inset performances formally.  A similar function is performed by the

introduction of elegiac couplets at Idyll 8.33-60, which mark off the first stage of

the singing contest depicted in that poem.

Theocritus’ use of the refrain form to mark off a section of a poem is rare in

lyric.  The single possible example is Campbell fr. 931L, lines 8ff.  In that poem,

the last line of the first strophe is replaced by a refrain that is repeated in each of

the following strophes.  As has been pointed out before13, this may indicate that

the first strophe was intended as an introduction to an inset performance that

followed.  If this is the case, then the fragment very closely parallels Idylls 1 and 2

in this respect.  But the late date of the fragment, along with its metrical

                                                  
11 Pace Gow (1950) ad loc., who sees 144f. as separate from the song.
12 Gow (1950) ad loc.
13 Rutherford (1995) 41.
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irregularities, militate against our  assuming that Theocritus had before him any

lyric examples of refrains used to mark off inset performances.14

Articulation.  Just as the refrain form serves to mark an inset “song” formally as

separate from its context, it also serves to separate from each other the blocks of

verse within that “song”.  This function we may call “articulation” since the

refrains link together as well as separate these blocks of verse.  This is a role that,

of course, is to some extent played by lyric refrains; in bucolic it is a critical

function, since there is no natural formal unit in hexameter that can (as the

strophe in lyric) serve the function itself.  Within this category of function, there

are two subcategories.  The first is that simple articulation provided by any refrain

that divides its poem into discrete and meaningful units of sense.  The second is

that more complicated articulation achieved by a refrain whose content changes

as the poem progresses.  Both these functions may (as in the case of Theoc. 1 and

2) appear in the same poem.

Simple articulation.  It is only natural that refrains in bucolic should usually fall

between sentences,15 but we can go further and show that they also mark off larger

units of sense grouped by theme.  This is most apparent in Theocritus Idylls 1 and

2 and EB.  The “refrains” of EA operate in a slightly different way structurally, and

I shall reserve comment on them for the following section on “complex

articulation”.

The clearest example of a bucolic refrain that is used to mark off distinct

thematic units is probably that of EB.  This poem’s refrain occurs at intervals that

are significantly longer and more irregular in length (from four to fourteen lines)

                                                  
14 Lobel, Oxy. P. 32 (1967) 114, dates the papyrus to the second century on the basis
of the hand.
15 Bucolic refrains do on occasion interrupt sentences, but I shall deal with that
phenomenon later when discussing the “lyric functions” of bucolic refrains.
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than those in Theocritus 1 and 2.  Given this, we should not be surprised that each

separated block of verse is thematically discrete.16  It should be noted that the

sections created by the refrain in this poem contain lists linked not only by theme,

but also by sound.  I am speaking of lines 37-44, where we are told that Bion is

lamented more than the dearly departed of a slew of distinguished mourners.  Six

of these eight lines feature (usually initially) the phrase oÈ tÒson (37, 41), oÈ tÒsson

(40) or oÈd¢ tÒson (38-9, 42).  My point is that the poet of EB has used the refrain

not only to mark off units of sense, but also, in one case, of sound.

By using the refrain to mark off discrete thematic units, the poet of EB seems

to have followed the practice of Theocritus in Idyll 1.  This should be no surprise,

given EB’s obvious dependence upon that poem.17  The refrains of Theocritus 1,

however, come much more frequently than those of EB, resulting in much shorter

blocks of verse.  These range in length from two to five lines, the most common

length being four lines.  It follows that longer themes must be treated in sections

longer than single blocks of verse marked off by refrain.  Nevertheless, these

blocks frequently do correspond to discrete thematic units, and even the themes

treated more at length generally occupy two or more intact blocks of verse.  In

                                                  
16 The refrains break the poem into thirteen clear thematic blocks: 1-7, reaction of
inanimate nature to Bion’s death; 9-12, of nightingales; 14-8, of Strymonian swans;
20-4, an imagined scene of Bion in Hades; 26-35, reaction of immortals to Bion’s
death; 37-44, a list of famously bereaved characters; 46-9, nightingales and
swallows; 51-6, a consideration of Bion’s now inactive pipe; 58-63, the reaction of
Galatea; 65-9, more consequences of Bion’s death among the immortals; 70-84, a
comparison of Bion to Homer; 86-97, the reaction to Bion’s death on the part of
the listed hometowns of other famous poets; 99-107, a comparison of Bion to
dying vegetation; 109-12, an allegation that Bion was poisoned; 114-end, a parting
farewell in the voice of the poet himself.

Other divisions of EB by theme are, of course, possible.  Manakidou (1996) 43-
57 suggests, for example, 5 divisions by theme.  But the fact that the poem’s refrain
“is extremely unhelpful in this division” (Manakidou, 43, n.48) does not prove that
it “has no real function” (Manakidou, 32, n.25) in the poem.
17 Cf. Kegel-Brinkgreve (1990) 56; Mumprecht (1964) 33; Porro (1988) 213.
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other words, while not every instance of refrain in Thyrsis’ song marks a change of

theme, almost every change of theme is marked by an instance of refrain.18

An especially interesting example of a refrain used to mark off discrete

thematic units is found in the first of Simaetha’s two performances in Theocritus

2, namely that portion of the poem featuring the refrain ‰ugj, ktl.  This is an

exceptionally regular refrain compared to most others in bucolic (only the second

refrain of Theocritus 2 is so regular), marking out nine blocks of verse of four lines

each.  This high degree of regularity serves to emphasize all the more the

articulation between each block of verse and its corresponding theme.  What

makes this case so interesting is that, as Gow has pointed out, almost each block

corresponds either to a specific physical act performed as part of the dramatized

magical spell, or to a specific prayer belonging to that spell, or both.  To this rule

there are two exceptions only: in the fourth block (38-41) there is no physical act

nor prayer, while in the fifth block there are two pairs of act and prayer.  Gow

explains the absence of magic in block four is made up by its superabundance in

block five.19

Complex articulation.  A more complex form of articulation is produced when a

refrain changes over the course of a poem.  We may compare this function to the

song marker function.  In that case, the presence of refrain in one part of a poem

marks it off from the rest of the poem; here, the changing refrain within a poem,

                                                  
18 These themes fall out as follows: 65-9, the poet asks, where were the nymphs?;
71-2, wild animals (jackals, wolves, lion) mourn Daphnis; 74-5, domesticated cattle
mourn; 77-8, Hermes arrives; 80-4, herdsmen arrive, and with them Priapus, who
occupies 85-8 and 90-4 as well; 95-8, Cypris comes and questions Daphnis; 100-3,
Daphnis answers Daphnis; 105-7, Daphnis dismisses Cypris; 109-10, Daphnis
speaks of Adonis; 112-3, Daphnis again dismisses Cypris; 115-8, Daphnis bids
farewell to wild animals and their haunts; 120-1, Daphnis identifies himself as a
herdsman; 123-6 and 128-30, Daphnis calls to Pan; 132-6, Daphnis calls on nature to
mourn him; 138-41, Daphnis goes to the stream.
19 Gow (1950) ii, 39f.
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or within one part of a poem, marks off separate sections within a poem or inset

“song”.  We see this function quite clearly at work in Theocritus 2, where the

refrain ‰ugj, ktl is replaced by the refrain frãzeo, ktl at line 69.  This change in

the content of Simaetha’s refrain marks the shift from her performance of a

magical spell to her new performance, addressed to the Moon.  This new

performance is, within the dramatic context, a plaintive soliloquy expressing

Simaetha’s anguish as well as her blame of Delphis20; it also serves the poet’s

purpose of providing the narrative background for the dramatic action of the

poem.  This division between the two parts of the poem is further emphasized by

the change in the frequency with which the refrain appears, from every fifth line

to every sixth.  This aspect of the refrain’s functionality is made possible by the

unusual regularity (for bucolic) of the two refrains throughout the poem.  It is

important to note as well that the changes in the refrain do not destroy the formal

continuity create by the presence of the refrain throughout the majority of the

poem.21  Indeed, the refrain, even as it changes, illustrates the basic continuity of

Simaetha’s emotional state;22 a state that is characterized by compulsive, recurring

thoughts of her situation, until at line 135 it reaches a pitch at which it can no

longer be contained within the regular form of refrain.23

This brings us to another aspect of the complex articulation refrain function:

the use of the point of change in a refrain’s content to mark a specific theme

within the non-refrain context.  In Theocritus 1, for example, the change of

Thyrsis’ refrain at line 94 from its first version (êrxete boukolikçw, Mo›sai f¤lai,

êrxetÉ éoidçw) to its second version (êrxete boukolikçw, Mo›sai, pãlin êrxetÉ éoidçw)

                                                  
20 Griffiths 85; Andrews (1996) 27, n.3.
21 Parry 47; Andrews (1996) 26f.
22 Parry 47; Gutzwiller (1991) 103.
23 Griffiths 85.
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has been explained as marking the arrival of Cypris to the scene immediately

thereafter.24  But we cannot press this point too hard: the MSS are far from

unanimous in locating this first change in the refrain25, and in his edition Gow

places the change at 94 because he sees that as “a suitable position for a change of

refrain.”26  The change to Thyrsis’ third refrain (lÆgete boukolikçw, Mo›sai, ‡te

lÆgetÉ éoidçw), on the other hand, is well established in the MSS for line 12727, and

so it is reasonable to suggest that this change marks Daphnis’ call to Pan, which

begins in the “stanza” just prior.

§2. Possible external associations for the refrain form in bucolic poetry.

Given the apparent innovation represented by Theocritus’ introduction of the

refrain form to hexameter verse, we are obliged to relate its use in bucolic to its

use elsewhere.  Critics have commonly connected it with popular or primitive

forms, sometimes without reference to a specific genre,28 but more often to

specific sub-literary genres.  Some have seen the refrain in bucolic poetry as a

feature inherited “from actual herdsmen’s songs.”29  It is impossible to prove or

disprove that ancient Sicilian herdsmen’s songs did, in fact, feature refrains; but if

recent criticism disputing bucolic’s descent from “primitive rural cults, religious

festivals, or other aspects of folk culture” is correct,30 then we may say it is

                                                  
24 Hunter (1999) ad loc., comparing this passage to V. Ec. 8.61, where “Muses are
called upon to end the song just as Daphnis abandons his syrinx.”
25 As Hunter (1999) acknowledges ad 1.64.
26 Gow (1950) ii, 17.
27 Gow (1950) ii, 16.
28 Dover (1971) xlix-l.
29 Walker (1980) 131; see also Mumprecht ad EB 8.  Similarly Hunter ad Theoc.
1.64 relates the refrain of that poem to “popular boukoliasmÒw”.  Walker 127
opines, “It is difficult to account for [Theocritus’] stylistic use of repetition,
refrain, and amoebean exchange in any other way.”
30 Halperin (1983) 83; also Gutzwiller (1991) 4-7.
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unlikely that bucolic refrain has such an origin.  A second, even more commonly

suggested source for the refrain form in bucolic is the ritual lament.31

I have already in Chapter 1 dealt with the problems concerning the attempts

to explain the refrains of Greek poetry with relation to sub-literary forms in

general and the sub-literary in particular.  I will repeat here only that we lack the

positive evidence necessary to claim these associations.  Fortunately we do have

some evidence for possible external associations brought by the refrain form to

bucolic poetry.  To begin with, we may look to the nearly three centuries of poetic

practice previous to bucolic as represented in our refrain text corpus.  As we have

seen, this corpus reveals a refrain tradition that is rooted in monostrophic lyric

song, yet is diversified to the extent that refrains are featured in examples of

disparate genres and strophic structures.  We also have before us the evidence,

discussed in Chapter 4, for the treatment of the refrain form by Hellenistic

scholarship, scholarship that is roughly contemporaneous with, and therefore a

likely context for, the composition of bucolic refrain poetry.  As we have seen,

Hellenistic scholarship saw the refrain as a formal feature of strophic lyric, and

recognized its presence in a variety of generic contexts.  The most important

association, therefore, that the refrain form is likely to have brought to bucolic

poetry is its association with lyric.  Certain aspects of that association are not

normally played out in bucolic; I have already discussed the implications of the

lack of a strophic structure for the refrain form in continuous hexameter.

                                                  
31 Manakidou (1996) 32f.; Hunter (1999) ad Th. 1.67; Gutzwiller (1991) 103; Estevez
(1981) 35.  It is noteworthy that recent criticism in this direction habitually cites
Alexiou as an authority on the refrain form in ritual lament.  (Cf. CHAPTER 3, §2.)
We may compare this to the unquestioning acceptance of Kranz and Deubner by
earlier critics who, here and elsewhere, related the refrain form to magic.
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§3. Lyric refrain functionality in the refrains of bucolic poetry.

Adaptation of external sub-literary material.  Bucolic refrains not only carry

associations with lyric song in general; they also make use of many of the

functions, both intrinsic and extrinsic,  established already for lyric refrains.  The

first of these is the use of the refrain form’s intrinsic emphatic force to adapt

independent sub-literary material to poetry.  This is most clear in the refrain of

EA, which contains a version of the independent Adonis cry (ép≈leto kalÚw

ÖAdvniw).32  This we may easily relate to the use of independent cries such as paiãn

in lyric refrains.  Another interesting example of Theocritus’ use of refrains to

incorporate and emphasize an independent outside element is the first refrain of

Idyll 2.  In this refrain (‰ugj, ßlke tÁ t∞non §mon pot‹ d«ma tÚn êndra) the outside

element is an action: the turning of the wryneck on a wheel as part of the

performance of the magical spell.

Dramatization.  Beyond the mere introduction of an independent external sub-

literary element to the poem, the first refrain of Idyll 2 also serves an extrinsic

dramatic function by linking the text of the poem to action represented as

happening in the moment.  This dramatic function of the refrain parallels the

dramatic effect achieved through the use of the mute character, Thestylis.33

These two dramatic elements work closely together, especially at lines 18-21.

‰ugj, ßlke tÁ t∞non §mon pot‹ d«ma tÚn êndra.
êlfitã toi prçton pur‹ tãketai.  éllÉ §p¤passe,
Yestul¤.  deila¤a, pò tåw fr°naw §kpepÒtasai;
∑ =ã g° yhn, musarã, ka‹ t‹n §p¤xarma t°tugmai;
pãssÉ ëma ka‹ l°ge taËta: <<tå D°lfidow Ùst¤a pãssv>>.
‰ugj, ßlke tÁ t∞non §mon pot‹ d«ma tÚn êndra

                                                  
32 Shorter and simpler versions seem to have been more common.  Cf. Sappho fr.
168 Œ tÚn ÖAdvnin; Theoc. 15.136, 143 Œ f¤lÉ ÖAdvni.  See Reed (1997) 20, 195, 251 for
the possibility that Bion’s version of the Adonis cry may fit a theme (“[name of
god] is dead”) with Near Eastern associations.
33 Stanzel (1998) 157; Hommel (1986) 92.
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Here Simaetha berates Thestylis for botching the spell and must give

additional instructions for how to through the meal onto the fire, all within the

confines of the “stanza” defined by the refrains at 17 and 22.  Simaetha’s dutiful

observance of the regular refrain, despite the interruption, highlights the

irregularity of the ritual at this point in the spell, and the effect is clearly meant to

be humorous.

Simaetha’s dramatizing first refrain is an innovative extension of the “quasi-

dramatic” refrain function frequently found in lyric.  Most examples of

dramatizing refrains in bucolic are rather closer in operation to their lyric

predecessors.  As we saw in Chapter 2, one of the important dramatic functions of

lyric refrains is to serve on occasion as “quotations” of performances described in

the non-refrain context.  We find an exact parallel in EA.  In this poem the

Adonis cry portion of the “refrain” (ép≈leto kalÚw ÖAdvniw) is passed from speaker

to speaker,34 sometimes within the refrain itself: the speaker of the poem (afiãzv

tÚn ÖAdvnin) and the “Loves” (§paiãzousin ÖErvtew) are alternately assigned the

Adonis cry as segments 1a and 2b of the variable refrain appear and reappear

throughout the poem.  At 35ff. we find the most striking instance of

dramatization in the refrain of the EA.  Here it is Cythera who emits the refrain,

lamenting both herself and Adonis: è d¢ KuyÆra... ée¤dei << afia› tån Kuy°reian:

ép≈leto kalÚw ÖAdvniw.>>  Then, in a twist probably meant as a humorous comment

on the repetitiousness of the refrain form itself, Echo takes up the cry

immediately following at line 38: ÉAx∆ dÉ éntebÒasen <<ép≈leto kalÚw ÖAdvniw.>>

This example is extreme, but definitely follows the lead established by prior lyric

practice, especially in paeans.

                                                  
34 Estevez (1981) 36.
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Less extreme, but just as surely influenced by lyric practice, are those bucolic

refrains that interrupt sentences at moments of climax, and thus present the

speaker to be emitting a spontaneous emotional reaction to narrative in the non-

refrain context.  An example of this occurs at Theoc. 2.103ff., where, in her

soliloquy to the Moon, Simaetha describes her reaction to the first time Delphis

came to her house: §g∆ d° nin …w §nÒhsa / êrti yÊraw Íp¢r oÈdÚn émeibÒmenon pod‹

koÊfƒ / ^ frãzeÒ meu tÚn ¶rvyÉ ˜yen ·keto, pÒtna Zelãna ^ / pçsa m¢n §cÊxyhn xiÒnow

pl°on, ktl.  Dover recognizes a dramatic effect here and likens it to Idyll 1.85, 35

where we find the refrain emphasizing the enjambment of zãteisÉ.36  But the effect

at 1.85 is probably not “dramatic”, since there is no particular reason to expect

that the speaker (Thyrsis) would become suddenly emotional over the search by

the nameless k≈ra of line 82 for Daphnis.  Moreover, Thyrsis’ refrain does not

contain anything that could be considered expressive of strong emotion.  By

contrast, the refrain of 2.105 occurs at a spot where we do expect Simaetha to be

emotional, and the substance of her refrain is emotionally appropriate in that it

speaks of the origin of her love, which is clearly the moment being described at

2.103ff.  Likewise we may speak of EB 44ff. as an example of this dramatic use of

the interrupting refrain.  There the refrain interrupts a sentence describing the

mourning of Bion by nightingales and doves, and occurs immediately after the

naming of Bion: ˜sson épofyim°noio katvdÊranto B¤vnow / ^ êrxete Sikelika¤, t«

p°nteow êrxete, Mo›sai ^ / édon¤dew pçsa¤ te xelidÒnew, ëw pokÉ ¶terpen.  The

interruption comes at a moment we would expect an emotional outburst on the

part of the speaker, and the substance of the refrain is appropriate to such an

outburst, containing as it does a reference to grief.

                                                  
35 Dover (1971) ad loc.
36 Cf. Gow (1950) and Hunter (1999) ad 1.85.
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Invocation, performance language and generic identification.  Another function

commonly taken on by the refrain in bucolic is the treatment, by means of the

refrain form’s intrinsic emphatic force, of themes of invocation.  This is clearly

related to the treatment of divine names in lyric refrains, though the personages

invoked in bucolic refrains are not always divine, e.g. the wryneck in the first

refrain of Theoc. 2.  Bucolic refrains also follow the lead of lyric refrains in that

they commonly treat themes of performance.  Usually the performance referred

to is that of the song at hand; in EA we see an example where the performance

being described (the emissions of the Adonis cry et sim.) is probably external to

the poem itself.

Most commonly these two themes, invocation and performance, are combined

in the refrains of bucolic.  In the second refrain of Theoc. 2, Simaetha invokes

Selene and asks her to “tell whence came my love”; in other words, Simaetha is

asking Selene to assist her in the performance of her song, a theme commonly

treated in lyric refrains.37  The clearest examples of this type of bucolic refrain are,

of course, the refrains of Theoc. 1 and EB, both of which are addressed to the

Muses and ask them to “begin” (êrxete) and, in the case of Theoc. 1, to “lay aside”

(lÆgete) the songs at hand.

This brings us to the matter of the generic function of the refrain in bucolic.

Halperin has pointed out that, “Bucolic poetry... was created and sustained by a

brief series of poets whose consciousness of working in a common literary

territory is attested by an unusual frequency of references and allusions to earlier

members of the tradition by later ones.”38  The use of the refrain stands as an

important example of this generic self-consciousness on the part of bucolic poets,
                                                  
37 Cf. the refrain of Hymn. Cur. and the refrain (ÖIakxe filoxoreutã, sumprÒpemp°
me) of the Initiate’s song, Frogs 403ff.
38 Halperin (1983) 75f.
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a convenient means by which these poets place themselves within a distinctive

bucolic tradition.  This bucolic refrain tradition begins, of course, with

Theocritus.  It has already been pointed out that Idyll 1 self-consciously presents

itself as belonging to a “bucolic” tradition39, and that the content of that poem’s

refrains, e.g. êrxete, emphasizes its “foundational” aspect.40  But what has not

been stressed before is the significance of Theocritus’ use of the refrain form per se

for this foundational function.

We have already seen in Chapter 2 how the refrain form was used in lyric to

emphasize generic identity.  It could be seen that Theocritus’ adoption of the

refrain form to treat programmatic and generic themes in Idyll 1 parallels the

generic identification function established for lyric refrains.  Like lyric poets

before him, one would argue, Theocritus would have seen the repetitiousness of

the refrain form as a convenient means to emphasize important thematic material,

in his case the theme of a “bucolic” tradition.  But in view of the many aspects of

refrain functionality that Theocritus borrows from previous lyric practice, it

seems more likely that his adoption of the refrain form for use in his self-

conscious generic program is dependent upon, rather than parallel to, the similar

function of refrains in lyric.  It will be remembered from Chapter 2 that the

refrain form, since it was frequently selected as a means to emphasize certain

generic themes (e.g. the paean cry) in lyric poetry, eventually became associated

with specific genres.  This we have already seen evidenced in the Hellenistic

scholarly treatment of refrains, which begins, so far as we can tell, with allusions

by Callimachus and Apollonius of Rhodes to the refrain form commonly used in

paean.  Theocritus seems to have noticed this same association between the

                                                  
39 Hunter (1999) 60f.; Halperin (1983) 83; Van Sickle (1976) 22.
40 Hunter (1999) ad 1.64.  Fantuzzi (1998) points out that Thyrsis is the only
“living” shepherd in Theocritus to invoke the Muses.
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refrain form and certain genres of lyric, and to have deduced that generic

identification was an important function of lyric refrain.  The point here is that,

rather than using the refrain form to identify his poetry as belonging to any

specific genre of existing Greek lyric, Theocritus is taking up what he sees as an

established function of the lyric refrain: the identification of genre.  That

Theocritus uses the refrain form specifically to identify the inset song of Idyll 1 as

an example of “bucolic” is beyond doubt.  The appeal to the Muses in that refrain

is for a genre (boukolikçw... éoidçw) of which Thyrsis is said to be a master at line

20: ka‹ tçw boukolikçw §p‹ tÚ pl°on ·keo Mo¤saw.  Similarly, Idyll 2’s first refrain

functions to identify the first inset performance within that poem as a spell; this it

does not by any strict formal similarity to real spells, but by the emphasis given to

the obviously magical character of the refrain’s content.

Once Theocritus had established this function for the refrain in bucolic, it

persisted for the duration of that poetic tradition.  What is interesting is the way

in which the refrain form per se was identified with the bucolic genre by later

bucolic poets and used as a means of placing their poems within that tradition.  In

the case of EA, the refrain form is even treated as a theme in its own right,

manipulated in such a way not only to emphasize (as we have seen) the dramatic

function of the refrain form, but also to comment upon and demonstrate mastery

over a formal device strongly associated with the bucolic tradition itself.
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APPENDIX

REFRAINS IN DITHYRAMB

§1 The existence of a refrain in dithyramb

Our two best sources of evidence for a refrain in Greek dithyramb are

relatively late: the seventh section of p.p. which, if it is correctly attributed to

Hephaestion, dates from the 2nd century A.D.; and the first book of the Ars

Grammatica of Marius Victorinus, rhetorician of the 4th century A.D.1  The

texts are:

Hephaestion Per‹ poihmãtvn §7 (p.70 Consbruch):
¶sti d° tina §n to›w poiÆmasi ka‹ tå kaloÊmena §fÊmnia, ëper taÊthw t∞w
proshgor¤aw tetÊxhken, §peidØ ka‹ §fÊmniÒn ti efi≈yasin §pãgein ofl poihta‹ ta›w
strofa›w, oÂã §sti ka‹ tå toiaËta <<fiÆÛe paiãn>> ka‹ <<Œ diyÊrambe.>>

Mar. Victorinus G.L. VI 59, 24-29 Keil:
Hoc loco non supersederim dicere esse brevia cola, quae post strophen et
antistrophon supercini moris est, quae iam non epodae, sed §fÊmnia
dicentur, ut est in fiØ paiãn.  Haec enim vel hymnis vel dithyrambis
supercini moris est, quae [de epodicis carminibus] si quando
praeponuntur proÊmnia, si autem post antistrophon collocentur, meyÊmnia
nuncupabuntur.

These texts are to some extent complementary.  Hephaestion quotes a

refrain Œ diyÊrambe which he does not explicitly associate with the genre of

dithyramb; Victorinus states that refrains are usually “sung over” (supercini)

dithyrambs, but does not give an example of these particular refrains.  We

should not doubt, however, that Hephaestion meant his readership to
                                                  
1Neither Hephaestion nor Victorinus are commonly considered in modern
discussions of the form of dithyramb.  Pickard-Cambridge (1962, 9), who
assumes a refrain performance is described in Archilochus fr. 120 (and Van der
Weiden (11), who follows him) makes no mention of either passage.  Ieranò,
Giorgio. Il ditirambo di Dioniso : le testimonianze antiche, Lyricorum Graecorum quae
exstant ; 12. Pisa: Istituti editoriali e poligrafici internazionali, 1997. collects both
passages in his testimonia section, but does not go any further than to mention
that a refrain is attested in Hephaestion in his commentary section.  While
Crusius had mentioned Hephaestion in relation to a refrain for dithyramb in his
1905 RE article (col. 1204), no such mention is made of H. or of the refrain in
the New Pauly.
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understand Œ diyÊrambe as being a refrain of dithyramb, as can be seen by his

parallel quotation of the refrain associated with the paean.  We may note that

Victorinus also sees no need to state explicitly that fiØ paiãn is taken from the

paean.

Hephaestion and Victorinus know of a refrain (or refrains) in dithyramb.

The question remains, which stage of dithyramb are they talking about?  That

they are speaking of literary, and not “folk”, dithyramb is almost certain, since

both writers’ interests are rooted in established literary forms which they

illuminate with examples taken from well known literary sources.2  Furthermore,

it is unlikely that examples of “folk” dithyramb would have survived so late,

especially in the case of Victorinus.

The context in which Hephaestion and Victorinus mention these refrains

provides a clue as to which stage of literary dithyramb they belong.  Both writers

are speaking of §fÊmnia (as well as the related forms mesÊmnia, meyÊmnia and

proÊmnia), which are appended to strophes: Hephaestion, §pãgein... ta›w strofa›w;

Victorinus, post strophen et antistrophen supercini.  This implies a strophic context

for the refrains of dithyramb, at least as known by these two writers.  As it

                                                  
2This is quite clear in the case of Hephaestion, whose sources are clearly literary
and well known, and probably based on Alexandrian editions, cf. tÚ deÊteron
SapfoËw (p.63), tÚ deÊteron ka‹ tr¤ton SapfoËw (p.63), [tØn pr≈thn ”dØn §n t“
pr≈tƒ ÉAlka¤ou ka‹ tØn deut°rhn (p.66)], tÚ pr«ton ÉAnakr°ontow üsma (p.68).
Authors cited are Sappho (4x), Callimachus, Menander, Homer (2x), Timotheus,
Simonides (2x), Alcaeus (3x), Hermeius, Anacreon (3x), Pindar, Simias Rhodius,
Bacchylides (2x), and Eupolis; other ascriptions include afl tragƒd¤ai ka‹ afl palaia‹
kvmƒd¤ai (p.63) and §n ta›w kvmƒd¤aiw (p.72).  All passages quoted are ascribed with
two exceptions: (1) the very instances of the paeanic and dithyrambic refrains
under discussion; (2) two fragments of Archilochus (94, 104) on p.71, the first of
which was probably thought by the writer to be immediately recognizable as
Archilochus’ because it includes an address to Lycambes.  Hephaestion’s
dependence upon written sources is emphasized by his habitual use of the verb
grãfv when describing the relative location of metrical features within a line or
stanza, as well as his assumption of a generic poiÆthw who produces these
metrical phenomena in writing.
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happens, one of the few things we know about the music of the dithyramb is

that, some time near the end of the 5th century B.C.3, there appeared a new form

of dithyramb that featured the astrophic énabolÆ, an innovation apparently

introduced by Melanippides.4  This structural change seems to be linked to the

introduction of more dramatic material to the genre.5  It follows that a refrain

such as is described by Hephaestion and Victorinus could not occur within the

new astrophic dithyramb, and therefore they must be describing refrains found

in examples of the older, antistrophic form of the literary genre.  It would seem,

therefore, that Pickard-Cambridge’s intuition about a refrain in early dithyramb

is more or less correct.  But it is impossible to restrict the refrain to an early

stage, since the examples of the antistrophic dithyramb available to Hephaestion

and Victorinus could be not only dithyrambs written before the introduction of

the new astrophic form around the end of the 5th century; they could just as well

be examples of an old-style antistrophic form that coexisted with the new

dithyramb well after the introduction of the latter.  Such a survival of the old

form may be indicated by Philodamus Scarpheus’ “Paean to Dionysus” discussed

below.

§2 The form of the refrain in dithyramb

There are two aspects of the question of form: (1) the content of the refrain

itself; (2) how the refrain is deployed with respect to the non-refrain portion of

the song.

                                                  
3Pickard-Cambridge, pp. 38ff.
4Aristotle Rhet. 3.9.1409b 24ff. (ed. Kassel): Àste g¤gnetai ˘ ¶skvce DhmÒkritow ı
X›ow efiw Melanipp¤dhn poiÆsanta ént‹ t«n éntistrÒfvn énabolãw.
5Ps. Aristotle Probl. XIX 15 918b: diÚ ka‹ ofl diyÊramboi, §peidØ mimhtiko‹ §g°neto,
oÈk°ti ¶xousin éntistrÒfouw, prÒteron d¢ e‰xon.
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Content of the refrain of dithyramb.  Hephaestion’s p.p. is once again our

clearest source of evidence, since it alone gives us content explicitly set in the

formal context of a refrain.  The single Œ diyÊrambe appears to be an address to a

person, Dithyramb, to be identified with Dionysus.6  This and similar forms

should be considered “normal” for the refrain in dithyramb, if only because of its

coincidence with the name of the genre.  But as we shall see, there appears to be

a variability in the content of the refrain associated with the dithyramb that goes

beyond even the variability we saw in the examples of the ÍmÆn-refrain.

Pindar (fr. 85) is credited for using a form other than the “normal” one at

Et.M. s.v. diyÊrambow: P¤ndarow d° fhsi luy¤rambon: ka‹ går ZeÁw tiktom°nou aÈtoË

§pebÒa <<lËyi =ãmma, lËyi =ãmma>>, ·nÉ ¬ luy¤rammow ka‹ diyÊrambow katå tropØn ka‹

pleonasmÒn.  This form, luy¤rambow, may or may not have been used as a proper

refrain.  If it was used in a refrain, a single instance of it may have made up the

whole of that refrain’s content, much as with Œ diyÊrambe given in the p.p. above.

But the fact that the etymology given for the form has Zeus shout lËyi =ãmma

twice may indicate that the cry was doubled (at least) in performance.  In this

case the entry in the Et.M. would serve not only as an etymology for the word

form, but also as an aetiology for the performance mode.7  There is a question, of

course, as to whether the etymology is Pindar’s own, but we may treat it as

evidence for the refrain either way: if it is Pindar’s etymology, then Pindar was

explaining the refrain as known to himself and to his audience; if it is a later

writer’s etymology, then that writer was attempting to explain the form as found

                                                  
6Cf. Ieranò test. 2-23, pp. 18-23, for examples of diyÊrambow used as divine name.
7We may compare the aetiologies for the paean refrain given by Callimachus,
Hymn 2.103-104:<<flØ flØ pai∞on, ·ei b°low, eÈyÊ se mÆthr / ge¤natÉ éossht∞ra>>: tÚ dÉ
§j°ti ke›yen ée¤d˙., and Ap. Rh., 2.712f: yarsÊneskon ¶pessin, <<·h ·e>> keklhgu›ai: /
¶nyen d¢ tÒde kalÚn §fÊmnion ¶pleto Fo¤bƒ.
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in Pindar.8  In either case the doubling of the shout within the etymology

implies that the composer of the etymology was faced with a doubled (at least)

instance of the word form, and the most likely context for that double instance

is a refrain.9

Another bit of evidence for a “doubled” refrain in dithyramb may be found at

Pratinas, fr.1 Page (PMG 708) 12f: µn fidoÊ: ëde soi dejiå ka‹ podÚw diarrifã,

yriambodiyÊrambe, / kissÒxaitÉ ênaj, êkoue tån §mån D≈rion xore¤an.  The doubled

or compound form yriambodiyÊrambe, here used as an epithet of Dionysus, to

whom the speaker is appealing in his diatribe against the new music with its

overly aggressive flute accompaniment, may be taken from an extended refrain

form, perhaps Crusius’ reconstructed yr¤ambe diyÊrambe10

Already it would seem there was more than one form of the refrain in

dithyramb, variable not only in number but in word-form: diyÊrambow,

luy¤rambow, yriambodiyÊrambow (or yr¤ambe diyÊrambe, as reconstructed by

Crusius), and by implication yr¤ambow.  All of these forms share an obvious

similarity, especially in their -ambow endings, but there is evidence for even more

radical variation.

                                                  
8 Cf. Julian, Or. VII 15, 220 b-c, II pp. 63-5 Rochefort: ÑErmª keleÊsaw ı ZeÁw
èrpãsai tÚn DiÒnuson ka‹ tem∆n <tÚn aÍtoË mhrÚn §n>rãptei: e‰ta §ke›yen, ≤n¤ka
§telesforÆyh tÚ br°fow, »d¤nvn ı ZeÁw §p‹ tåw nÊmfaw ¶rxetai: tÚ <<lËyi =ãmma>> d¢
aÔtai t“ mhr“ prosepñdousai <tÚn diyÊrambon ≤m›n> efiw f«w proÆgagon.  The
performers of the cry are different in this version of the etymology.  An even
stronger suggestion of performance situation is present in the participle
prosepñdousai  and the resemblance of the nymphs to a chorus.
9Also, the etymology does not identify luy¤rambow as an address to Dionysus,
though it is easy to imagine that a form originally used as an address could later
be construed as having its origins elsewhere in the dionysiac narrative material.
But this does call into question whether even a refrain containing the form
diyÊrambow would always be understood as a direct address to a person,
Dithyramb.
10Op. cit. col. 1204.  Cf. also the extended form Ímhnum°naiow, used as a name for
the wedding song at Oppian, C.1.341, and which is clearly derived from the
commonly extended, or “doubled” form of the ÍmÆn-refrain.
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At Aristophanes’ Frogs 316f, the chorus of Initiates makes its entrance while

singing the refrain ‡akxÉ Œ ‡akxe / ‡akxÉ Œ ‡akxe.  Xanthias reacts by saying (318ff):

toËtÉ ¶stÉ §ke›nÉ, Œ d°spoyÉ: ofl memuhm°noi / §ntaËyã pou pa¤zousin, oÓw [Heracles]

¶fraze n“n.  êdousi goËn tÚn ‡akxon ~nper DiagÒraw.  The scholium to 320 explains

Xanthias’ reference to “the iacchos, the very one Diagoras [sings]” in the

following manner.  Schol. V in Aristoph. Ra. 320, p.284 Dübner: diyurambopoiÚw ı

DiagÒraw poihtØw, sunex«w ‡akxe ‡akxe õdvn.  µ kvmikÚw diyurambikå, tout°sti

Dionusiakå drãmata poi«n.  Now, for our purposes it is not critical whether the

text of Aristophanes should read DiagÒraw as I have given it, following the mss.,

or diÉ égorçw as given by Coulon and Dover11; nor is it critical whether or not the

scholiast is correct in his identification of the Diagoras of Aristophanes’ text

with a dithyrambic poet, Diagoras.  What is important is that the scholiast has

made the connection between the refrain ‡akxÉ Œ ‡akxe in the text of the play

with what he knows about the dithyramb.  This suggests an association of the

refrain with the genre of dithyramb, and the survival of that association in

sufficient examples that it would suggest itself to a later commentator.12  This

association may be confirmed by PMG 1027d, taken from Dion. Hal.’s

discussion of brachysyllabic meters: ‡akxe yr¤ambe, sÁ t«nde xorag°.

Further variability in the refrain of dithyramb, and an apparent ease with

which dithyramb could incorporate paeanic material into its own refrain, may be

indicated by Philodamus Scarpheus’ paean to Dionysus, Coll.Hell. pp.165ff,

which opens with the line [deËrÉêna D]iyÊrambe BakxÉ and which features a

mesymnion at the fifth line of each stanza eÈo› Œ fiÒbakxÉ Œ fi¢ paiãn.  Also, there is

                                                  
11Dover’s argument, ad loc., that mention of the famously impious Diagoras in
this context would be too poor a joke for Aristophanes, is very weak.
12It does not follow that the refrain ‡akxÉ Œ ‡akxe is associated exclusively with
dithyramb, and therefore there is no immediate need to classify the song sung by
Aristophanes’ Initiates as a dithyramb.
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Aristarchus’ classification of Bacchylides 23 as a dithyramb despite the presence

of what we would normally think of as a paeanic refrain, i.e. fiÆ.

We may have evidence for the use of élalã as a refrain of dithyramb in

Pindar’s description of a divine performance of dithyramb in fr. 70b, listed as

Dithyramb 2 by Maehler:

p$`r‹n m¢n ßrpe sxoinot°neiã tÉ éoidå
di`y`$`urãmbvn...
o·an Brom¤ou ̀[tele]tãn
ka‹ parå skç[pt]on DiÚw OÈran¤dai
§n megãroiw ·$sta¸nti.  semnò m¢n katãrxei
Mat°ri pår m$eg¸ãl& =Òmboi tupãnvn,
§n d¢ k°xlad[en] krÒtalÉ afiyom°na te

da˛w ÍpÚ jan$yai¸›s̀i peÊkaiw:
§n d¢ Na˝dvn ̀§`r¤gdoupoi stonaxa¤
man¤ai tÉ élal̀$a¤¸ tÉ Ùr¤netai =icaÊxevi
sÁn klÒnƒ.

It is clear, then, that among the various appropriate cries that could

accompany early (and divinely sanctioned) dithyramb as imagined by Pindar was

the cry élalã.  If Pindar includes this cry in his description of primitive, pure

dithyramb, it is likely that he understood the cry to be appropriate to

contemporary, proper dithyramb as well.  The role of élalã in contemporary,

literary dithyramb that would correspond most closely to its role as a

spontaneous cry accompanying the imagined primordial dithyramb is that of a

regular refrain.  To this we may compare Pindar fr. 78: klËyÉ ÉAlalã, pol°mou

yÊgater, / §gx°vn proo¤mion, † yÊetai / êndrew Íp¢r pÒliow tÚn flrÒyuton yãnaton,

which is said in the scholium to Aesch. Pers. 49 to have come from a dithyramb.

Although Pindar’s interest in fr. 78 is in the use of élalã as a war cry, it may be

that he was providing an elaborate treatment (an etymology?) of the word in

order to explain its appearance in dithyramb.  Again, the implied importance of

the word suggests its repeated use, most likely as a refrain.
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It may be possible to link this extreme variability of refrain content with the

generic “mixing” bemoaned at Plato, Laws 700.  But the fact that Pindar is

credited for an “unusual” form (luy¤rambow) argues against an extreme version of

this position.  Clearly there was a small set of forms and near variants that were

associated with the earlier refrains of dithyramb.  These probably included

diyÊrambow, yr¤ambow, luy¤rambow; and not ‡akxe or fiÆ, which both speak to a

broadening of religious identifications for Dionysus.

Arrangement of refrains in dithyramb.  Obviously, since we have no surviving

example of a dithyrambic refrain in context, what we can say concerning how

these refrains were deployed within individual dithyrambs is limited to

speculation.  If it were possible to say with certainty what performance role is

implied by §jãrjai in Archilochus fr. 120, we would know whether the dithyramb

mentioned there featured (in Victorinus’ terms) a proÊmnion sung by the ¶jarxow,

or a meyÊmnion sung by the chorus in response to non-refrain material provided by

the ¶jarxow.  Certainty is impossible given the scant amount of evidence

available, but in as much as the examples of ¶jarxoi given in §1 above indicate

anything at all, they tend to favor proÊmnia sung by ¶jarxoi for the purpose of

initiating and regulating the performance of the chorus.  Although we have no

evidence for an ¶jarxow leading off the ‡akxow at Frogs 316ff, and we cannot

classify the song as a dithyramb, still the fact that a refrain associated with

dithyramb is apparently used as a proÊmnion in the song of the Initiates may

indicate the common use of refrains as proÊmnia in proper dithyrambs.13  In the

                                                  
13On more tenuous grounds, the etymologies offered by Pindar and Julian may
indicate placement after the strophe, since in both cases the cry lËyi =ãmma is
uttered in response to the birth of Dionysus.  The very forms used (§pebÒa,
prosepñdousai) emphasise that the cry is reactive.
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end, however, it seems most likely that refrains could be used in any number of

positions in dithyramb as in other “refrain genres”.  Victorinus does not limit the

dithyrambic refrain to any specific location with respect to the strophe, while

Hephaestion’s placement of it after the strophe cannot be taken as definitive or

even exclusive in the context of Hephaestion’s own discussion of refrains.14

                                                  
14E.g., Hephaestion offers Sappho’s ÍmÆnaon as an example of a mesÊmnion (not
§fÊmnion) event though he must have been aware of the many (and perhaps
overwhelming) examples of ÍmÆn-refrains used elsewhere after the strophe
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